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PREFACE

"Trainers Bible" is the thoroughly revised, en-
larged, brought-up-to-date, fourth edition of my ..Ath-
Ietic Training." I feel the new name is more appropri-
ate-more descriptive of the contents. Again I have
added so much new material and have made so many
changes in the old contents that I have come to look
on this book as one newly created.

If you skim over the pages you may get a general
impression that "Trainers Bible" is but Iittle different
from its predecessor "Athletic Training." I am, there-
fore, going to ask you to read the book from cover to
cover and you will soon discover the new and useful
information that I have incorporated into the slceleton
of the old book. This is especially true of the chapter
on the Diagnosis and Treatment of Athletic Injuries,
which after all is the one of greatest importance to you.

Your criticisms are cordially invited.

S. E. BILIK, M.D.
September, 192 7.

PREFACE TO T}IIRD EDITION

Five years have rolled by. As we live we Iearn.
My experience in the Medical Corps of the Army, and
the two years of medical study at Bellevue which
followed, have opened up new vistas. And as I
buckled in to the tash of revision, it was with the
pleasure of knowing that the additional theory and

axperience I gained would help me in improving the
contents. When I first offered this little volume to
the profession, I had no suspicion that it would meet
with such spontaneous approval and praise. It was
clear that the book was not to be just another "dead
one on the shelf, but an active servant to the needs
of the profession. Later when colleges, normal
rchools, and schools of physical education began us-
ing it as a text, I felt it \^ras up to me to make good
by making this treatise the most thorough and com-
grlcte on the subject.

With thankful appreciation of your approval.

S. E. BILIK.

Jtrly l5rh, 1923,

PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION

The first edition of my treatise having met with
the approval of the profession, I am submitting a sec-
ond and I trust much improved, edition. The work
,[ rcvision was carried on during the spare hours while
nttcnding to my duties as a sergeant of the Medical
Corps. I have done the best I could under the cir-
r:urnstances. I ask for leniency in criticising the com-
groaition, but have no apologies to offer for the con-
tcnts. The additions I have made should prove of
value to the trainer.

I gratefully acknowledge the generous aid of Dean
'l'homas Arkle Clark of the University of Illinois in
criticising the manuscript of the second edition.

.Julv I 5th, 1918.
S. E. BILIK.



PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION

tn this volume I have endeavored briefly but thor'
oughly to cover the whole field of athletic training.
The material included is based not only on my per-

sonal experiense, but on the suggestions which I have
obtained from a close study of over a hundred pub-

licatione on athletic and medical subjects. For over
a year and a half t have been literally "digging into"
every volume which might give me some hint as to
ways and means of increasing my efficiency as a
trainer. When I came across a euggestion which ap-
peared reasonable, I tested it, and, according to its
merit, either adopted or discarded it. In this volume
I have included only those things in which I thoroughly
believe.

It is cuetomary and rightfully so, to acknowledge
tho eources from which material is obtained; but I
really cannot do so. At the time I was taking the
notee I had no thought of writing this book and con-

sequently did not record the sources; and now that
I should like to express my gratitude, I can only do
eo in a general way, by acknowledging my obligation
to the medical and athletic professions as a whole.

S. E. BILIK.
January l5th, 1917.

CHAPTER T

TRAINING

What is training?

"It is," says Wood, "to put the body with extremo

nncl exceptional care under the infuence of all the

agents which promote its health and strength' in order
to enable it to meet extreme and exceptional demandg

upon it."
The crude, veterinary-like methods of the old time

trainer have become a thing of the past. Ttaining has

evolved into a science which requires a thorough under'
rtanding of the human body, its structure, its functions
nnd its methods of adaptation to newly created condi-
tions; diligent and persistent observation of cause and
effect; open-minded, derivative judgment and common
aense conclusions. Trainers are applying themselves ag

intensively to the study of their problems as the physi-

cian does to his. No doubt there are still a few "know-
it-all-ain't nothin' to learn" trainers among us, but
these are a negligible minoritY.

On analysis, training is found to be divigible into
the following branches:-

(") Conditioning-p1gpa16tion of the asPiring
youth for the intense muscular and neural exertionE
which are incidental to competitive athletics; devel-
opment to the highest possible degtee of etrength,
endurance, vitality and resistance to iniuries; and
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finally the progressive building.up of the heart, lungs

and the other vital organs to meet the strenuoug de-

mands upon them.

(b) Diagnosis and Treatnoent of Athletic Injurics

-p16s1i..1 
and efficient application of the principler

of 6rst aid and minor surgery. The trainer's methods
in the treatment of injuries are more drastic than a

physieian's, because the former deals with vigorous
youth possessing great powers of recuperation, while
the latter has real invalids to treat.

(d) Specialized Training-Developrnent of the
epecific neuro-muscular co-ordinations essential to the
attainment of proficiency in a chosen field of athletic
endeavor. No man is born an athlete. Every man,
however crude and clumsy in his physical behavior,
has potential ability to succeed in some form of spoxt'
Speed, skill, suppleness, agility and strength are more
or less essential requirements in any athletic game, but
each of the latter has some peculiar requirements of its
own. The degree to which men possess these qualities
varies greatly, and it is the problem of the coach to
mould this variegated material into a winning com-
bination by means of specialized training.

Thus the last problem belongs to the domain of
the coach. The trainer's responsibility is Iimited to
getting the candidates for the various teams ttinto con-
dition" and keeping them-at leastn throughout the
playing s64ssn-"in condition". The trainer's work
may be likened to that of the'man who provides the
very best grade of raw clay, and the coach to the
oculptor who moulds his masterpiece out of this clay.
Less figuratively, we may define a trainer as a cross
between a speeialized physician and a health director.

Some of the essential qualities of a trainer are:-
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Thoroughsees-fialf-hearted effortg net half-
Irr:urted results. The rnan who does not have his heart
nrrcl soul in the wortrr should not be a trainer 

- 
too

rrrrr,:h depends on him. "'Whatever is worth doing, is
w,,rth doing well." Athletic directors appreciate how
vitnl a reliable trainer is to the success of teams. How-
cver brilliant the coach, if his material is poorly con-
<litioned or disabled by injuries, failure is in store for
Irim. The trainer, too, can matrre or break a team.

Fatience-"To get out of sorts is to paralyze one's
w.rl*ing power." The trainer will encounter all manner
,rf temperamental athletes and be annoyed with impo-
sitions of unreasonable stars. This is especially true
ns the season advances and the incidental nervous
strain increases. For varioua reasons there is often no
choice but to bear it and grin. The measure of one's
power of leadership is frequently the ability to get
along with al,l manner of men. Amiability, self-control
and a dignified attitude will ultimatetry gain the trainer
peace and respect. Carefully avoid injudicious remarks
which may be misunderstood and cause friction.

Cleanliness of rnind and body-At all times the
trainer must adhere to a high standard of thought and
conduct. Youth is susceptible to influences, good or
evil. The trainer who is morally lax or physically un-
clean is an abomination and a peril. The trainer
must take sides definitely for good and against all evil.
Shoddy stories should be tabooed around the training
quarters-nip them in the bud at the start of the
training season, since moral degradation is not con-
ducive to good physical condition.

Optirnisrn-Confidence and cheerfulness are al-
ways contagious. During the Iong training season,
and even more so just before or during a contest, the
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trainer's psychological aid is often of more value to the

team than his physical efiorts. He comes in closer

contact with the boys than does the coach and can say

things to them that the coach cannot a{ford to' It
ig advisable for every trainer to read the splendid

books on athletic psychology written by Griffith, Berry
and Hammett.

Ingenuity, Resourcefulness-A trainer can obtain
a world of theoretical information from books, but un-

less he poseesses the ability of applying this "booL
lcnowledge" of drawing analogies and skillfully frt-

ting the conclusions to the case in hand, he is sure to
fail or at most remain a trainer of mediocrity. He
must never do a thing because someone else does it
'just so," no matter who the "someone else" may be'

If a suggestion is presented to him, he must carefully
weigh its virtues and faws before adopting or dis'
carding it. In his studies the trainer must endeavor to
grasp the reasons for a certain procedure of treatment
rather than to attempt merely to memorize the instruc-

tions.

Calrnness-Time and again the trainer faces an

exacting situation. He must act coolly, confidently
and promptly. Nervousness or excitement implies un'
certainty and instills doubt as to his ability to handle

the case properly. Knowledge and experience alone

bring surety in action.

Foresight-The trainer must be alert, ever watch-

ing his charges as a mother watches her brood. Most

athletes are lax in reporting injuries or incipient symp-

toms of ailments. It is up to the alert trainer to
detect "somethin' wrong." He must learn to be a
student of human nature and be able to diagnose the

condition of the men under his care by their faces,

eyes, rnuscles and general aPpearance. He must "beat
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tr.uble to it." A suspicious looking pimple ignored
,lt:velops into a troublesome boil; a complaint of in-
,ligestion disregarded may mean mal-nutrition and

..,n*equent "out of condition." .On the other hand,

".rme few athletes find great pleasure in complaining
,rf all sorts of ailments, frequently imaginary ones'
'l'he trainer will need to be a "wise old owl" to dif-
fcrentiate between the real thing and exaggerations'

I want to emphasize the fact that a trainer or
the coach who does his own training, must recognize
that the scope of his work in the treatment of in-
juries is narrowed by the degree of his preparation and
experience. Practicability, which is the essence of thc
trainer's methods; is a quality gained only through ex'
perience and is consequently limited by the extent
of the latter. A trainer should never overstep these

Iimitations. At all times he must bear in mind the fact
that he is not a physician and that he has no moral
right to take risks with the welfare of those entrusted
to him. When in the least doubt of his ability to
handle a case, being unable to make a diagnosis, or
ruspecting a serious condition, it ie his duty to call a
physici4n immediately. At all times proper co'oPCr&-
tion between the trainer and the medical adviser will
mean increased efficiency in the conditioning of tho
athletes.



CHAPTER II

APPLIED ANATOMY PHYSIOLOGY AND
PHYSICIAL EXAMINATION

I do not intend to waste much space by giving a
summarized outline of Anatomy and Physiology. Ad-
mittedly a thorough understanding of the human body,
its structure, its needs, and its functions, is essential
to trainers as well as to coaches who do their own
training. For, lacking that knowledge, we would havc
no moral right to treat injuries or ailments. It is safe
to assume that the great majority of trainers and
coaches possess that knowledge. To these my brief
summary would be entirely superfluous. To those
who lacL, the knowledge, the outline would be of no
value, since anatomy and physiology are subjects too
btoad to be justly treated in a few pages. To them
I would suggest the perusal of some good text book
on the above subjects. I am sure they will find the
reading not only instructive, but very interesting as
well. My intention in this chapter is merely to call
attention to the particular parts of the body with which
we are frequently concerned in training, and consider
a number of physiological conditions of interest to the
trainer.

HEAD

Skull-Fractures of the shull are infrcqucnt but
do occur in athletics. Concussion of the brain in
varying degrees of severity is rather common.

l2
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Hair-Dail1" wetting of the hair is inadvisable,
rince it predisposes to baldness. Athletes who bathc
dnily ahould cor.serve their hair by wearing bathing
enp8.

Auricle (external part of ear)-ls subject to lacera-
tions, bruises, "cauliflower," and may be partially or
completely torn off.

Middle s6v-ls quite susceptible to infections or-
iginating in the nose, pharynx or tonsils.

Mastoid bone cells-Located just back of the ear.
When a middle ear infection extends to these cellc
aurgical intervention becomes imperative.

Nosr-The cartilage and the small flattened bones
comprising the nasal bridge are subject to fracture and
dislocation. To avoid permanent deformity prompt
correction of these injuries is indicated. Nose bleed
ir frequently quite troublesome. In practically all cases
the bleeding comes from a small area on the nasal
reptum, where the network of small arterioles and
venules is rather superficial. Catarrhal inflammations
of the nose must be tackled vigorously to prevent
downward extension of the infection.

Eyes-Defective vision is more or less of a handi-
cap in athletice though we can all recall many a be-
opectacled "star." Bruises and inflammation of the
eyes are common. The appearance of the eyes is
a valuable aid in detecting illness. Clear sparkling
eyes spell robust health even to the layman. Muddy,
Iustre.less eyes suggest indigestion, constipation, Iack
of sleep, worry, fatigue, etcr Jaundieed eyes point to
disorders of the liver or gall bladder.

Lips-Occasionally swollen or split due to viol-
cnce.

l3
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Tongue-May be bitten. The coating of the

tongue is another valuable aid in diagnosing tho

condition of the stomach and bowels.

Tleroat-The pharynx extends from the bacL of
the nose to the level where the oesophagus and the

larynx start. The mucous membrane lining the walls

of the pharynx is subject to catarrhal inflammations'
which usually spread downward frorn the nose. From
the pharynx, if the lesion is left untreated, the infection
extends downward to the larynx, giving laryngitis;
thence to the trachea and down the bronchial tubes

when we have bronchitis; if the germs manage to at-

tack the fine bronchial tubes (bronchioles) the patient
has broncho-pneumonia. Lobar pneumonia involves the
lung tissue proper (alveoli). There is no guestion that
pneumonia would be much less frequent if folks paid
more attention to their colds and catarrhs. In ath-
Ietics if a man complains of a cold or a chill go at
it as if it were a matter of life or death.

Pharyngeal Thirst-The throat frequently becomes
parched at the start of a contest. This is what is known
as "pharyngeal thirst" as differentiated from true thirst,
the craving of the body for fluid. "Pharyngeal thirst"
is due to the inhalation of dust (especially on basket-
ball foors) and to nervousness, which serves to inhibit
the flow of saliva (you'll recall how dry your mouth felt
just before you began that speech before the Board
of Education and see that that little cough you gava

had a physiological basis). Chewing gum until tho
athlete gets over the pre-contest nervousness and gets

into the swing of the game will help avoid thia !rn-
comfortable dryness. The parching due to the in.
halation of dust can be relieved by gargling oatmeal
water at every "time-out."
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Tonsils-Lymph gland-like organs flanking the
hnck of the mouth. Size and shape varies greatly in
lrrtlividuals. The more crypts a tonsil has the more
gorms it is supposed to harbor, the germs making their
hurrrc in these crypts and "raising Cain" at every op-
grortunity. On the other hand the tonsils are Bup.
pored to throw off cells which have the function of
rlcrtroying the germs. Thus there is a constant battle
Lotwecn the tonsils and the germs. If the latter win,
you have tonsilitis (inflammation of the tonsils). Ton-
aitr, even if very large, are not harmful unless diseased
nr infected. A pair of large, ruddy, healthy tonsils
ero two good protectors against the myriads of bac-
lnriu thriving in the mouth. Diseased tonsils eub-

for:t to repeated infections should be removed. The
,pcrartion is a comparatively simple one and disablee
f,rr only a few days. There undoubtedly is a surgical
rink the same as there is in any operation, but it is
r very srnall one.

Teeth-May be loosened or knocked out. There
lr n clever "odontoguard" on the rnarket which pre-
vonts both. 'We are living in an age where bad teeth
are blamed for alrnost every ailment human flesh is
lrnir to.

Lower Jaw Bone-Subject to fractures and rarely
lo dielocations,

NECK
Lyrnph Glands-Are sieves for the waste rnatter

,,f the body. Wherever you find them palpable (swol-
l,nn, so you can feel them with your fingers) Iootrr out
[,rr an infection. Do not ignore swollen glands. Find
llre cause as promptly as possible and remove it.
(ioneult a physician. ' Infected wounds, tonsilitis, ven-
areal disease, tuberculosis, cancer, etc., will cause swol-
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len glands, which at times suppurate, forming abscessel

which have to be lanced.

Medulla Oblongata-(The stem of the brain) ir
located at the nape of the neck. It' is the part of tho

brain which contains the nerve "centers" controlling
the action of the heart, the blood vessels, the lunge'

etc., the most vital functions of the body' The posi'

tion of the medulla is rather superficial and it is there'

fore exposed to injury. In football, helmets usually

have special attachments which serve to protect thc

nape of the neck. The rabbit-punch, formerly used

b5. prize-fighters, gains its eflect by paralysing the

vital centers mentioned. This punch is now justly

barred in the United States.

Trapezius Muscle-Wings out from the back of
the head down to the shoulder. This is the muscle

which is chiefy involved in traumatic "wry neck"' Tho

sterno-cleido-mastoid muscles running from just back'

of the ears down to the sternum are also affected in thig

disability.

SHOULDER
Clavictre--ls subject to fractures and dislocatione'

Shoulder Joint-This joint and the knee joint arc
the most troublesome in athletics. Any ioint is formcd
primarily by the articulating surfaces of the opposing
bones. These surfaces are more or less covered with
articulating cartilages. The joint cavity is enclosed by
a capsule which is intimately interwoven with the sur"

rounding ligaments whose function it is to retain thc
relative position of the bones comprising the joint.
The joint cavity is Iined with a synovial membranc'
which exudes an oily (synovial) fuid which servea to
keep the joint well lubricated. The tendons of thc
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rttrrounding muscles passing over the joint and an-
l'lroring near it further strengthen it.

Now, when things go wrong, the articulating carti-
lagea may break or dislocate. The capsule may tear,

lrorrnitting a dislocation of the heads of the bones. The
lignrnents may be strained, sprained, torn, or become
ro lux as to fail in their function of holding the joint
logether in normal position. The synovial lining of
llre joint may become inflamed and pour out synovial
lluitl in great excess, distending the joint, (i.e., "water
orr the knee") and finally any part of the joint or the
whole of it may become infected with germs of vary-
lrrg virulence: tuberculosis, syphilis, rheumatism, sep-
I ir:.

Get an anatomy text and take a long, lingering
Lrok at the structure of the shoulder and knee joints-
lroth will give you plenty to worry about.

Tip of the Shouldsl-ls formed of the acromio-
rlnviculat joint which is infrequently sprained and
,,r:carionally broken off.

Subacrornial bursae-Is a rather Iengthy sac of
ayrrovial tissue lying between the uppermost muscles
,'[ the shoulder and the deltoid muscle. LJnquestion-
nlrly most "sore or painful" shoulders are infamma-
lions of these bursae, or perhaps of the sub-coracoid.

Deltoid muscle-Covers the tip of the shoulder
and the upper part of the arm. This muscle, if well
rl"veloped, protects the shoulder from injury, serving
ae a cushion to lessen the force of a blow or a bump.

Brachial plexus.-Of nerves, is a network originat-
irrg in the cervical region of the spine radiating down
lowards the axillae and thence the large nerves corn-
posing it spread down the arm. Injuries of the plexus
in its erposed position in thc arillae or of one of ite

t7
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nerves are not uncommon and must be thought of

whenever an athlete cornplains of a painful injury in the

region of the shoulder.

Suprascapular nerve-lts approximate location is

in the irooo. of the shoulder. This nerve is frequently

br,.ris.J in football, the injury incapacitating the ath-

lete for a length of time varying from eight to twenty

days, depending on the severity of the case' Many

prJo"rrtio. protections have been put on the market'

Lut few have proven even partially efiective' A simple

and fairly effective protection is to place a rubber

dorghntt inside the shoulder pad so that it forms

. bliae" over the depression in the middle of tho

shoulder. In the majority of cases, however' the in-
jury ia caused by a blow or a severG bump on the

side of the arm or even on the elbow' How such

casea c&n be prevented is a problem'

AR,MS

Biceps and Trieeps-Jhgss muscles of the upper

"rrn "holrld 
be well developed, strength and supple'

nese rather than bulk being the main aim to attain in
training. Short, bunchy, massive muscles may be o[

use to lymrrasts, weight lifters and professional "health

buildei";' but they are a distinct handicap to an ath'

lete.

The Long Tendon of the Biceps-Is of interert

to the trainer in that it occasionally tears loose from

its enveloping sheath of fascia and may be found
"swimming around" over the tip of the shoulder' This

occurs most commonly among baseball players and

unless treated correctly means an end to further ath'
letic activity. This tendon is also likely to tear loogc

from its attachment to the scapula.
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Head of the humerus-13 invslved in shouldel

foint dislocations and in fractureg.

Elbow joint-Is subject to strains, sprains, disloca'
tiurrr nnd swellings (bursitis, synovitis, etc.).

Wrist-The small bones comprising the wrist joint
nlo occasionally dislocated or fractured. Such in-

irrriea frequently remain undiagnosed until an X'ray
h lnkcn. Sprains of the wrist are frequent.

Annular ligament of the $l1isf-Qvsrstretching of
llrin ligament following sprains may result in permanent

wenkness of the wrist.

The Hand-Is a source of great worry to boxers'

l,inernen in football find strong hands quite as in-
,lrnpcnsable. Special exercises to strengthen and

t,rrghcn the hands are indicative. 1

Thumb of Hand-Is subject to troublesome chronic'
rlrrnins and teno-synovitis (infammation of the sheaths

anelosing tendons).

Fingers-Are subject to sprains, fractures and dis'
lor:ntions.

CHEST
Ribs--May be fractured or dislocated. Osteo-

pallre assert that luxations (twists out of normal posi'
ll,,n) of a rib where the latter forms joints with the

v.rtebrae or the sternum, car.lse bodily disorders in
Itro sume manner as do subluxations of verteb
lry interfering with the nerve supply of the parts af'
larted. "Painful abdomen" is one of the conditiona
altributed to such luxations of a rib or ribs.

Chest Muscles-The pectoralis, major and minor'
rh,ruld be well developed.

Thorax-Exercise tends to increase the size and
crpnnsion of the bony barrel formed by the ribs and
.t6rnum anteriorly and the spinal column posteriorly.
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A large chest capacity is essential for the proper func.
tioning of the heart and the lungs in athletics. Few
shallow-chested youths ever make much of a splaeh
in the athletic game.

Heart-Not so many years ago competitive ath.
Ietics was accepted as a frequent cause of heart disease.
However, as research-bent physicians began intensive
studies to prove this, they found that the above war
a mis-conception. Today, none but the ignoramua,
repeats this "bogey-man" story. Normal physiologi-
cal hypertrophy (enlargement) of the heart muscle
undoubtedly occurs in all athletes; the pulse slowc
because the heart contractions are prolonged and pow-
erful; and the blood pressure is lowered. Acute dila-
tation of the heart bringing either more or less per-
manent impairment of heart function, or even sudden
death, is a possibility but a very infrequent one.
If a man unfit for strenuous competition or a poorly
conditioned mtn ignores the normal warnings of thc
body and over-exerts himself, acute dilatation may
follow. But how often does that happen) There should
be no hesitation on our part in claiming that athletic
competition, however strenuous, can do no harm to
the youth who has passed a physical examination
qualifying him as fit for athletics and who had under.
gone an intelligent conditioning regime.

It is well for the trainer to remember that the
heart of the adolescent Iacks the tenacity and power
of the heart of a more or less matured athlete. High
school boys should never be worked as intensively
as college athletes. We all know that and yet evcry
now and then we see some coach throw reason to tho
dogs and drain a star youngster to the limit. General
and severe condemnation should follow every such act.

Lungs-Aro subject to inflammations.

TRAINERS BIBLE 2I

ABDOMTNAI. R.EGION

Roctus Abdominis Museles-Form thc front wall
r,f tlro abdomen. If well developed they not only
iruur.! protection to the vital organs located in the
yil'rrnl and pelvic eavities, but also good functioning
rrl lhern, which rneans perfect digestion, assimilation
rrll olirnination. Bending exercises are best for the
rlavnlopment of these muscles. They may very rarely
lrr aprnined.

Oblique Muscles of the Abdomen-Flank. the rec-
tuc nl,rlominis. They are subject to painful sprains and
lrnrlinl ruptures.

'I'he Stonnach, the Liver, the Intestines-lf the ath-
lelr in to be kept in best condition, it is essential that
tlro rligcstive tract function properly. Indigestion, con-
tlipntion or biliousness, will disable an athlete or rob
lrlrrr o[ his vitality. Putrefaction of food in the intes-
llrrrn lowers the resistance of the individual and pre-
rlirlrones him to the successful invasion of some germ,
| )rgeutive disorders are one of the chief causes of stale-
rrnrn und vice versa staleness may cause indigestion
rrrrl constipation.

Large Intestine-A knowledge of its course in the
l,,,,ly is essential to the intelligent application of ab-
rlr,rninal massage.

Inguinal (Iyrnphatic) glands 
- 

l-qs61gd at the
ftrnction of the thigh and the abdominal wall. These
llnnds frequently become congested, infamed, swol-
lnn, and more or less painful. In searching for the
cnrrne carefully examine the corresponding limb for
lrrfected wounds, however slight.

Sortorius or "Tailorts" Muscle-This, the longest
nruacle of the body, is attached above to the ilium,
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runs across the front of the thigh to the inner side of
the shin bone, attaching just below thc knee joint. Ite

function is to flex the thigh on the trunk and to cross

the legs. It is frequently bruised, such an iniury being
commonly known as a "charley horse."

Semitendinosus Muscle, the (3Track &tusslgtt-Fias
its upper attachment at the ischium and the lower at
the inner part of the head of the tibia. This is the
muscle which is so frequently "pulled" by trackmen.

External Genitals-subject to contusion, venereal
infeetione, hydrocele, etc.

KNEE

Fatella-A sesamoid bone subject to fracture, dig-
location and abnormal "wobbliness."

Knee Joint-Make a careful study of this joint
in any anatomy text.

Semilunar Cartilages*Two crescent'shaped carti'
lagenous pads resting on the condyles of the tibia.
A fragment of these cartilages may be chipped'o{f in
the course of a severe wrench of the joint and become
a "mouse."

A similar injury may loosen one of these cartilages
which then has a tendency to slip between the op-
posing bones causing a "locking" of the joint, which
is quite painful and which is followed by "water-on-
the-knee" (synovitis).

"ffiEgsstt-fls a result of trauma, a piece of carti'
lage or even bone may become chipped off, wandering
about the joint, obtaining nourishment from the sy'
novial fluid, growing, rounding out. Should it slip
in between the articulating surfaces, the ioint locks,
the irritation producing pain, immobility and excessivc
efiusion of synovial fuid ("water").
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Bursae-Are membraneous sacs containing sy-
novial fluid which lessens friction chiefly round about
the joints. They nestle between neighboring muscles
and tendons. An infammation of a bursae, due to a
wrench, blow or infection, is called "bursitis," and ia
characterized by a more or less localized swelling.
In athletics bursitis occurs most commonly over the tip
of the elbow joint (posteriorly) and in the pre-patellar
region.

lnternal and Externatr Lateral Ligarnents of the
1;ns6-fhsse ligaments are involved in any sprain of
the joint. If the injury be poorly treated, more or
Iess relaxation of the Iigaments may follow with re-
eultant weakness and "wobbliness" of the joint.

I.EG
Varicose Veins of the Leg-9"".sionally disable

an athlete. If the condition is a very troublesome one
and fails to respond to supportive treatment, it is
best to have the bulging veins dissected out. The
operation is a simple one.

Tibia (Shin-bone)-trs quite superficial and con-
eequently is frequently bruised. Since bone injuries
are very painful and disabling it is advisable to protect
the shin. Ulcers, which are very slow in healing, be-
cause the blood supply to the part is poor, frequently
form along the course of the bone.

Internal Malleolus-Is the bony process at the
Iower part of the tibia which can be felt under the
sLin, on the inside of the foot just above the ankle
joint.

External Matrleolus-Is a similar procese on the
lower part of the 6bula which can be felt on the out.
eide of the foot above the anhle joint.
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Peroneous Longus Tendon 
- 

Is situated in the
groove just back of the external malleolus and is oc-
casionally dislocated on to the eurface of the malleolus.

Tibialis Porticrrr Tendon-Lies in the groove just
back of the internal malleolus and may be displacej on
the malleolug.

Extensor Murcle (Extensor Communis Digitorum)

-Runs 
almost parallcl with the shin bone. This musclc

when overworhed causes the condition known ag ..shin

rplints."

Ankle Joint-Is subject to sprains, fractures and
dislocations.

Arches of AnkI*-May weaken, resulting in ..flat
foot." A great number of athletes are bothered with
this complaint. Sprains of the anLle predispose to
"flat foot."

Heel of Foot-Is subject to 'ltone bruise."
Tendon of Achilles-Is artached to the os calcis,

the bone forming the back of the foot. It is subjeci
to sprains, rupiure and painful swellings. FIat arches
throw an additionatr strain on this tendon, causing
pains in the calf.

Gastrognernius-ls the larger muscle of the calf
of the leg. It usually gets stifi and sore at the begin.
ning of training. This muscle may also be ..pulleJ..'

BACK
The Spinal Colurnn-Contains the spinal dord, a

vital part of the body's nervous system. At each
vertebrae nerves leave the main cable and slipping
through definite nooks and loops in the bony processer
of the vertebrae, run on to their ultimate dectination.
The vertebrae ar6 held together by a complicated
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network of powerful ligaments. The muscle tendonr
which have their attachments along the spine further
rtrengthen this column of ringed bones.

Osteopaths work on the theory that in spite of
all these powerful and numerous ligaments and ten-
dons it is possible for a vertebrae to become "sub-
Iuxated" which may be defined as meaning a deviation
from the normal alignment. As a result of this luxa-
tion the nerves leaving the vertebrae are pressed upon.
Pressure on nerves means pain and poor functioning
of the organ or muscle they supply. Consequently if
you have a pain along the course of the say, 6tlr
thoracic nerve, why, there probably is a subluxation
of the neighboring vertebrae.

I agree with osteopaths to this extent: luxationc
of joints, irrespective of the strength of the surround-
ing ligaments, are possibilities; there undoubtedly arc
conditions which can be traced to pressure on nerves
and such conditions are especially apt to occur in
athletics; a trained osteopath can do a lot of good
in such cases.

However, it is well to realize the limitations of
osteopathy. It is an affront to plain horse sense to
be told by an osteopath that a pulled tendon or "water-
on-the-knee" or a sprained ankle are due to subluxa-
tions and pressure on nerves. As for myself, I use
osteopathic movements when the condition is onc
calling for this type of treatment; I use various physio-
therapeutic measures wherever indicated; and finally,
my medicine chest is well stocked. If I am a physician
I must use all available means to help restore my
patient to good health. I do not believe in being a
cult adherent, an "opathist," an intolerant, unreason.
ing healer whose eyes are blinded to everything but
his own narrowed opinions.



CHAPTER III

SOME PHYSTOLOGTCAL F,ACTS

"sEcoldD WIND"

As every athlete well knows there is a period of
time following the start of strenuous physical exertions
when he is literally suffocating. What's happening?

Our respiration is under the control of a nerve
'ienter" Iocated in the medulla. This center is ac.
tivated by the amount of carbon dioxide in the blood.
Thus an increase of carbon dioxide will stimulate the
center and yield an increased respiration rate. When
for any reason the concentration of the sas (COs)
in the blood falls below the threshold necessary to
activate the center, respiration stops altogether.

Suppose you are driving along in the 6rst part of
a quarter-mile run. The activity is producing a great
concentration of carbon dioxide in the blood. The
respiratory center is stimulated and the respiration
rate rises rapidly. The increased aeration washes out
the COe so that a condition is suddenly created where-
by there is less CO2 in the blood than it takes to ac-
tivate the center and respiration stops. This is the
moment of suffocation.

At the same time the blood circulation has not
yet adjusted itself to the increased demands and as a
result there is a concentration of waste products (lac-
tic acid, etc. ) in the muscles, the toxins causing a
condition of rigor, the muscles being tense, hard, un-
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wotkable, "tied-up." The muscles of the chest and
arm bind like a tight armor, further preventing res-
piration. But the silver lining is just around the
corner.

Ttre rnomentary cessation of respiration means that
no CO2 is being elirninated and the gas therefore
quickly accumulates to a concentration sufficient to
atimulate the "center" .nd-you've got your "second
wind."

At the same time the circulation has adjusted
itself, the waste products are flushed out of the rnuscles,

the rigor disappears, and the whole body is co-ordinat'
ing srnoothly in carrying through the physical effort.

No manner ot amount of training can eliminate
wholly this phenomenon of "second wind." But one

of the chief objects of training and "warming-up" is

to shorten the duration and lessen the acuity of the
respiratory and rnuscular distress-in other wordg, to
get the "second wind" quickly and easily.

TI-TE CIRCUL}^TION TN EXERCISE

The heart ie the pump which drives the blood
through the body, supplying nourishment, removing
waste. Its rate of contraction is controlled by a nerve
"center" located in the medulla (stem of the brain).
This center is sensitized by the arnount of COz in the
blood.

Now suppose you have begun to exercise. Energy
is needed. In the muscles is stored a certain amount
of glycogen which, when oxidized, yields: some lactic
acid, COz, water and energy. The greater the ac-

tivity the more oxidation and the greater the con'
centration of COz which is taken uP by the blood from
the tissues. This COz laden blood, in its course
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through the body, reaches the heart-controlling center.
The inhibitory control is lowered and the heart rate
is accelerated. This means that the same quantity
of blood (since we only have a given quantity in our
body) will be hustled through the lungs for aeration
and then through the whole body at a gradually in-
creasing rate, a rate commensurate with the immediate
needs.

SURPLUS ENERGY

We can not only generate energy, but also store it.
This is of vital importance in athletics. A contest
calls for a great expenditure of energy. Conditioning
and training plans must take this into account. Lengthy
drills may teach your men a world of football or
basketball, but if they sap the surplus energy of the
boys then all your well laid plans are apt to go wrong.
Nerve alone will carry a team to victory only oc-
casionally-1hat is why we make such a fuss over
these occasions. You must aim to send your team into
a battle well rested, full of pep, thrilling with leserve
vitality. Care in apportioning training, due attention
to the diet, plenty of sleep, dodging of worry, and
that very important rest day before a contest will
assure you a peppy team.

In scrimmages drive your men at contest speed,
but shorten the period. Don't continue to point of
exhaustion. When a team reaches that point in a
contest, "nerve" will help them carry on. But in
practice the incentive is lacLing, the exhausted man
slows down, is less alert and agile and ie very prone
to be injured. Stop the scrimmage at a point wherc
the men are still anxious to keep it up. The surplus
power they thus conserve will come in mighty handy
on Saturday. Don't drain the man to the utmost every
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rlny. An occasional holiday may do wonders in re-
invigorating your team.

In track, avoid too many time 11i6ls-1hs fg\Ms1

lhc better and not too close to a contest. If you do
lrold them, give the men a few days of lighter work
lo regain the exhausted energy. A time trial drains
frrlly as much as an actual contest. Don't run a man
hia full distance too frequently, for the same reason.
'l'o run his full distance at approximately his best time
lre must expend every bit of energy in him.

SLEEP

Plenty of sound sleep is indispensable to the ath-
L:te. He goes to bed tired physically and mentally,
energies at a low ebb. Throughout the night the body
in resting. The blood flows along washing out the
waste products; storing up a new supply of the energy
yielding glycogen in the muscles. The eliminative
organs are taking up the bodily waste from the blood,
concentrating it for evacuation in the morning-a
youth rejuvenated in vigor rises to his tasks in the
rnorning.

An athlete needs eight to ten hours of sleep and
no objection to more. High school boys need more
eleep than the more mature college men. Quiet,"cool
rooms with comfortable bedding are essential. A small,
fairly hard pillow is preferable to large, soft ones,
which heat the head, causing a congestion of blood
in the brain netting reslessness. "Soft, thick pillows
for soft, thick heads." ffileeping on the right side with
the right knee drawn irp is a good habit to get into.
This position removes atrl pressure from the external
genitals and thus serves to prevent "wet" dreamq]
Avoid mouth breathing by placing a narrow strip "5f
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adhesive over the lips. Mouth breathing causes snor-

ing, nasty taste in the mouth on arising, etc'

Sleeplessness may be due to hyper'excitability pre'

ceding or following a game; staleness with its trail

of symptoms; overwork' quite often an athlete is "too

tirei to sleep"; worry' over scholastic difficulties'

coach's attitude, etc.; noisy surroundings-fva1 broth'
er8 are not always considerate. The remedy is clear

in the last mentioned instant; for sleeplessness due to

tletrvous tension, go to bed, relax, read a magazine'

choose an essay tather than a story' In persistent

cases, a warrn bath at temperature of the body (tepid'

cluration 2A-30 minutes) soothes and is almost sure

to prove efiective. No weakening after efiects need

be i"ared. A cold shower in the morning will pep

the man up. A poor sleeper should have a room for

himself.
On trips, assign the Iower and more centrally

loeated berths of the Pullman to your regulars' Keep

ever in mind that few people sleep well on trains'

This is especially trr're of highly strung athletes' If
you have a road trip allow yourself an extra day'

.o you men will be assured of a good night's sleep

the night preceding the contest. Choose quiet hotels

in residential sections rather than noisy, centrally locat-

ed ones. Some of your men will 6nd difficulty in

sleeping in strange beds. Have separate beds when'
evei p"ssible. Choose airy, inviting rooms' Don't let
the hotel clerh palm anything ofi on you' The com-

fort of your boys is vital to your success'

A nap some hours before the game rests and also

Berves to delay onset of pre-game excitability'

Relaxation-Teach the boys how to relax com'
pletely. Stretch out on a comfortable surface, legs

r""ro"""d, head comfortable, shut your eyes, relax
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Fvory muscle in your body, and try not to thinh of
rnything at all, or if you must think, think of the shape
of leaves. Five to ten minutes of such absolute relaxa-
llon works wonders. Any physical director who
handles numerous classes will 6nd this relaxation stunt
l life-saver.

Football men should so relax when on the rubbing
lalrle, and between halves of a game for however short
e period; basl(etball men between halves; track men
lrotween heats or events, etc.

WARMING.UP

Back of "warming-up" lies sound physiology.
A voluntary muscle is composed of 6bers. These

Irbere are bundles of tiny fibrils. Each fibril and then
ench fiber is ensheathed in counective tissue, the whole
not unlike an insulated cable.

The nerve controlling the muscle enters it, then
frnya out into a closely woven "end-plate" a sort of
l awitch-board. From this plate tiny branches run
to the fibrils-to most, but not to all. Some of the
librils receive their stimuli by conduction through the
eonnective tissue sheaths from the fibrils which do
roceive nerve endings.

The nerve fiber is merely a conducting wire. The
rtimulus to the muscle may have a conscious or reflex
origin. The leap of the sprinter from his marh with
lhc bark of the gun is a congcious effort, instigated
Ly the will. The stimulus comes from the highest
centers of the brain.

On the other hand the long distance runner who
hns hit his stride, can be thinking of Iast weelc'e prom,
yct hold his rhythmic stride. Here consciousness is
not the activating agent. Such movementa, not re-
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guiring conscious control, are reflex in character. The
impulse originates in a specialized ttend orgatr" Iocated
somewhere near the surface of the body; it fashes to
the corresponding segment of the spinal cord, then
stimulates the motor nerve fibers controlling the
muscles which must contract to net the essential move-
ment.

The importance of all this to the athlete is that
conscious activity is far more fatiguing than reflex. Thus
constant change of pace in a race increases degree of
fatigue and consequently lessens chances of victory.
Similarly games calling for great variation of move'
ments will cause greater and more persisting fatigue.

trncidentally it is well to remember that fatigue may
be of two types; neural or physical. Prolonged strenu-
ous physical exertions not necessitating much conscious
control will yield trtre physical fatigue which is due to
the accumulation in the muscles of .oxidation products,
such as lactic acid. This type of fatigue can be re-
Iieved with massage, hot baths, rest. Neural fatigue
is due to a prolonged flow of stimuli to various nerve
centers which gradually wears them out so they arc
unable to respond with the customary "snap." And,
of course, if the nerve control drags so do the muscles
which it activates.

Now, in athletics, wherever conscious movementg
predominate, you are going to have more neural fatigue
than physical. It is safe to say that most athletic
fatigue is chiefly neural in character. A trained body
can stand a lot of physical wear and tear, but only a

Iimited degree of neural. And it is when the latter
becomes pronounced that your man begins to fumblc,
miss tackles, forgets to cover, etc. There is only onc
treatrnent for neural fatigue and that is rest, a change
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nf ;cenery. Accumulated efiects of neural fatigue
rlrrickly lead to staleness.

ln this respect it is interesting to note the efrect of
vir:tory or defeat on a tearn which has just gone

llrrough a strenuous contest. An athlete is hardly
r',rnscious of fatigue in the exhilaration of a victory
which acts as a stimulant to a wotn-out nervous system;

whilst a defeat accentuates fatigue because of the in-
ritlcntal mental depression.

Now to get back to the muscle. Suppose a stimu'
lrn originating in consciousness or refexly streams
rLrwn to the muscle. The latter contracts. But not
all the fibrils will contract because not all receive the
rlirect orders. Those fibrils receiving the stimulus by
r:unduction from their neighbors will lag behind. Thug
when you begin to use the muscle you haven't the
wlrole muscle working for you. Gradual "warming-

rrp" soon puts thc whole muscle "whole-heartedly"
al your service.

When a muscle is at rest it receives a normal blood
rupply, which takes care of the nourishment and the
i:k:ansing of waste products of the muscle. Additional
work or energy expenditure means the necessity of an

increased blood supply, which is effected by an in-
.:rease in the rapidity of flow, so that more blood en'
ters the muscle in a given time. The products of ori'
dation incidental to the muscle activity must be rc-
nroved quickly and in large quantity or the lactie acid
which is one of the products, will accumulate, caur-
ing fatigue, soreness and stifrness. ,At thc same timc
vigorous activity will call for a great increase in thc
blood supply to the muscles involved, morc nourish'
rnent for the production of energy and more oxygcn
being indispensable. It stands to reason that such a
profound readjustment of bodily function cannot be

3'
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expected to materialize in an instant. Therefore, an-
other vital aim of "warming-up" is the adjustment of
the blood circulation.

Then there is the heart. While not directly in-
volved in the muscular activity the effect of sudden
unprepared-for demands on this blood pump is apt to
prove detrimental. An athlete is "burned-out" or
'killed," or is forced to nurse heart dilation or heart
enlargement because of failure to treat a delicate piece
of machinery with due consideration. The heart must
be gradually "warmed-up" to the enormous task of
carrying a man through an extreme athletic effort.

The factor of respiration is another vital one. I
have discussed the mechanics of "second wind" and
have pointed out the importance of lessening the per.
iod and the acuity of the respiratory distress incidental
to the increased activity, by rneans of progressive
training and "warming-up."

Finally we have a most important factor, that of
antagonistic arrangement of the muscles of the body.
"Pulled tendon," some erroneously call it "charley
horse," may occur in various parts of the limbs, but ie
most common on the upper part of the back of the
thigh just below the curve of the buttocks. Many
a sprinter rues the day when through carelessness he
failed to warm up sufficiently, ealled on his muscles
suddenly, something snapped and he tumbled on the
track as if shot, with the prospect of months of dis.
ability and perhaps permanent loss of athletic ac-
tivity. He may regain his form. He may even equal
his previous performances, but at any instant the weak-
ened patt may snap again.

If you have a good man guard against "pulled
tendon" more than any other athletic injury. And the
best guard is thorough "warming-up," loosening, shak-
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irrg, rnnssage, and protection against chilliness with
ully lrot-atuff, goose-grease and flannels.

'l'o get back to the cause. The muscles of the body
nn $rranged in antagonistic sets. Thus the flexors
w,rtk against the extensors and vice versa. But the
lr,rrly has wisely provided for co-ordination between
llrenc antagonists, by rneans of a specific neural sup-
plv. Thus suppose you want to fex the lower limb
at tlre knee. The extensor muscles on the front of the
thigh keep the knee in extension. It is clear that if
tlrn flexors on the back of the thigh are to achieve
Itreir purpose of flexing the knee, the extensors must
lnt go. And that is exactly what happens. The stim'
ulrrg which travels to the fexors to activate them to
rrntract also travels down a special set of nerve frberg
lo the extensors, causing the latter to relax.

In normal daily activity this co-otdinative action
rrrns along at a certain rate. Suppose now an ath'
lcte decides to let Ioose at top speed without pre-
liminary "warming-up." The knee is flexed. The
cxtensors may not relax, but instead develop tension
niming to straighten the leg. As the movement prog-
resses the runner snaps the leg forward. What will hap.

rrcn now will depend on whether the flexors were ready
lo let go evenly which is the case when the muscles have
been thoroughly warmed-up to this particular form
of movernent. If they were not, then in flinging the
leg forward you put an enormous strain on a tensed

chain which may snap at its weakest link, which is at the
tendon attachment or at the narrowegt or thinneat
part of the tendon.

In summary: warm-up to prepare the rmrscles, the
heart, the circulation, and the respiration for the com-
ing effort and to prevent "pulled tendon."
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MENTAI. CONDITION
The mental eondition of the individual members or

the whole squad is a vital factor in the success of the
team. It can rnake or break. "Con6dence,"' but not
too much of it; "Edge," but not to the breaking point;
"Visualization" of the coming contest, to realization
and decision, but not to the point of worry and fear;
these and many other factors that come to mind go to
form the very important psychological phase of ath-
letic training.

The problem as to just when, how and to what
extent to "hey-up" a team, is undoubtedly as im-
portant as the imbuing of the fundamentals. The
more experienced the coach, the more intent he ig to .

so arrange his schedule as to enable him to "key-
up" his tearn bit by bit, reaching the pinnacle as they
face the big game of the year. Alumni, "policy,"
"good-will," intersectional rivalry, etc., frequently
force a coach to schedule a game which necessitates
mid-seasonal "keying-up" to tr<nife-edge lceenness.'lVhat's the result) Centre beats Harvard, giving a
finished demonstration of offensive and defensive foot-
ball and the very next Saturday makes a miserable
showing against Georgia Tech. Gil Dobie of Cornell,
one of our most successful coaches, persistently ig-
nores "popular clamor" and his playing schedule is
a rnodel for every coach to follow.

"Keying-up" is the placing of athletes under a
given mental tension. Prolonged-it is debilitating.
Avoid trreeping a team on edge too long. Bob Zuppke
while on a trip with his team will tell stories and
listen to stories that have little to do with football
but help to wile away the draggy hours and delay the
onset of nervousnes$. At the dinner table he is a
genial host, just one of the boyr. But see him in
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tlro training quarters just before the game. His whole
rlrrrrt:anor is changed. The face is sombre, serious,
tlrr. jaw is set, he paces the floor with restless energy-
e l,rrndle of springs. Zup is "keyed-up." And every
,ne in the training quarters begins to feel "shivery.'"

lt in contagious. The players are grim. There is no
lnrrghter. They are getting ready. All the talk. is of
l,r.tball. The edge is there. The boys run out on the
fi.1.I for a few minutes of "warming-up." They re'
Iurn. And then comes the last talk. I suppose a, man
rrrrrgt be a natural leader of men to be able to inspire
tlrern with the will to do or die. Certainly a vigorous

1,.rsonality, an easy flow of clean, vigorous words,
nrrl conviction which comes only with whole'hearted
l,"lief in the cause, are vital essentials. What to say,

wlrt:n to say, how rnuch to say, and how to say it, is
rrr()re a matter of intelligence.

Slight incidents often net profound consequences.
'lhc athletic game is full of little things that mean
rrruch. Your forward in basketball permits himself
t,r be irritated by his opponent's close guarding, pays
rrrore attention to "showing up" the guard than to
llrr: team work, and the whole combination is weak-
rned. Your linemen lack confidence in a given baclr
,,nd fail to give him whole-hearted assistance, ete.
ln this connection here is an actual occr.lrrence that
will serve as an illustration.

A team of only fair ability is "keyed-up" by a
rlynarnic coach and springs a surprise by beating a
rnuch better eleven. Realizing the possibility of an
rnti-climax, the coach, by sheer force of personality
und a thorough grasp of handling athletes, manages
to send out a team the following Saturday which to
ull appearances is al6s1-"en its toes." The oppon-
entc have a very poor seasonal record. The two
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teams are traditional rivals and it is far more vital
to win this game than the preceding one.

The team is on the field running through signals.
The opponents are still in the traininf quarters closeted
with their coach. The minutes pass. The officials are
tearing around, sending messengers, dernanding that
the opponents come right out. They are coming-1hs
officials are assured. But they do not seem to be in
any hurry. Meanwhile the men on the freld have
hustled through their signals, have their helmets on
and are ready to rush out on the field of play" Min-
utes pass. The men on the field are restless, their
nervous tension close to the breaking point. Their
coach is raving mad. The officials threaten punish-
ment. Sorne more draggy minutes pass. And now
if 

- 
you are an experienced man in the handling of

athletes you can recognize the change in the men on
the field. The tension has snapped. Some show signs
of listlessness, some are ashiver with extreme nervous-
ness but the alertness, the eagerness for the fray is
replaced by anger and dissatisfagliqn-poor substi-
tutes. Here eome the opponents. Their coach is fullof apologies. But the damage is done. A ..broken
tearn" faces them, to get the only possible 1ssqt1_
a licking.

Just how much a rnan will give you will depend on
his attitude towards you, the g.*., or school spirit,
and his condition. Thus your personality may keep
him playing hard for you. Or he may care Iittle foryou but love the thrill of the garne. Again his crav_
ing for applause may cause him to put iorth his best
efforts. And finally his condition. I] h. f.ul" ..right,,,
full of pep, he'il come through because his abundant
vitality thus finds a natural outlet.
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Riding a Player-It is an error to assume that
eince football and basketball are driving games, a
,:.rrrch is justified in using the same method towards all
rnen. It is interesting to note that where coaches of
llrcketball or football have remained with schools for
a more or less lengthy period it was because they
iutelligently interpreted this phase, namely: that to
gct the best out of men you cannot use the same
urcthod toward all. This past season a number of
wcll-known successful coaches were let Ioose by schools
with the one complaint-"injudicial driving." Some
rnen can be driven pitilessly, some to a degree, and
some not at all. A kick in the butt may go far with
n rough lineman, but a string of rather forceful pan-
ning to a highly strung open field runner may send
him home nervous, depressed, worrying, unable to
rlcep, and when he reaches the field the next day he
iH far less capable of doing his best. The coach hands
(,ut a more emphatic panning-and in a very short
tirne the boy is either stale or on the scrubs, and
lhere, wonder of wonders, he is the same good player
rrgain, and the coach wonders what it is all about.

Let me cite a specific instance. A little half-back
with a 6ne previous season's record is being 'tidden"
by the coach. As I watch from day to day I can
see the signs that mean trouble. The Lid it not taL,.
ing the panning '"right." He is worried. He tries
but somehow nothing goes right. From a trainer's
viewpoint I can eee the boy is hustling at top speed
toward failure. The coach is worried because he had
put a lot of faith on the kid coming through. The
teammateg are also worried because they counted on
the hid. Finally, one afternoon comes the order rele.
gating the star to the ecrubs.
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That night I was in the kid's room. "What's
wrong, boy?" The coach can drive, but the trainet
nurses. "Why, Doc, I can't stand the driving. It
seems to me he is watching me all the time. If he
only forgot me for a while. . ." That wasn't so hard
to grasp. The next morning I spoke to the coach, who
is no bull-headed driver, but an exceptionally intelli-
gent handler of boys. The coach franhly admitted he
erred in this case. That afternoon the kid was ordered
back on the first team. The coach sr /ung around to
the opposite end of the line and throughout the after-
noon kept far away from the youngster. Did the
boy come back? Did he! He was a brilliant per-
former that year, the following year and still is the
rnost versatile professional football player in the West.
In a game the very devil, fearless, working like a wild-
man, giving his best whole-heartedly (twice in one
$eason I have carted him away in a taxi completely
exhausted) and yet he couldn't stand "riding."

There are many more like him. And when the
coach realizes the vital truth of this fact and will study
his men with a view of handling them accordinqtry, he
will take one long step towards making a narne for
himself and a permanent place with the school and in
the hearts of the boys he comes in contact with.

I have ecratched the surface of athletic psychology
just enough to bring out the irnportance of it, whether
in training or conditioning. Far be it from me to at-
tempt to tackle the subject fully.

(Since the above was written, Prof. Griffith of
Illinois and Elmer Berry of Springfield, have published
excellent books on athletic psychology).

CHAPTER IV

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

Every athletic department has or should have an
nreociated physician, whose duty it is to pass on the
litncss of the aspiring youth to participate in com-

1rr:titive athletics, and to take care of the injuries and
nilrnents which are clearly out of the domain of the
I r ainer.

The importance of physical examination of can-
rlidates for athletic teams is indisputablc. In most
o<,hools there is a medical adviser who passes on the
(itness of the boys. Still there is no harm and may-
lrnp some good in trainers and coaches having a fair
11.asp of the routine of physical examination. The
.utline subrnitted is specifically for the examination of
rrthletes primarily with a view of admitting them to
.:ompetitive sports and secondarily as a check on the
.,ondition of the men in training. For thorough study
.,f the subject Cabot's "Physical Diagnosis" is without
II peer.

GENERAL APPEARANCE:

A. Healthy? Vigorous?

B. Type of Physique) Height? Weisht? Mus-

cular Development? Type of Musculaturc?
(long slender, or short bulky). Posture?

Carriage?

1l
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C. Skin-Color? Cyanotic (blue) indicates an-
emia, poor blood or not
enough of it.

Yellowish tinge 
- suggests a

torpid digestive apparatus.
Eruptions? Scars) Operation scarsl

Tumors?

HEAD:

A. Eyer-Acuteness of vision is easily tested with
special eye charts. Poor eyesight may
be the cause of the persistent fumbling
or sudden failure of your best ..shotJ

to hit the basket.

B. Ears-Conversing with a man gives you a line
on his hearing acuity. Test for ..hard

of hearing": hold a wateh close to
patient's ear (closing the other), slowly
move watch laterally in a horizontal
Iine at level of ear. A point is reached
where patient just fails to hear the
"tick." Mark the distance from the
ear. Repeat proce{ure with other ear.
By having a clear idea of normal limit
you can thus easily determine the acuity
of hearing of any case.

C. Nose-Test for obstruction of nostrils. Close
mouth and one nostril and breathe
through open nostril.

D. Teeth-Condition? Pyorrhea?
E. Tongue-Coating) If slight, ignore.
F. Tonsils-Enlargedl Inflamedl Infectedl Rc.

moved?
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CI{EST:

General appearance-Deformities (funnel or pig-
eon-shaped 

- 
malfqlrnations are not always

signs of ill health).

Expansion-Measurement.

Regional Limitation of Expansion-Ask patient to
breathe deeply-rrote whether expansion is
uniform. Limitation of expansion on areas
of chest suggests lung, heart or musculat
trouble.

Respiration Rate-Take number for one minute by
watching heaving chest. Normal-l6 b 2A
per minute.

HEART:

AII the trainer can aim for is to be able to recog-
nize the normal heart and detect an abnor-
mality. To properly diagnose heart ailmente
is a task that occasionally balks even the
most experienced medical practitioners.

Be able to
A. Locate the Apex Beat-lt is normally in tho

5th costal (rib) interspace, about 3fi inchee
to the left of the midline of the sternum.

You maY locate it by-
I. Inspection-Seeing the beat. Easy in

"skinny" people. Impossible in stout.

II. Palpation-Feeling for the beat with thc
flat of the hand pressed against the area
of the apex. The impact of the beat is
felt by the hand. Best method of locat-
ing the beat.
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III. Auscult6$ep-Lfu1eaing:
A. Immediate-By placing your ear ovcr

the approximate location of the apex.

B. Mediate-With stethoscope. (Get a
bell stethoscope for about $4.00.
You'll get a lot of sport out of it,
even if you haven't got the chance to
makc use of it professionally).

Importance of Apex Beat-lf it is considerably
displaced from its normal position-there is
probably an abnormality-1.6., to medical
adviser.

B. Determine the Heart Sounds.
e) The heart contracts to expel its contents into

the arteries-this gives us the 6rst sound t'lub."
b) Therc is a barely perceptible pause.
c) The valves of the Aorta and Pulmonary artery

snap closed-netting the second sound ttdup."
d) A slightly longer pause while the heart rests

and frlls with blood.
e) The cycle is repeated, rhythmically, at an av-

erage rate of 72 cycles per minute. (About
60 in athletes.)

Practice immediate and mediate ausculta-
tion in order to KNOW the normal sound and
the normal rhythm. When you can tell "lub-
dub," any other kind of a sound or rhythm
means "refer to physician." Auscultate thc
whole heart area, not merely the apex.

If in doubt instruct patient to run in place
for a few minutes. If there are abnormal
sounds the increased heart beat will accentuate
them. If the breathing sounds interfere, ask
patient to hold his breath for a few momonts.
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Murmurs-Are the commonest abnormal eounds
heard. Blow over the mouth of an open
bottle and you'll know the typical murmur
sound (swishing).

(1. Take the Pulse:
Place the tips of the three middle fingers on

the lower part of the radial artery, found on
the thumb side of the forearm. Compress thc
artery just enough to feel the impact of the
pulse. Record number of pulsations per 30
seconds. Multiply by two to get rate per min-
ute. Normal rate ranges from 55 to 80,

Also noto-
l. Rhythnnicity-Irregularity in rhythm indi-

cates abnormality.
2. Strength or '3size" of pulse-6 weak pulsc

indicates abnormality.
D. Take the Temperature!

Place thermometer under tongue for two
minutes or over. Be sure to shake thermometer
down before using. Normal temperature 98.6'.
The mouth temperature is not as reliable as
that taken by rcctum.

ABDOMEN:
Degree of development of muscles of abdominal

wall? Vital for good health. Flabbiness usu-
ally means torpid functioning of digestive ap.
paratus.

Any abnormalities? Operation marks?
Hernias? Place tip of finger in hollow of crotch

just to inner side of thigh. Ask patient to
cough. The hernia which appears as a bulg-
ing becomes more palpable on coughing. Thc
bulging may be clearly sccn.
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BACK:

Curvatures of Spine?

A. Scoliosis-fl lalsval (side to aide) curva'
ture. Most commonly due to weak liga'
ments and muscles.

B. Kyphosis-A backward curvature; whole
spine is arched backwards.

C. Lordosis-An increased anterior curvature
of the lumbar region of the spine.

Extremities:
Any deformities? Joint disabilities? Vari-
cose veins? Flat feet) Hammer toe? Cornal
Bunions?

Genitals (external):
Ulcerations? Scars? Discharges) Varico-
cele? Hydrocele?

Urine Test for Albumin:
Fill a test tube half-full of urine. Heat over
a Bunsen burner flame. If a white precipitate 

,

forms add a few drops of dilute acetic acid.
If precipitate persists or increases in quantitn
there is albumin in the urine, which ghould bc
examined microscopically.

CHAPTER V

BANDAGING AND TAPING

Thoroughnese is the prime essential in bandaging,
in the application of dressings to wounds, and in strap-
ping with adhesive. 'Any old way" wouldn't do,
aince the application is made for a definite purpose
and consequently must be done systematically. If
you are a beginner, you may find some dilficulty in
getting the knach of proper bandaging but a little
practice will bring dexterity.

Roller bandages, whether of gauze or heavier
material, are used primarily to hold dressings in place
und to provide support to weakened parts. In ap-
plying a roller bandage:-

Hold the roll in the right hand, unwinding cloclr-
wise while carrying the bandage around the limb.

Hive the limb in the position in which it is to
remain when the bandage is on.

"Fix" the bandage at the start by making a num-
ber of turns around tho narrowest part of the limb.

Always start at the narrowest part, carrying the
bandage to the wider part. When the bandage be-
gins to wrinkle invert it, so that the upper margin
becomes the lower.

Apply snuggly, but never so tight as to interfere
with the circulation to the part. Bear thie in mind
especially when you are applying an elastic bandage
the "give" of which will fool you. To play safe, al-
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ways instruct your patient to nich the bandage with
a scissors should he find that it is too tight and
interfering with the circulation as shown by the pallor
or "blueness" of the extremities, and at times even
numbness and pain.

When bandaging the upper part of a limb for a
rwelling, it is beet to start the bandage at tho toes and
carry it all the way up thc limb. Failtrre to do this
may force the contents of the swollcn joint down the
limb, which is not desirable. For example, if you
apply a tight bandage to a swollen knee, the fluid from
the joint will gravitate down the leg, whereas you can
prevent this by applying a snug bandage from the
toes to the knee.

Avoid creasing and wrinkling. a bandage-as far
as is possible. It spoils the appearance of the bandage
and may cause irritation.

Fix the bandage securely so it rrill stay "put."
Use adhesive.

There are three fundamental methods of bandaging
a limb or any part of it:-

l. The Spirat or Chcrdar-(lll. l)-A series of
ascending spirals or loops, each succeeding one
partially overlapping the preceding one.

2. The Reverse Sphel-(Ill. 2)-This method ig
a modification of the spiral. Each succceding
spiral is inverted at a definite point, gcnerally
at thc midline of the limb, so that itc upper
margin becomes the Iower margin. The ad-
vantage of this roverse is that the bandage can
thus bc made to 6t the contour of the limb.
The epiral and the reverse are generally used
in combination.
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3. The Figure of Eight-(ilI. 3)-This bandage is
eractly what the name implies-completed it
has the form of the numeral 8. It ie most
useful in bandaging joints.

Head Bandage-Used for holding dressings ap-
plied to head wounds or bruises. Use 2 inch roller
gauze bandages. "Fix' by making a number of turns
around the head at the level of the forehead. NeNt
start bridging the top of the head, carrying the gauze
back, and forth until the whole top of the head ie
covered by a snugly fitting cap. Now fix the loose
ends of the bridging spans by catching them in a
number of spirals around the head. A few stripe of
adhesive judiciously applied serve to further strengthen
this bandage.

Lower Jaw Bandage-{ut a strip of muslin roller
bandaging one yard long and three inches wide. Leav-
ing a space of about seven inches at the middle of the
etrip untouched, split both ends of the strip in half.
Knot the ends on the untorn part. Apply the untorn
part to the jaw, tie the two upper streamers back of
the head and the two lower streamers on top of the
!ead. The part applied to the jaw may be made to
6t better by slitting it about three-quarters of an inch
below its upper border. This top strip will 6t into the
sroove of the jaw. (III. 4).

This bandage made of soft leather or chamoia
eerves as a reliable 6rst aid brace in fractures of the
lower jaw.

Dressings for Woqnds-Only sterile gauze should
be used in dressing wounds. Such gauze can be ob-
tained in well sealed paper boxes, and the utmogt
care must be taken not to expose the gauze to any
possible source of infection. Cu

EAST TENHBSSET
.r" Tnncnr'ns CoLI"EGL

gauze of a size
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rufficient to overlap the wound approximately one
inch on each side. The dressing may then be fastened
in place with strips of adhesive laid crosswise (Ill. 5),
or by taping down the margins (tll. 6), or the latter
may be further strengthened by applying a second
layer of the adhesive partially overlapping the first
(IIl. 7). Do not tape across the wound if exposing
it to the air will aid the healing process. If necessary
fasten the dressings in place with roller bandaging.

Where adhesive strips are contra-indicated or may
cause iritation, the dressing should be made to adhere
by painting the under surface with collodion, taking
care to apply the dressing before the collodion dries.

ANTIPHLOGISTINE DRESSINGS

Antiphlogistine is a patented preparation, the base
of which is kaolin or clay, which is medicated chiefly
with glycerine. The kaolin has the propety of re_
taining heat for a more or Iess lengthy period of time
and we consequently use Antiphlogistine when in need
of an effective poultice. The glycerine is hygroscopie
in character, that is, it tends to draw fuid to itself and
therefore acts as a de-hydrating agent. This should
make it a useful aid in the treatment of effusione auch
as "water on the knee," or in "drawing" boils.

Occasions for the use of Antiphlogistine in the
treatment of athletic injuries are quite frequent, and
consequently practical rather than elaborate methods
of application are desirable. A very simple method
used by many trainers is to place the clay in a gauze
or muslin sack, which is then fixed to the part io be
treated by means of roller bandages. The objection
to this method is that much of the medicinal action
of the antiphlogistine ie lost.
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Instructions as to the manner of heating the Anti-
phlogistine will be found on the cans. Always ap-
ply as hot as can be borne but be sure to test it on your-
self first to avoid blistering the patient. The applica-
tion should be three-quarters to one inch thick and
be thiclcly covered with cotton in order to help in
retaining the heat. A hot water bag or an electric
pad tied on the outside of the dressing will further aid
in the tetention of the heat, which, after all, is the
prime reason for the use of antiphlogistine. It is well
to remember that any poultiec stays warm for some
time because it retains the heat given off by the part
of the body it covers and also because of chemical re-
actions going on between the constituents of the
poultice and the sweat.

Method 2. Place the hot antiphlogistine on thick
oil paper. Bend over a margin of one inch of the
oil paper so as to prevent the escape of the clay.
Cover the antiphlogistine with a layer of gauze. Paint
the surface to be treated with a layer of iodine and
invert the prepared application over the area so that
thc oil paper will be on top., Carefully strap the mar-
gins with adhesive. Cover with a layer of cotton-wool
to aid in retaining the heat and incidentally in ab-
sorbing the liquid part of the antiphlogistine. Fasten
the whole in place with a combination Spiral-Reverse
Spiral bandage. The danger of the contents leaking
out may be obviated if the margins be taped with care
and the whole application be reinforced with roller
bandaging. Should the previously heated clay prove
too hot for the patient to bear, it may be mixed with
some of the unheated.

Method 3. Have prepared cardboard frames,
about six inches long, four inches wide, about an inbh
deep and tapering at the top. Cover the lower part
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with gauze and tape the latter to the sides of thc
frame. Place this sieve-like arrangement over thc
area to be treated, fill with antiphlogistine about three-
quarters of an inch high, cover with oil paper, and
tape the margins Gibney fashion. Cover the whole
with cotton-wool to retain the heat, faeten the dressing
in place with gauze roller bandaging and adhesive.
Use for "charleys."

Method 4. Paint the surface to be treated with
tincture of iodine. Cut a piece of eterile gauze to
cover the area. Tape the gauze down with narrow strips
of adhesive. Now form a box-like receptacle for the
antiphlogistine with four strips of two-inch wide ad-
hesive, about half an inch of the lower borders of which
are made to adhere to the strips of adhesive with
which the gauze was fastened-the gummy side of
the adhesive facing outward. Fluff some cotton-wool
and adjust around this boxlike receptacle so as to
brace its walls. 'lVhen the receptacle is ready 6ll it
with the clay as hot as the patient can comfortably
[sa1-se\rsr with oil paper and a double layer of
gauze. Tape the whole application Gibney fashion
(checker-work effect); cover with cotton-wool, and
further fasten with roller gauze bandaging. This is a
very elaborate method and incidentally a very expen-
sive one. Can be fitted to any surface and can be
made any size.

Should you find di{ficulty in following these in-
structions, you can obtain a profusely illustrated pam-
phlet on methods of applying Antiphlogistine from
the makers of this product.
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TAPING

Taping is the colloquial term for strapping with
adhesive. It forms a very important part of the train-
er's work. In general, adhesive is applied for protec-
tive, therapeutic or remedial purposes. Thus a part
of the body may be naturally weak or may h.re b".n
weahened by previous injuries, and is consequently in
need of a protective support. Again we choose to
prevent injuries by providing additional support to the
parts most susceptible to trauma. IVhatever the reason
or object the fact remains that certain parts of the
bodn and especially the joints, must be protected by
taping.

It is slightly more difiicult to learn how to strap
with adhesive than to apply a plain bandage. T;
begin with you will at first have a merry tussle with
the adhesivs;-i1 will glue on to your fingers, mess
up, refuse to lay down smoothly, etc, But we have
all gone through that.

Get the Gibney system of taping down pat. The
essence of this all-important method of applying ad_
hesive, centerg in the fact that the successive layers
partially overlap or form a network or a checlcer-
work, this inter-weaving adding to the strength of the
support. The uses of this method of applying ad_
hesive are almost limit-less, in scope.

The question arises as to whether to shave hairy
surfaces before applying adhesive. If the hairs arl
medium long, Ieave them alone. Shaving scrapes the
toughened Iayers of the skin and exposes to infections.
Again adhesive adheres better to hairy surfaces than
to smooth ones, providing the hairs are not too long.
If they are, it will be best to shave them ofi.
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Adhesive may be removed by moistening it with
benzine, ether, or a mixture of these two. I believe in
ripping the adhesive off snappily to avoid prolonged
ogony. Get a solid grasp of one corner of the ad-
hesive layers. With the other hand tighten the skin
above. With one swoop pull ofi the adhesive parallel
to the s[i1-n61 upward but parallel-if your pull is
upward you'll carry along a hunk of sldn. This ap.
pears to be a rather rough method but those who have
experienced it will prefer it to the slow, bit by bit
etripping.

Ankle Taping-In athletics the ankle joint is the
one most liable to injuries-strains, sprains, disloca-
tions, fractures or a combination of any of these. Con-
eequently it has been accepted by all trainers that an
artificial support of some sort is an absolute indis-
pensability. An overwhelming majority of schools use
the muslin ankle roller bandages for the purpose.
These will be discussed later. Strapping with ad-
hesive is unquestionably the most reliable method of
protecting a joint. The adhesive strips can be made
to fit every nook, hollow and crevice of a joint, thus
acting Iike a gloved corset. If a sufficient number of
strips be used it is possible to attain any strength of
Bupport desired. The only reason adhesive supports
have not been adopted universally is that it entails a
considerable expense and most schools cannot afiord
the outlay.

I have no faith in fitted elastic or leather ankle
supports. Their aid is purely psychological and that
wouldn't do much good on a 6eld full of treacherous
little holes.

Every trainer has his favorite ankle "tape" and ig
willing to back it to the limit. Personally, I have
tried out various tape arrangements, have always lis-
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tened respectfully to suggestions, but after all these
years I am still convinced that there is nothing superior
to the Gibney ankle tape. It gives proper support to
the joint; it does not impede the up and down move-
ment of the foot; it is always comfortable and is well
liked by all athletes; it does not compress the little
bones along the outer margin of the foot; and if
properly applied it holds its shape and efiectiveness
for the whole week. These are about all the virtues
any supporting bandage can be expected to possess.
Certainly none of the many others I have experimented
with, compare with it. This "tape" can be used with
equal advantage in football, basketball, baseball, soc-
cer, hockey and for the treatment of injuries of the
ankle joint.

Gibney Ankle Bandage-(lll. 8)-Note this gen-
eral rule, which is of vital importance in strapping the
ankle joint-always hold the toes bent up and the foot
everted so as to favor the outside Iigaments of the
ankle joint-since it is these Iigaments which are most
frequently sprained in athletics. Moreover" if the foot
be held everted, it will be found that when the band-
age is completed and the foot is allowed to slip back
into its natural position, the bandage will be found to
fit just snug enough entirely to restrict the lateral move-
ment of the joint and yet will not in the least compress
the neighboring blood vessels.

Bend toes up, evert the foot, and hold it everted
throughout the procedure. Start the first layer of the
adhesive on the inside of the foot, two inches above
the ankle joint-parallel and close to the Tendon of
Achill'es (the large tendon at the back of the leg).
Carry the strip of the adhesive under the heel up on
the outside of the foot, pull the tape snug-make sure
the foot is gv6ltgd-and fasten one inch higher than
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the starting point. Press the tape down to make it
adhere. Warming the gummy surface previously to
apptrying will help in hastening it to adhere. (Place
the rolls of adhesive on radiator. ) This is the 6rst
perpendicular layer. Now the horizontal. Start at
about the mid-point of the inside of the foot, follow
the lower border of the foot around heel, pull snug,
and fasten at the mid-point of the outside of the foot.
Start the second perpendicular layer parallel to, and
partially overlapping (/+ inch) the first layer. Follow
with a second horizontal sirnilarly overlapping the first
layer. A third perpendicular followed by a third and
a fourth horizontal complete the bandage. The hori-
zontal Iayers should not meet in front, since, if they
do, the up and down movement of the foot will be
restricted, and this is undesirable. If the ankle joint
is weak an extra perpendicular layer rnay be added.

Take due care that the adhesive is laid on smoothly
and not full of wrinkles and creases, which may cause
Iocal pressure, interference with the circulation and ir-
ritation. To help this bandage to "get set," a com-
bination Spiral Figure of Eight gauze roller bandage
is applied tightly over the tape and the athlete is in-
structed to heep oIf his feet for about five minutes.
If this is not done the tape will soon get loose and the
bandage will become worthless. If I /, inch strips of
adhesive be used, three perpendicular and four hori-
zontal Iayers will prove sufficient to form a strong sup-
portive bandage. This bandage should last a week,
but if it comes loose in the meantime it may be rein-
forced with a Figure of Eight.

A variation of the Gibney bandage, described
above, is to carry the perpendicular layers instead of
straight up on the outside of the foot, across the front
of the leg just above the ankle joint. The horizontal
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layers remain the same. This gives additional lever-
age. This method of strapping is used extensively for
the support of weakened or flat arches.

Figure of Eight Tape Support-l am listing it be-
cause some trainers still use it, but I do not recommend
it. It will give ample support to the joint if you use
a sufficient number of layers of adhesive, but it Iacks
all of the virtues of the Gibney tape and uses up the
same amount of adhesive. Under the circumstances,
why bother \Mith it?

Figure of Eight Cloth Ankle Roller Bandage-
Strapping with adhesive is unquestionably effective but
there is much to be said against it. The tape left on
for a week has a tendency to irritate the skin and
cause infections. Constant use of an artificial support
tends to weaken the ligaments of the foot, predispos.
ing to flat feet and injuries. And, finally, the incidental
e:rpense is an objectionable factor.

As far back as 1916 I began to seek a substitute
for "taping." I tried elastic 6tted eupports, leather
corsets, steel braces, in fact, most of the possibilities

-lqg 
in common with most fellow trainers I found

that they were all of little value. I then turned to
muslin bandages and struck a "gusher." Today most
of the schools in the United Statee use a specially woven
cloth roller bandage, varying in length trorn 72 to 92
inches and in width from 2 to 2/a inches. If the
bandage is too long it becomes clumsy and ineffective.
If too wide it cannot be made to fit the contour of the
ioint.

These bandages are staunch, dependable, comfort-
able, durable, washable and economical. An out-
standing fact in their favol is that they can be put on
just before practice and removed on coming olf the
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field, thus resting the feet and assuring sound sleep
(did you ever try to sleep with a tight ankle bandagl
onl). The method of applying the bandage is easiiy
taught and the boys soon learn how to put it on them-
aelves. However, warn that carelessness in applying
the bandage may make it valueless as a support. After
putting on the bandage do not walk around until you
have put on your sor and shoes, since the bandagl ie
apt to loosen. Never apply the bandage orrer the
aock.

The kind of cloth used is of little import except
that it must be strong enough to act as an efiective
support, must not be of such thickness as to feel cum-
bersome, should be washable, so as to last a season,
and soft enough to fit into the hollowed contour of
the foot arch and joint. Unquestionably, the woven
bandages with finished edges are the mogt durable.
The bandage should be hung to dry afrer practice and
eent to the Iaundry at least once a week.

Technique of Application-Flex the toes and keep
them flexed. Evert the foot (bend it outward and up_
ward) and keep it everted until the bandage is com_
pleted. Start on the ridge of the foot arch, carry the
roller on the inside of the foot, under the arch, up over
the arch on the outside, towards the leg, around the
anLle (once or twice) placing the spirals above the
ioint. Carry the roller back to the starting point.
Repeat the layers until the desired strength 1f 

".rp-port is obtained. The bandage may be 6xed with a
strip of adhesive, a few turns of black tape, or by hav-
ing special binding strings sewn to the outer end.

There need be no doubt as to the dependability
of this support if properly applied. Thousands of
schools and colleges are using this method of avoiding
iniuries of the ankle joint.
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Single Football Bandage-The 6rst perpendicular
strip (which acts as a lever) is started on the ridge of
the arch of the foot, with the foot everted, carried to
the inside, under arch, up on the outside, running
parallel and close to the Tendon of Achilles, fastening
the strip about two inches above the ankle joint. A
second strip starts where the first ends and is carried
around the leg, the object being to hold the 6rst layer
in place. Complete with a Figure of Eight layer
around the ankle joint.

The Double Football Bandage, used for gamea,
differs from the "Single" in having two perpendiculars
and two Figure of Eights, the second layers partially
overlapping the first.

These two bandages are meritorious and were used
on the lllinois athletic squade for two years with un-
doubted success, though I have preferred to use the
Gibney bandage for reasons aforementioned. The
trouble is that wherever the Figure of Eight is used,
and left on overnight, complaints will be heard of
discomfort, pain and inability to sleep, due to thc
pressure on the bones of the outside of the foot.

Shoulder Tape-Where a sore spot is present, if
the injury is extensive and painful, it should be pro.
tected with a layer of cotton-wool, a pneumatic rubber
doughnut, a rubber sponge, or even an aluminum pro-
tcctor, but where limitation of motion is the only ob-
ject, uce the Gibney Shoulder Tape. The first strip of
adhesive one inch in width (split two-inch tape in
two), is atarted on the back, at the lower border of
the rcapulao close to the spine, carried upward across
the shoulder, running down the chest, parallel to the
stcrnum, fastening about six inches below the level of
the shoulder. This is the vertical layer. Starting at
$e neck, the second strip is carried along the middle
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line of the shoulder, over the tip of the shoulder to
nl>out six inches down the arm_perpendicular to the
first layer. The third strip is etarted where the first
errded, carried parallel to the shoulder, over the arm,
back to where the first strip was started. Repeat
these alternations with partial overlapping until a
checker-work of the desired strength covers the should-
cr. Note that the manner in which you apply the
third strip will determine the degree of movement in
the shoulder joint. The Iower it is placed on the arm,
the more will the motion of the joint be restricted and
vice versa.

Recurrent Bandage of Fingers or Toes (lll. l0)-A
series of uncompleted Figure of Eights, each succeed-
ing layer partially overlapping the preceding one. A
very useful bandage in injuries of fingers or the thumb.

Rib Tape-Generally used for cracked or sore rib.
Start a strip of adhesive close to the spine, bring for-
ward on chest, instruct patient to exhale and then
quichly fasten strip close to the sternum. A second and
third strip, each partially overlapping the preceding
one are applied similarly. Be sure the strips are ap-
plied while the patient is exhaling and from below
upward, that is the first strip is the lowest. The object
of the strapping is to reetrict the movement of the
chest wall on the alfected side.

FIat Sqrface Tape (lll. 14) 
- 

Use the Gibney
checker-work system.

Wrist Tape-A few turns of cotton or gauze roller
bandaging laid on snugly, followed by a layer of ad-
hesive will suffice. I would recommend the use of
some simple effective wrist support for those who need
it daily, as for instance, Iinemen in football. The
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daily taping of a large number of men is guite a wasto
of time and money.

Small of Back Tape-Sprains of the emall of the
back are common and occasions for the use of ad-
hesive are frequent. The tape may be applied in
straight parallel strips, each succeeding strip partially
overlapping the preceding one (Ill. l5), or the Gib-
ney checker.worl( effect may be used, a horizontal
Iayer alternating with a longitudinal one (lll. l4).
Still another method is to lay strips of adhesive at an
angle so as to fit the hollow of the back (also checker-
workeffect) (Ill. l3).

Spica Combination Bandage (Ill. l2)-For the
protection of the thumb, wrist and knuckles. The
Spica difers from the Figure of Eight in that one of
the loops is larger. Thus a Figure of Eight, which
would include the thumb and the wrist would have the
wrist loop far larger than otherwise. The succesive
layers partially overlap. Procedure: with one-inch
tape start on the inside of the wrist, earry the strip
of adhesive to the outside of the thumb, Ioop the
thumb, taking due care to Iay the tape on smoothly.
Run the strip back to the wrist and once around it.
The second layer is applied similarly, partially over-
lapping the first one. A third strip may be added if
desirable. To include the knucLles simply carry one
of these strips over the knuckles and around the hand
instead of around the wrist. This bandage is widely
used for linemen in football.

Spica Cloth Combination Bandage-Inetead of ad-
hesive many schools are using a woven cloth roller
bandage lt/a inch wide to protect the thumb, wrist
and knuckles. The procedure is the same as that des-
cribed above. The bandage may be fixed firmly by
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atlcling a few turns of black tape. I am quite en-
lhuaiastic about the possibilities of this bandage and
Lnlieve it will become as popular with trainers as did
lhe ankle roller bandage. Of course, boxers have used
lhie bandage for years and it is hardly an innovation.

Finger Bandage-(Iil. lQ)-Use Recurrent band-
age (see preceding page) and if the frnger be painful
lnpe it to its neighbor, which by limiting its motion
will relieve the symptoms.

Elastic Bandages.-Many schools use lvoven elastic
t:loth bandages such as the ACE for the support of
nnkle joints. It appears to me that the use of these or
nny other type of elastic bandages should be limited to
their application only in cases where elasticity is de-
airable, for exarnple, in the treatment of "water on the
knee".

Whitelocke's Elastic tsandage-The application of
tlris bandage checks extravasation, promotes absorp-
lion of effused material, and provides temporary sup-
port and irnmobilization. It is of great value in the
treatment of injuries of the knee and elbow joints.
Procedure: have the limb slightly flexed. Encircle
the limb with a layer of cotton-wool one inch thick and
about twelve inches wide. Start a roller bandage
(gauze or cotton) about one inch above the lower
margin of the cotton-wool and, as the successive opirals
ascend, draw the layer of cotton down snugly, tight
cnough to exert a steady pressure on the swollen region,
yet not so tight as to interfere with the circulation.
Stop bandaging an inch from the upper margin. Fix
with adhesive to maintain in place. Avoid making
creases in the cotton-wool. The Iimb should be kept
elevated while this bandage is on so that the extra-
vasted material is forced up toward the trunk rather
than down into the limb.
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PADS.AND PROTECTIONS

I believe a volume of three hundred pages

be written on the subject and still the coach or tr
would face situations where ingenuity alone could
vide him the right sort of pad or protection. My
suggestion in the matter of protection is-use
sense. Study the case in hand, consider the ma
you have and then figure out the best way of pro
the part with what you have.

There is one outstanding rule to bear in mind-"
ways bridge over the part you are trying to protect."

AVAILABLE MATERIALS

Sponge Rubber 
- /a-inch thickness commonly

used. It is superior to felt for many purposes, sincc
it has a certain amount of "give," which felt lackc.
A necessity to trackmen as a heel protector; a strip
of this rubber makes a dependable shin guard for
bacLfield men and snds-i1 is to be preferred becausc
it iB light and lacks the cumbersomeness of most shin
guards. Also protects protruding bones of ankle joint
(malleoli).

Sea-Foam Rubber-Similar in structure to spongc
rubber but containing very little rubber and a Iot of
gas, it is Iighter in weight than the proverbial feather.
Sea-foam will replace the use of sponge rubber to a
considerable extent but not entirely since it cannot
be used where it will undergo constant pounding. For
example, if used as a heel protector it is soon pounded
down and becomee worthless.

Vulcanized Fibre (Paper Mache) and Aluminum

-Serve 
as foors for your "bridge."' They succeaa.

fully board off the inju;ed part.
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Fetrt-Fine for prevention of injuries by acting as
r pad but I doubt its effectiveness as a shock 

"brorb",where injuries are already present.

Sheepskin-It will prevent scratches, wounds, etc.
lrut is worthless as protector from violence. It cannot
cffectively absorb or lessen the shock of forceful im-
pact.

Rubber Sponges-Are more efiective shoch ab-
aorbers than felt. Effective when placed over sensitive
projecting bone tips, such as at the elbow, shoulder,
hip.

Pneumatic Rubber Doughnuts-A most useful item
for shielding injuries or sensitive parts. The pneumatic
cushion acts as an excellent shock absorber. They
are exactly what the name implies-air-filled rubber
doughnuts.

Leather-Used as framework. Elfective for pro-
tections.

Elastic Bandages-Such as the..ACE," are useful
for support of weakened joints where limited motion
ie desired.

Qs1161ye6!-Quite useful. Crade B can be used
for pads and protections.

Corn Plasters-Useful for small injuries.
As a general rule in football the following parts

must be protected:

The Medulla Oblongata-At the nape of the neck.
A good headgear usually answers th" puipose.

The Shoutders-The linemen, especially, ehould
have ttreir shoulders well protected. pneumatic rub-
ber doughnuta and strapping with adhesive to limit the
motion of the joint are two efiective means of pre-
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venting shoulder injuries. Sea-foam rubber comes in
handy here.

The Elbows-Take care that the elbow pad ia

where it was intended to be. Frequently these pada

slip down and the joint remains exposed. It is better
to have no pad than to have one which drags inches
below its position. Rubber sponge or a rubber dough.
nut is a more reliable protection than sheepskin. Sea.
foam is also quite useful here.

The Crests of the Hip Bones-Make sure that the
hip protector of the football pants protects. Last
fall I had eleven injuries of the hip, due to the fact that
the hip protector did not protect.

The Knees-A good knee guard is indispensablc.
For weak or wobbly knees use a hinged steel knee
brace.

The Shins-No matter what position a man plays,
make sure he has his shin bones well protected. Here,
again, bitter experience talks. I lost some of my best
men last fall because their shins were inadequately
protected. Paper mache protectoro for linemen and
felt protectors for backs will serve the purpose. Sponge
rubber or sea-foam are quite light yet effective.

The External Malleoli of the Shin Bones-May be
protected by sewing a pad or sponge rubber on the
inside of the shoe, which fits just over the maileoli.

CHAPTER VI

MASSAGE

Massage is the scientific rubbing and manipulation
of the tissues of the body. To derive the most benefit

from its application, a thorough knowledge of the struc'
ture and workings of these tissues is indispensable, ae

is an understanding of the physiological effects of the

different manipulations used in massage. 'We have no

moral right to attempt to repair and to adjust delicate

machinery unless we possess a thorough comprehen-
sion of its structure. Some of the so-called rub-downs
are abominations and often may do more harm than
good. Massage will be found to be a very valuable
aid in the conditioning of athletes, in the treatment of
injuries and in the cure of various ailments.

The physiological effects of massage are:

l. Massage increases the blood circulation, local-
ly or generally, depending upon the extent of the area

treated.
2. Massage invigorates the various tissues of the

body and the vital organs.

3. Massage acts as a sedative in cases of nervous'

nes3.

4. trn cases of congestions of any sort, massage

will break up the deposits of morbid matter and by
increasi-rrg the Iocal circulation will aid in removing
these. Moreover, the steady inflow of fresh blood
will hasten the re-invigoration of the fatigued tissuee

or organs.
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5. By quickly removing the products of fatigue,
massage helps recuperation after severe mental or
physical exertion.

6. By means of massage it is possible to stimulatc
the functions of the various vital oigans-heart, Iunge,
stomach, Iiver, kidneys, nervous system, etc.

7. Massage may be considered as a sort of pas_
sive exercise system and by means of it, it i" po"ribl"
to prevent muscle waste which frequently follows aninjury. Moreover, it is possible to keep the musclesof the athletes, who are for some reason unable to
tahe active exercise, in the best o{ condition.

- 8. Massage, by re-invigorating and stimulating
the tissues, will strengthen weak *ur"l"" and joints.

9. Massage can be so applied as to invigorate the
peristaltic movement of the large intestine, thereby aid_
ing excretion, preventing constipation and its accom-
panying evils-headache, dizziness, etc.

I0. Noted surgeons have emphasized the fact that
massage is invaluable in the treatment of sprains, dig-
Iocations and fracturec.

"It may be said in a general way, that whenever
we desire to modify profoundly the processes of nu_trition; to remove efiete matter from the system; to
stimulate assimilation and invigorate digestion; to
soothe nervous irritability "an& relieve nerve pain;
to arouse dormant nerve force; to remove morbid
deposits from inflamed joints, and thus restore their
normal mobility; to equalize the circulation, drawing
blood from the hot head, congested abdominal viscera
or laboring heari and ac.el.rating its passage through
cold extremities-we may 6nd a safe i"ro.r". in mas-
saga"
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Massage has a certain number of definite manipu-
lations and each of these has a definite purpose and
a definite effect:

EFFLEURAGE

A stroking movement with the palmar surface of
the hand applied firmly, evenly and always in the
direction toward the heart (like stroking a cat's bach).

Effect of Effleurage-Mostly superficial. It increases
the peripheral circulation reflexly, by first forcing
the local blood supply upward toward the heart and
as the pressure of the hand is removed, a vigorous in-
flow of fresh blood follows. If the contact with the
part treated be light and the movements slow, the
effect will be sedative-indicated in nervousness and
headaches.

FRICTION

A circulatory rubbing movement with the tips of
the fingers, thumbs or palms of the hands, applied
with pressure and force proportionate'to the strength
or solidity of the tissues treated.

Effect of Friction-Breaks up deposits of fatigue
poisons; Ioosens sore rnuscles; increases'local blood
ciriulation; aids in hastening removal of elfused ma-
terial; increases metabolism

KNEADING
Four varieties:
("). Petrissage-Superficial kneading with the

tips of the frngers; a combination of a rolling, squeez-
ing and stretching manipulation, executed by grasping
the muscle or the skin (remember the manipulation is
a superficial one) between the fingers or the hands
(pinching).
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(b). Rofling-(The limb should be flexed toa right angle in order to relax the muscles). a;";the mass of the muscle with one or both hands androll on the bone or tissues beneath, at the same timosgueezing and compressing the tissues.
("). Wringing-Exactly what the word impliee.With the limb flexed, twist 

""a *ri* the muscles onthe bone.

(d). Shaking or Chucking_With the limb flexed,put one hand under the muscles and shake ,igoror"lyby alternately puring up and ,"r..rirg ths rnusglss-a sort of up and down movement.
Effeet of the Various Kneading Manipulations_

These movements are most valuable inr the massage ofathletes. They aid in Ioosenin* uo oh" musctres, re_new_the blood suppry to the a".p""ir.yers of muscres;b-reak up deposits of fatigue ,"L"".-l"a hasten theirsliminalion-in short they are th. ;.;; meana for re-cuperating fatigued muscles.

PERCUSSION OR STRIKING MOVEMENTS
In these the two hands aro used in alternation; themovement is from the wrist, which serves to rnake theblow.s-elastic and springy, rather tfr.r, fr..oy and ham-mer-like, which is the case if th. ;;;sht of the entirearm be used. There are four different percussionmanipulations:

, !.1. Slapping-Use the palmar surfaces of thehands. (Like slapping one,s f;"",t-- 
--

, lUl. Clapping-Differs from slapping in thar thehands are shaped in. the f"r* of ;-;ll, p.oardne 
"hollow sound when the body is 

"to,r"t 
. 
-'
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(.). Hacking-Separate the fingers; hold them
loosely and relaxed. Strike the body with the inside
(ulnar) surface of the little fingers, at the same time
allowing the other fingers to drop loosely, the whole
producing an invigorating vibratory effect. If the
fingers are held tense when they strike the body the
vibration will not occur, and the manipulation will be
unpleasant to the patient.

(d). Beating-Use closed fists. Beat with the
ulnar surface of the fists. Make the blows elastic and
use the hands in alternation.

Efrect of All Striking Movements-stimulating, in-
vigorating and exciting. Never apply percussion move-
ments to bony surfaces,

THE PROCEDURE FOR. A FULL MASS.AGE

Have the patient reclining on his back, covered
with a woolen blanket. Place a hot fomentation on the
atrdomen to draw a large supply of blood to the
organs contained in the abdominal cavity, thereby
stimulating them to increased functioning. [Jncover
only the part to be massaged and cover again as soon
as you are through with the part, since there is always
Canger of chilling the patient. The muscle should be
thoroughly relaxed, since but little benefit can be de-
rived from the massage of tense muscles and it soon
tires the masseur. use some luf,dq6ng-rny favorite is
warm olive oil, but cocoa butter, talcum powder or
cotton-seed oil will answer the purpose. Following
the massage the oil lubricant should be washed ofi,
since if left on it will result in the clogging of the pores.
It must be understood that the Iubricant has no spe-
cial medicinal value. 'Warm olive oil acts as a sort
of sedative of the superficial nerves, but outside of
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that itg value lies chiefly in the fact that by the use ofit we are able to prevent irritation of the hair fol-Iicles, which occurs when the Jry "tin is massaged.Furthermore, in massagi.g thu iL sLin one is surcto pull the hair_--hardly an 
"rrjoy.Ll. ,.rrr";;;, t];ing a lubrieant allow-s the manipulaUons to be smoothand pleasant. The duratio, of " fuil rnurr"gu #;;;-five minutes.

PATIENT ON BACK
l. Leg-(stand at side):
(a). Efileurage five or six times up and downIeg from toes to-hip, urirrg both h.rra. .rra *1";-,'r;blood towards the heart.

- (b). Slapping and friction of the soles of thefggl-in order to increase thu .ir.,rt.tiorr. This is ofespecial value during the cold months and for patientswith a poor blood circulation.
("). Circular friction of the toes, followed bystretching and twisting of the toes.(d). Friction of foot, flexion, extension, rotationand circumduction of the foot.
("). Friction of 

-whole leg. Thorough frictionaround knee joint. Always *.slsag. joirrt" Ihoro,rghlysince the circulation therlabout is- generally sluggishand congestions of waste rnatte, .rri ,oorUid materialare common.
(f). Hard friction and kneading of the thighmuscles,
(c), Efleurage three or four times the wholeIength of the limb.

Bend leg to a right angle.
Friction and,petriss.ge of the calf muscles; roll-ing, wringing and ahaking 

"f tfr. 
""ii muscles.
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Extend Leg-
("). Effleurage the whole length of the limb

three or four times.
(b). Percussion (slapping, clapping, beating and

hacking) of the whole limb but avoiding borry pia"es,
i.e., the patella of the Lnee and the shin bone.

(.). Efileurage whole lengrh of the lirnb frve
times.

Same procedure to other leg.

2. Arrns-The order of manipulations is eractty
Iike that of a massage of the lower limbs.

3. Chest-Stand at head of the patient.

- ("). Effleurage down sternum and up sides of the
chest, four times.

(b). Friction with thumbs and fingers of the
whole chest; follow with palm of the hand friction.

(d). E#leurage, (e) kneading, (f ) petrissagg
(g) percussion, (h) efileurage.

4. Abdomen-Stand at right of patient. Get a
mental picture of the exact location of the large in-
testine and its courae in the body. Remember ihat it
travels up right side, turns to run taterally across upper
portion of the abdomen cavity, makes another turnto start downward on the left side, forms a letter S
and ends in the rectum, which lies close to the left
side of the bladder. Now the contents of the large
intestine in being excreted follow the course of the in-testine. It follows that if we want to stimulate this
excretory movement we must do so in the direction of
the current and not against it. It is advisable to bend
the Lnees before proceeding with an abdominal mas-
sage, since it will help further to relax the abdominal
muscle$. Procedure:
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(a). Efileurage in cireles from right to left side.
(b). Friction with the tips of the fingers from

the umbilicus outward.
(.). Kneading of colon with fingers so as to

force its contents along toward the rectum.
(d). Kneading with closed fists with the same ob-

ject as for C. Especially indicated in cases of chronic
constipation.

(.). Effleurage, followed by mass kneading of
the abdomen, the force of the kneading regulated by
the amount of adipose tissue present.

(f). Kneading, petrissage, pulling, wringing and
rolling of the abdomen.

(g). Effleurage-and finally percussion or slap-
ping rnovement, which should be given while the legs
are extended and the abdominal muscles are tense.

PATIENT FACE DOWN

Place hot fomentations (folded towels wrung out
in hot u7alsy-hq1 as the patient can comfortably
bear) along the spine to stimulate the whole nervous
system and incidentally to relar the muscles of the
bach. Routine:

l. Back of Leg-Stand at side-follow the order
of manipulations as given from the front of the leg
and thigh.

2. Back-Stand at patient's head.
("). Effleurage down the spine and up at sides,

seven o, eight times.
(b). Friction with thumbs, fingers and later with

palmar surfaces o.f the hands of the whole back-very
hard friction of the large muscles of the back.
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(.). Petrissage and kneading of the whole back'

P,rllirrg, wringing, rolline and shak'ing of the muscles'

(d). Eftleurage a number of times followed by

percussion of the sPine.

(.). Vigorous friction of the whole back'

(f). Percussion, slapping, hacking' clapping and

beating of the back.

(s). Effleurage.

Follow a full body massage with a short warm

shower bath succeeded by a short cold one' In ath'

letic training these full massages are of great value in

hastening the recuperation of "stale" athletes, or for
those who need bolstering up, or on occasions to keep

an athlete's muscles in good condition when he is
for some reason unable to take active exercise' It is
an excellent remedy for staleness, since it not only

aids in removing the accumulated waste matter but

also serves to keep the athlete's muscles in condition'

Take care, however, not to massage too hard a man

who is tired out. A vigorous massage uses a man up

fully as much as does a hard workout. The force used

in ih. manipulations should tre proportional to the

condition of the patient and the object sought to be

attained.

In connection with the massage corrective or medi'
cal gymnastics may often be given with much bcnefit
to thl patient. In fact, where it is necessary to build
up weak or injured parts such exercises arc indispena-

able. These systems of exercise are of Swedish origin,

and they consist of a series of graduated passive and

active movements of fexion, extension, rotation, ab-

duction and circumduction.

Passive exercises'are efiective in bringing injured
and weakened ioints back to normal. These ererciscg
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ero given by the operator while the patient is completo.ly relaxed. Active exercises ur"-i.f."r, by the patienthimself. The main object "f *"ai."f gymnastics is toIoosen the joints and treak ,p-.lrr""i".rs which havoformed, thereby allowing fr""-*or-"*ent of the fluidsof the body (blood ..rJ lr*ofri. At the eame timcsuch exercises help to ,.*or^. .U or..",rr. from thcnerves. The slbject of medical gymnastics is, how_ever, too broad-for me to take up in this treatise.-- inumber of excellent boo[.s on d: subject can be ob-tained in any modern library.
Athletic rubs are modifications of a full massage.The same manipulatio", ;;-;; iut with less atten-tion to the techniq.". 

_ Krr."di"u 
""a friction movc.ments predomin-ate and much IurI time is taLen. Thcmain object of these rubs is, "f "our"", to aid the bodyin hastening the 

-removal of the f.tig.ro poisons and thereinvigoration of the- muscles. Ti;.. rubs will be con_sidered further under th, h";J;;: of the varioueteamg.

CHAPTER VII

HYDROTHERAPY

'Water is a valuable aid to the trainer, in both the
conditioning of athletes and in the treatment of in-
juries. The basic value of hydrotherapy lies in the
fact that by means of water applications at eertain
definite temperatures lve are able to regulate, directly
or reflexly, the local or general circulation of the fluids
of the body, namely, the blood and the lymph. Thc
blood is the protective and curative power of the body;
the lymph the nourishing medium. It follows that
where either one of these is needed an increased supply
to the part would prove beneficial. On the other hand
there are occasions where a lessened supply of blood
is indicated, for instance in inflammations. By means
of hydrotherapy we are able either to increase or to
decrease the local blood supply.

Let me briefly review the physiological factors
which ma[.e hydrotherapy euch a valuable factor in
training:

("). Hydrotherapy gives us the power to stimu-
Iate or to inhibit the local or general circulation of
the body fluids.

(b). Metabolism (nutrition) is increased in the
parts heated. Hot applications cause a vigorous fow
of blood and lymph to the part treated and these arc
the carriers of nutrition.

(.). Short applications of heat rtimulate; pro-
longed, weaken; short, cold :pplicationr invigorate;
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i#iffiff"iL'"r:::*i,i*p:: or the body. cordapplications .r-;";^;'c resr$tance of the body. Coldbv.a _reactio;""J"Xii ::], if thev are rorrowed

ft :n':H:{i,;}:i:: i$,!,* l;t1t" :""jadded vigor. fhJ':i"u"t sensation of warmth
plications a.""rrrr;=-.t1tr"]n-uj"" of hot and coldp Iica tio ns *".rr ru u io*r'r"JHH".

;:,":;X,;_i'*:"[::::]ri:i:f :* j:j,]ii,i,,"#lmatory conditions.

!'l;r,!:'il:'r::"*:,^._.:r,u,:tionprocessorthebrood ."a ,, *",1"r.,=i:,.ff,:.,.T,il11J,:_".ss of thenemorrhages. --- 'reqrc.r€o tor use in stoppinghu*o"rhusur.

.,", ffl'"jlo'"il::fi: i:,::lex stimuration to con.
l1': i "Xjm ::r_t"', ":;'il,T:?," fff;in congestiv. rr".jJ.i ""- arx part of the f,sdy. ii;;

and 
.to ,t. .ij"*.,i";liT-:ir,ied to_the extremitiesili,f , :T : H 

jr 
::,-"::,.::::{'i:,,,i l:: fi :"fi :::supply to the lr".J-",' .*"r serve to reduce the ,

(s). "I.^--r .-tl ""t:"quentlv bring relief.(9),' "Local h.ut . 
vuentr! bring relief'

or teucocytes which l:-":iltt" increase rhe num-
ber of t"u"orv-,ll'rjff-t, uoo""ations increase rhe num-rur protector',--- wrrlCh are scavengers of *a*r'a",our protectors.

}IYDROT}

. Hatf*.rr__arr*APEUTICPRocEDuREs

**e****$
#jlt*:;:-ttr*+ft*,,",1#ii:i#
,*,*rlBat&_Fitr bath tub *," *, 

"rlord *u,"r, 
",
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ap-

Use of FqIt Bath_Hor, very ehort, followcd by ro,rtrt shower, is excele"; ;";;:;;J:tion after pro-l.nged physical or menral 
"".;;;:;:t, prolonscd.

ll3;J"lf;J,11 "r,"*"" ",i'i" "ri."r,"r rub ic_ ai
Rr(rrning plunge, i" ,tot 

a steam bath' cold-.r.i f;
.r, 
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,'H*

,.;';..{*-*,ii*ilil[,it+,,ii.,,,H,ff
,,U,.f"r"1*ri}* 

"lltvanized 
iron sitz bath tubs may bo

*,, rr.r,iJ"a' l;:""T.olTlitg tupplv house-. co**o,
J 

r, 1" *!i ffi ,,+ffi ,-;l ":llX, 
jl.":"{TJ#

to the effect desir"l 
.frr.-*";;:;;orently usedin alternation, accentuating the 

"f""r-....,O"1y the pel-vic and the abdomii.r,."-*i.rr-"H;il 
be immersed.
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_rruj

ro"urbroold;.di.T1k'X',::;.,""tr";:"::*l-.,11:
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organs are stimulated to increased functioning, ring-in better digestion and quickened elimination.
and cold sitz baths used in alternation 13 minuterhot and I minute in cold) "r" "r.r, *oru .ff""tivc
helping digestion and elimination. CotJ*it, U"tt,
help to prevent hemorrhoids, or Iater wlien they
developed, to relieve the pain and stop- the bincidental to this very botherrorr." 

"orrrihirr,.Sponge Bath_Use the same kind of tubs as fo!sitz baths. Fill with tepid or cold water in which lrdissolved to saturation, common sea salt. providf
ten or twelve sponges to a tub. This salt 

"ol,rtion iiipvigorating, astringent and antiseptic. The rncnshould be instructed to sponge thei'r bodies with it.This will serve as an invigorant. Furthermore thcantiseptic qualitv of the sorution wilr aid ir, pr"r"rrting
the spread of infections, such .s boiis. If, at the etartof the season the feet of the athletes be soahed in thirbrine, the astringent power of the salt will ..toughen.,
the feet and thereby prevent the many illc to whichathletes' feet are subject to. W"- i;; alwayd usedthe salt sponge bath during the football season andthere is no reason why it *t o',rla 

"";-;;. as beneficialto trackmen, baseball men and others.
Shower Bath-The athlete's mainstay. Its userwill be considered in the 

""*t "h;;;;. Rememberthis-a short hot shower, foflowed bi 
" ,for, cold oncaids recuperation afiter violent 

"=.rtio*; a prolongedhot shower, or a protong"a 
"rra ri"*o, both reducct{re resistance of the !"dv,r,a ;-;;;;."tal; a shortcold one, if fortowed bv a preasant;;#"" and a feer.itg of warmt&, is an efiective *";;;:'

Fomentations or_packs_Are cloths wrung out inhot or cold warer. 'Woolen 
", A;;;;i;oth serves thcpurpose best by retaining the heat longest. Lincn ir
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Rsxt in efrectivenees; in a pinch, coarae Turkish towels
trray be used. Fomentations are a valuable therapeutic
nid to the trainer, since it is by the use of them that
ho is able to regulate the local circulation. If an in-
erease of the circulation is desired, apply hot packs,
or hot and cold pachs in alternation; if a reduced
rupply of blood to the part is indicated, apply cold
packs, as cold as can be obtained. Oiling the eurface
to be treated, just before applying the hot packs, will
leesen the possibility of blistering the skin.

Percussion Douche-Consists of a garden hose with
a nozzle, similar to one used for spraying lawns. The
rtream of water issuing through the nozzle is played
on the patient according to the following procedure:
patient standing with his back to you; turn the water
on warm; run the stream up and down the legs, up
and down the spine, laterally across the bactrc, in circles
on whole back, up and down the spine again. Patient
atanding with one side to you-arm held overhead,
play the stream up and down the whole length of the
body, in circles up and down the length of the body,
up and down again, drop the arm to the side, up and
down the arm; other side the same procedure. Patient
facing you-play the stream up and down the legs,
up and down the arms, across the chest, in circles on
the abdomen. Repeat with cold water only, but of
course, make the cold application short and snappy.
This is another excellent means of building vigor and
vitality. The force of the stream of water acts as a
sort of mechanical massage which, combined with
the benefit derived from the water treatment, makes
a very valuable addition to the trainer's means of
aiding recuperation of run-down athletes.

Hot Airr Steam or Electric Light Cabinets-All of
these have tfie property of relieving congestions of
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waate matter in the blood by inducing sweating.natural sweat (thro,rgh ex"r"ise) is aliavs to beferred but the trouble is tfr"t "-*""-J;;;; "bath rarely has vigor enough to get .p . "*u.t,!""rlil": A portable hot air o, 
"t""m cabinetbe obtained from any drug supply lrorr"u fo,6ve dollars. There i"-" erulrut;;"J;;""_:

:lT:l ":.fiIu hundreJdorrars i"; ;;;;;;:i
of sweating apparatus.

Procedure-Have the patient drink two or throcglasses of hot or cold water f"i"r. 
""*ring the cab.inet; place a cold towel on hi" head 
"ra "." that it irLept cold. The duration of tf,.-'tr""t*"nt dependtentirely^ on the patient. To set 

" ,i*. Iimit is ridicu.Ious. Some men seem able to .tunJ-more, some lesasweating. Have the man guit *t ur, i. thinks he hathad enough and sho-ws signs of feeling uncomfortablcor distressed. Finish with a ";ld ;;;"r bath and a.brisk, vigorous alcohoL rub. I*il;;i. man to dreerwarmly and breathe deeply, goirrg homu so as to pre.vent a chill.

Therapeqtic [treat Lamps 
- 

Jt1sy. are numerouomakes of portable therapeutic f"*r.- 
"" the market,all built on the same principle, nainely, a heat pro.ducing carbon filament U"tU *itfri., 

-" -gt.r"a 
or mir.rored reflector, which directs the heai rays directlydown on the surface treated. The cost is nominalvarying from four to nine dollars. These Iamps arepractically indispensable to the trainer since they arevery handy, produce a high degree of heat and can begiven out for home treatment. It is advantageousto have a number of them oo h"rrd i., the trainingroom.
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Infra-Red Therapeutic Lamps-These are made on

tha eame principle as those above, except that instead

of a bulb the heat is produced by an "elemenC' of
rpccial composition. This lamp supplies a greater

dogree of heat and should supplant the carbon fila'
mcnt bulbs. What we are after in training iE a sourcc

of intense heat and in this respect the Infra'Reds are

far euperior to the carbon frlaments. The medical
profession and especially the physiotherapeutists, are

diecarding all "bulb" lamps and are taking on the

lnfra-Red outfits.

Are Lamps-These large lamps may be of use to
physicians but cannot be recommended to trainers. In
athletics we usually have to treat a mote or less local'
ised area. If an arc lamp be used the effect is wide'
apread and consequently difiused and inefiective. Tho
amaller lamps supply just as high a degree of heat
(at least as high as can be borne) and the application
is well limited to the area \re aim to treat. The large
arc lamps are used for general application of light to
large surfaces of the body, ehiefly for its invigorating
effect.

Bahers-There are any number of ercellent bak'
ere on the market. Some are equipped with bulbr
and others with electric resistance coils. The latter
are undoubtedly preferable but are guite erpensivc,
the cheapest selling for about sixty dollars. Both
types are very effective in the treatment of athletic
injuries. These bakers supply a high degree of dry
heat, insuring a vigorous local hyperemia.

Diathermy-This form of heat treatment has lately
come into great favor. Diathermy machines deliver
electrical currents of very high voltage (20.000-
50.000 volts) and very low milliampeatage. Thc

83
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currents are driven through the bodily tissuee ata-lish frequency that thelnf, .g.i orod,r".d iof heat. Thu th.ory i" ii",-jj'"ri;;;:f"x*
rne rrssues the most penetrating form of heat and rsequently when you have to ir."t 

" Jeep seated
iury, diather*-y r: your best friend. 

- phli"i.r* ,o*izing in physiotherapy, as well as th" f"rr iorii,trainers, 
-who happen to have diath..my 

-ma"hino",

very enthusiastic about the possibilid"" of diatherThe. Iatter, however, will not ."-. irr,, gencraluntil the prices asked for the *"J rn"Jiiio" uru pruncd,,do,wn considerably. t" tt.i.u"ti*",'" gooa ba[or,will do.

__ Galvanic, Farradic and Sinusoidal Currente _ Arrall of great value to the trainer. iiJu .urronts can.be used to relieve congestions, such * *"r"i" f*irilto promote the removal of effueion, and to ctimula;fatigued muscles or nerves to increaged activity. tfyou obtain a first-clas-s outfit you witi nna it .o"y tooperate but be careful-yo.. .u' do mo.. harm thangood by careleeg unscieutific uppli"ution of clectricrlcurrents.

Medical Vibrator-I think that every training dc.partment ought to have one. ..It reduces extravasa.tions, breaks up and removeg adhesions, relaxes con-tracted parts and contractg relaxed parts, Iessens stifi.nese, stimulates, increases blood supply to the musclc,renders it firmer and more elastic. 
-.':..i 

Its uses arcpractically limitless. Cheap ones lack penetrativc
{orce. Good vibrators range in price from $35 to
$125. 

e- --- r-'vY "v"' *rr Le

Electric Heat packr_Whcre continuouc heat ap-plications are indicated there ,;*"-;;"fiicicnt andhandy.
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Ultra.Violet Lamps 
- 

Qgnslsting "canncd aun-

rhine" are of great therapeutic value in the treatment

of ,.rio,." diseases but a trainer would have little use

lo, thu*. Do not buy any of the popular priced carbon

rrc lamps, since they yield more dirt than effective

therapy. The old high frequency outfits spitting show-

"r, 
of electric sparks through beautifully moulded

glass applicators are of negligable value to either

trainere or physicians.



CHAPTER VIII

DIET IN ATI{LEMCS

"The object of regulating the diet in athletics ir
no! only to furnish the material to supply the essential
power but also to put the machine in the best poe,
sible condition for developing as well as applying; tho
power. In other words the man is to be subjected,
for a short time, to intense muscular strain and con
eiderable nervoua efiort. This he is to bear with a
maximum of result and the minimum fatigua For
this he needs practical training on the one hand and
proper diet on the other."

To attain the highest possible degree of efiiciency
the athlete must possess a vast etorehouse of vim,
vigor, vitality-whichever you prefer to call the kinetis
power which drivee his physical mechanism. This
power is supplied by the food he eats. It follows that
an athlete is no betrer, physiologically (I may add,
mentalln too) than his diet.

The intelligent planning of a dietary for the train
ing season presupposes a clear comprehension of the
principles of physiolocy of nutrition. The trainer
should make a thorough study of the subject in any
text on Physiology of late isgue.

Briefy, the physiology of nutrition may be sum-
marized thus: We partaLe of food in order to provide
e,nerry for the carrying on of the various bodily func-
tions; in order to generate heat to keep the bojy tem_
perature up to normal; and in order to provide the
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material for the building or repair of the bodily tis-

oues. Of the five general classes into which food is

eubdivided, proteins, minerals, and water, are Pre-
eminently tissue builders; carbohydrates (sugar and

etarches) on oxidation in the body liberate energy and

heat as a by-product; and fats generate heat. Both
carbohydrates and fats when present in excess are

partially converted into adipose (fattv) tissue and

lhus stored in the body. Proteins cannot be stored'

In determining a dietary the above factg are of pri-
mary importance. Some of the other factors which
must be taken into consideration are3

l. Age-ln athletics generally ranging between

the years of 16-26, a period of growth and develop-

ment, indicating the need of tissue'building foods in
moderation. Nothing justifies gluttony.

2. Season or Climate-The amount of heat"Plo'
dr.lcing foods (fats and sugar carbohydrates) must be

regulated according to the time of the year and the

locality-less \^rhen the temperature is high, more when

it is low.

3. Physical Development-A I25'pound quartcr'
back cannot, or if he can, should not' eat as much
as the 190-pound lineman.

4, Degree of Activity-ls' as a rule, eevere dur-

ing the training season, justifying an increased amount

of nourishment.

5. Idiosyncrasies 
- 

"What is meat for one is
poison for another." Each must learn from personal

experience just the kind of food and the combinations
that agree best with him. It is not sufficient to eat
"good" food, it is necessary that the food be relished'

Oatmeal and milk are popularly acclaimed as "per-
fect" food, yet we have all seen casee where either
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will cause gastric distresg. The erplanation) Idio.
ryncrasy, that is all.

An ideal diet in the training season would conlilt
of a fair quantity of protein feeds-t6a1 meat, cgg!,
nuts, beans, whole wheat bread, etc.; carbohydrater
(eugar and starches) forming the greater part of thc
meal; an amount of fatty food proportionate to tho
time of the year; and green vegetables and fruit in
abundance, to supply: ( I ) The essential mineral sub.
stances; (2) the vitamins; (3) the coarse, Gbroug ma-
tcrial which by adding bulk to rhe contents of the in.
testines aids the peristaltic movement, thereby prc-
venting constipation.

No definite quantity standard can bc set. I am
not in favor of apportioning foodstufis by caloriea.
The best quantity measure is plain common sense with
moderation as the watchword. "God never made
man's stomach for a slop tub." It is the athlete.s duty
to his coach and to his Alma Mater to practice self-
restraint and to refrain from gluttony. At any ratc
the athlete who must be guarded from dissipation will
not be of lasting value to the team. At some part of
the race he will brealc down and fall by thc waysidc.
The root of staleness is most often some form of dis-
sipation.

It is a physiological fact that we neither digest nor
assimilate all the food we eat. The body takes no
more than it can utilize. A part of the surplus mhy
be stored in the body as fatry tissue-a negligiblt
part. The rest becomes a burden, fermenting, d""om-
posing, putrefying, filling the body with poisonous
eubstances, which are taken up by the blood stream
and this sewer-like blood flows all over the body, bent
upon its mission of nourishing the bodily tissues. Ths
result is inevitable-we have the inception of somc
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of the numberlesg forms of disease. Especially is thia

true of the products of decomposition of proteins, nitro-
genous comPounds of an extremely poisonous char-

actet.

The body attacked by the poisons does its utmott
to protect itself and in its valiant efiorts to rid itself

of ihiu putrefying surplus uses up much of its potential

energy-an unjustifiable squandering of vitality' We

must realize the fact that all bodily energy is but one

and that we have but a certain definite amount of it-
out storage house of energy is not inexhaustible' Now,

every fuiction of the body is carried on by means of
this energy. It follows that if we squander thie power

on any one of these functions, the others will suffer in
proportion. Vice-versa, the conservation of energy en-

.b1." the athlete to be more efiicient in the application
of his efforts. Since economical nutrition saves bodily
vitality, it is apparent that proPer dieting is of inestim'
able value to the athlete.

An Athelete's Dietary Should Include:

Protein Foods-Lean meat only; bar porli and likc
fatty meats' Fish, eggs. An occasional elicc

of bacon will do no harm.

Fats-Butter, butterine' cream' ripe olives, olive
oil, peanut oil, cotton'seed oil.

Cereals 
- 

All cooked or "breakfast foods" are

good. \ilhole grain cereals should be pre'
ferred to those made of refined flour.

Legumes-Beans, peas, lentils.

Starch Vegetables-Potatoes, turnips, beets, car^

rots, squash, etc.

Green Vegetables-Onions, radishes, lettuce, cel'
ery, etc.

Sweet Dried Fruit*Figg, datel, raieing, prunea, Gtc.
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Fresh, Canned or Preserved Fruit 
- 

Appler.
peaches, apricots, pears, etc.

Fresh fruit should be just ripe. Under or over,
ripe fruit is sure to cause digestive disorders. This ic
especially true of unripe bananas.

Orange juice, tahen before breakfast, clears tho
stomach wall of the accumulated mucus and prepareo
it for the digestion of the food which follows.

Dr. Allen of Kansas, is quite enthusiastic in recom-
mending that oranges be given athletes between halvcg
or heats. Orange juice contains chiefly sugar and acid
salts. The latter may serve to refresh the tired man
but the invigorating effect of orange juice is undoubt-
edly due to the sugar content. In extensive experi-
mentations, Dr. Gordon of Boston has shown that
feeding athletes glucose candy (an easily assimilablo
sugar) greatly delayed the onset of fatigue and ap,
peared to increase the available energy of the athletes
under observation. The findings are undoubtedly reli-
able and the question arises whether it would not be
advantageous to increase the amount of sugars given
the athlete during the training season and especi"lly
before a contest and between halves. I am not ii
position to erperiment with this but am jotting it down
in the hope that some trainers will test the efiectiveness
of increased sugar rations. Glucose candy is used be-
cause it is readily absorbed without having to undergo
digestion, whereas our common sugar (sucrose) must
6rst be broken up into glucose before it can be as-
similated. Instead of giving your athletes whole oran-
ges I would recommend orange juice in preference,
since the pulp of the orange is just so much waste
matter, which can serve only to clog the alimentary
canal.
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Bread-Whole wheat, whole rye' corn' bran or

,"*o"JUel bread should be preferred to white

fr".a. The latter thinly sliced and toasted is both

appetizing and nourishing' While on trips we have

ri*"r. oJd"r"d toast for athletes' Ban hot bread'

Beverages-Weak tea, Postum, cocoa' milk and

brrti.r--ilk] are to be preferred to coffee' I favor

forbidding coffee entirely since there- is no question

ii"i ri is f,.rmful but it is often quite difficult to force

a boy to dispense with an article of food he has had

his whole life-time. The alternative is to cut coffee

and tea to a minimum' It is said that cocoa is con'

stipating but we needn't worry about that as long as

the athlete is in active training-exercise and constipa-

tion are no mates. There should be no objection to

;-;1;; of ,r..r-b"ur taken with meals' it is neither

U"i"A.i.f nor harmful. Ar hot drink aids in the diges-

tion of a rather heavy meal and weak tea or postum

uoo"", most satisfying for the purpose' Cool but not

i.'"'-.old lemonade or orangeade makes a welcome

variation.
There is no rhyme or reason in the oft repeated

assertion that milk "cuts the wind"' Anything that

.log" th" stomach or intestines, fermenting and Putre-

ir-f*, *iff "cut the wind.'' One of the products of

fooJ d""o*position is "gas" or more correctly a vari'

.i, "fr"t.""s 
substances' These serve to distend the

"tom".h, 
the upper part of which presses up against

*r. ai.nirr.g* iiroitirrg the downward excursion of the

t..* ""a the left lung. [f under such conditions the

athlete enters a contest he will find his "wind cut"'

a*"i", if the athlete is constipated and the whole body

is'sluggish, due to auto-intoxication (the absorption of

;h; ;;;"t-"f putrefaction in the bowels) the function

of ni" heart and lungs will be depressed at the eame
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time and he will nor be able to put forth his best cf.
fortc. The remedy is, of course, cleal-an athlete muat
avoid indigestion and constipation. Milk is a nourish-
ing and easily digestible beverage. It may safely be
used as a part of the meal, being sipped ,lo*1y, ,rrh"r"",
it usually is gulped to wash down the solid food which
had preceded it. Milk, taken thus, forms a largq clot,
which is difiicult to digest and delay in digestion al-
ways bring fermentation and ..g.".j' T.k"r, slowly
it tends to form small, easily digestible clots.

Pastry 
- 

p11ig preparations; jello; rice or bread
pudding; ice cream; cookies. Cake and pie should be
barred during the training ssason-leth are dilficult
to digest and may dieturb the digestion. Candy in
moderate quantity may be permitted after meals ex-
cept to those who have a tendency to constipation.

Water-The question as to whether drinking at
mealtime is of beneft or harm to the individual has
been a subject of debate for years. For a time those
who claimed that it was harmful seemed to sway
public opinion but in late years thc consensus of opin-
ion is that water taken with meals aids digestio, 

"rrdabsorption. It is claimed that the use of water with
meals ajds in gaining weight. The temperature of thewater' however, should be normal-"itr.*." should
be avoided-and especially should large quantities ofice water be tabooed. The water siould be taken
clowly, in small guantities and care must bc tarcen not
to wash down unmasticated food.

- The use of figs, raisina, prunes, apples, rpinach and
bran bread should be encouraged, aince all of these arc
natural laxatives and aid in preventing constipatiel_
the enemy of good health.
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Chewing Qup-Ths1e may be objection to itt use

from the standpoint of good manners but it is to be

recommended for the following reasonE: taken after

a meal it aids digestion by stimulating a continuous

flow of gastric juice; it clears the mouth of food
particles and ex"r.i"es the teeth; it purifies the breath

lrro *or. halitosis); it allays nervousness and rclieves

throat dryness due to this nervoueness.

DIETETIC ABOMINATIONS

Spices and Condiments-Ketchup, sauces, pick'les,

vinegar and pepper, all act aB severe irritants to the

stomach mucous membrane and are the chief cause of

digestive disorders and possibly ulcers of the stomach'

Mor"or", they interfere with the digestion of starches'

Fried Foods-"The changes occasioned in the fat
by frying, develop in the stomach extremely irritating
and injurious acids, which irritate the mucous rrlem'
brane of the stomach, causing congestion and infam'
mation." "There are foods which rinake muscle, foodr
that make blood and foods that make fatty tissue' Btrt

fried food doesn't really make anything except per-

haps a poor digestion."

Fatty Meats-Glandular organs (liver, pancreas'

kidneys, etc. ) are all hard to digest, contain much

half-decomposed poisonous substances and have a very
low nutritive value.

Fancy, Cornplicated or too Highty Seasoned Dishes,

are all abominable concoctions of little nutritive and

much irritating quality.

MushJike Foods are indigertible and constipating'

Foods of Extreme Temperatures-Hot souPs, hot
cofiee, hot bread, ice water, all needlessly irritate the
stomach, causing gastric dirtress.
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Lunch Counter Sandwiches 
- 

..Hamburger8,.'
"dogs," etc., have a negligible nutritive value, y.t thc
body is forced to work hard to attempt to get what
it can out of such food.

Tea, Cofree, Alcohol, Tobacco-The objectiona
to these are too well known to be repeated. Force
of habit makes it hard to dispense with coffee, but we
should strive at least to limit the guantity.

Overcooked Food-lt is aptly said that the great
majority of cooks of today have put mankind into
tlve glagsss-1hose who have dyspepsia and thoee who
are going to have it.

SAMPLE MENU FOR TRAINING SEASON
Ereakfast 

- 
p'1uig-fresh, dried, cooked or pre.

served; choice of cereal with chopped dates, raisins or
nuts; buttered toast or graham mufiins; cocoa, postum
or milk.

Luncheon-Soup, eggs, or fish, or meat, or maca-
roni or lentils, or beans, or rice, or potatoes (the
potatoes should be bahed, browned, s1 66el6sd-ngvsy
fried), green vegetables, desserts, beverage.

Dinner-Green salad, Iean meat, potatoes, peas,
carrots or lentils, bran or whole wheat bread, oiir"",
dessert, beverage.

SAMPLE MEALS F'OR BEFORE A CONTEST

_ l. A very small order of broiled chicken, ripe
olives, one slice of toast, weak tea.

2. A very small portion of sirloin steak, toast,
cocoa.

3. Two poached eggs, toast, cocoa, or weak tea.
4. Two soft boiled eggs, toast, weak tea.
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If possible, the men should have the choice of meat
or eggs. Some athletes, I found, do not like eggs and
olhers feel the same toward meat.

The more nervous the athlete the earlier should he

nat the last meal before the contest. At times it may
be best for him not to take any solid food, limiting
hirnself to a glass-full of orange juice.

'lVhen on trips care must be taken that the men do
not over-eat. Judging by their ravenous appetites one
i; moved to suspect that athletes fast a few days pre'
ceding a trip. The explanation no doubt lies in the
better quality of food supplied them. Whatever the
cnuse, the fact remains that given freedom the average
nthlete will "eat himself sick."

THERE ARE A NI.IMBER OF VITAT FACTORS
WHICH EFFECT DIGESTION

l. Variety-To keep the appetite keen and to
enjoy the food, a change in the menu is essential.
Since it has been proved that keenness of appetite
stimulates digestion, it follows that variety in food is
a very vital factor.

2. Regularity of Meal Hours-Nothing should be
eaten between meals. "Let us have a bite" between
meals is sure to bring harm to the athlete. Especially
is eating late at night, just before retiring, injurious.
DrinL a glass or two of milh if you are hungry at bed-
time.

3. Appetite-Eating just because it is meal time
is wrong. If one does not feel hungry, it is best to
pass up a meal and wait until hunger comes. The
active athlete, however, does not lack an pppetite.
Eating some acid fruit, such as an orange or a lemon,
will help to allay the gickly, gnawing sensation in the
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pit of the stomach, which so many people mieta&o
appetite.

4. Eating Just Before or Right After
Nothing ehould be eaten later than three hours
fore or until an hour after a strenuous workout or
contest. Exercise draws the blood away from
stomach and if food be taken it will lie undigested
undergo fermentation. For the same reason no
should be taken when one is under severe
sEain-htrlried, worried, exhausted or "blue." Bl.
fore a contest athletes are generally on edgc and thlf
state of mental agitation gro\,vs in volume as tho hou!
of competition approaches. That is why the last mcal
before a contest should be very light. It ie safe to ily
that even such a meal will not be completely digcstod
but it cannot cause so much discomfort as would a big
meal.

5. Environmental Efiect 
- 

Home cooking is al.
ways preferable because of the mcntal cfect. Cleanli.
ness, attractive appearance of food, pleasant sur,
roundings and company act as psyehic stimulants to
the flow of gastric juice. Keep the radio going-1hq1
is, if you like it.

6. Mastication-"fsq; stomach hag no tecth,"
is an excellent saying to impress on the boys. Well
chewed food assures easy digestion. Moreover, eat.
ing slowly and masticating the food thoroughly lessenc
the possibility of overeating. I arn not recommending
500 chcws per bite but just enough to maeticatc thc
particles of food.

I believc in a training table. Though it is truc
that the diet I have outlined does nor di{fer mueh frorn
the conventional diet, yet the few things which I havc
euggested be barred and others which should be added
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to the athlete's diet, maL,es the differcnco betwecn
proper nourishment and mal-nutrition. Nothing fried,
only lean meats, plenty of green vegctables and ripe
fruit in season, whole wheat and bran bread in prefer-
6nce to patent flour bread-in short, nothing but clean,
wholesome, easily digestible, appetizing, fresh food,
properly combined and cooked-1fiee6 things can be
obtained only at a training table supervised by the
trainer or the coach. Most colleges and schools can'
not a(ford the expense incidental to running a training
table. Instead, however, of having your men eat at
innumerable different boarding houses, why not have
them eat at one placc where the proprietor is willing
to follow the above suggestions?

With the aim in view of teeting the efficiency and
practicability of the above suggeotions, I made arrange-
ments with a caterer to conduct a "Health CIub."
About thirty students were accommodated and in gen-
eral the following principles were followed:

l. Lean fresh meat was served but oncc a day.
On Fridays 6sh took thc place of meat on the menu.
At all times we ran low on proteins and this in spite
of thc fact tfiat there were quite a numbcr of activc
athletes in the club.

2. Carbohydrate foods, sugars and starches, pre-
dominated, Whole gtain cereals were served erclus-
ively. Care was taken that the potatoes wcre mealy
and not sogg:r or waxy.

?. There was always an abundant supply of green
vegetables and fruit in ocason.

4. Care wag taken to eupply somc coarse food
daily. We know that concentrated and refrned food
will cause the inteetines to become rluggish. Coarsc
particles, such as the cellulosc of frcsh fruit and greetr
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vegetables, give bulk to the contents of the i
and serve to stimulate the peristaltic movement of
intestines, a daily movement of the bowels being
by assured. Plain wheat bran was placed in bowle
the tables and the men were encouraged to use it
their soup and cereals.

5. For beverage lve had milk and cocoa
breakfast and postum for lunch and dinner. I
admit that I know of no exceptional qualities
would or should make postum a commendable
but though it may not be able to do any good, wa
know that it can do no harm, which is not at all trur
of coffee. At the club I made no elfort to force thl
boys to use postum, merely recommending it as a bev. ,

erage more healthful than either coffee or tea. Yct
after a few weeks there was absolutely no demand fol
coffee, everybody calling for the substitute in prefcr,
ence.

6. Whole wheat and bran bread were served crtr

clusively. White flour bread was barred. There arc
"scientists" striving for popularity by attempting to
justifu that which is unquestionably wrong. They mako
the point that aceording to its chemical composition
white bread should be fully as nourishing as wholo
grain bread. Maybe so. Anthracite has almost thc
same composition ag a diamond. If the proof of thc
pudding is iri the eating then the proof of the euperi-
ority of whole grain flour lies in the fact that it ir
more easily digested, that it is of value to the system
in preventing constipation and that the very oppositc
is true of white flour bread, it being hard to digett
and one of the chief causes of the predominance of
constipation. Whole grain bread is superior to patent
fl,our bread.
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7. All the foods listed under "Dietetic Abomina-
tions" were barred.

The results of the experiment were what was to
be expected. The observance of common sense prin-
ciples of dietetics proved beneficial to the members of
the club. Without exception they greatly enjoyed
and liked the clean, nourishing, appetizing food, all
rhowed improvement in health and were rarely both-
ered with digestive disorders.

Coach Robert C. Zuppke' commenting upon the
physical condition of some of the members of the
varsity basketball squad who were eating at the club,
etated that he had never seen athletes in better con-

dition than these men during the time they ate at the
"Health Club." The rate charged by the caterer wa8

the current local rate.
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CHAPTER IX

CONDITIONING

. -$ othcr thing-s being egual the success of a tcur1is directly dependent upon 
- 

tho phyJ""t po*"" 
"iJmental alertness of its porronr,.l-. All bianch"" ;;competitive sport make a tremendo"" au*.ra .pJithe muscular strength, .qdrr"rr"., 

"it"fity and thrmental powers of the participants. 
-Only 

a man in thcfinest of condition can stand the wear and tear of Ifootball season. Men out 
"f "orriitirn are negativca$ets to a tssrn_Jhey serve as temporary ob*iaclcrto the successful d_evelopment of th"- team until thaIaw of the survivar of tire ntt."i **r" in-and thoweaklings fall by the wayside.

In the last three editions of this booL I had thcfollowing to say:-

_r,.. 
"lt most colleges and schools pre_seasonal con.ouronrng rs compretery ignored. The coach ,"r"ly 

"oo-cerns himself with the condition of the uif,t.r" untit thcIatter reports at the beginning 
"f;i; it"virrg season.The athlete, who is after 

"ll;"; ";;ligro*r, 
..Idd,,.

often does everything-possible t" 
""ili; the bencficialeffects of the pr".uding 

""."orr,* l-irri.rg. He in-dulges in various f:rT: of dissipatiorr_over""ting,
smoling to excess, drinking .."it.'i.ror"geg,,. 

keep-ing late l":*, finally reporting to the coach an athleteDy reputation and record only. Stifling anger anddespair the coach accepts th" ;r,.vit.[i.'."a procecdsto build his team, the conditior,irrs bo"o*ing a mere

l0o
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lncidental to the general training routine. It ia no
rxaggeration to say that many teams never do get

lnto condition. At the same time this lack of con-
ditioning serves as a drag, making impossible the rapid
development of the playing machine. lt is apparent
that the time and the efiort spent in removing this
drag will be more than repaid by the increased ef-
fectiveness of the team."

Now, in the Fall of 1927.I can say that the above
ir not true-any more. In l9l 7, when I first wrote
"Athletic Training," there were few athletic books
on the market. There were only two booL,s on coaeh-
ing football and both of them badly out of date. One
or two pamphlets on basl(etball, Mike Murphy's text
on track, Berry's and Clark & Dawson's books on
baseball, just about completed the coach's library.
'fhen came the welcome deluge of books from Zuppke,
Ralph Jones, Gill, Meanwell, Bachman, Daly, Gravea,
Allen, Mather & Mitchell, Rockne, Heisman, Ward'
law, Ruby, Jones. At about the same time summer
gchoola for athletic coaches sprouted all over the Unitcd
States. Through these books and courses the gospel

of "preparedness" ot pre-seosonal conditioning waa

carried far and wide and today there arc few schools

that ignore this phase of training. Again, the post'
war athletic "boom" brought largcr squads, with re-
sultant L.eener competition among the candidateg for
teams. Almost without instruction aspiring athletes be-
gan to report in excellent physical condition, no doubt
actuated by the hope that it would help them maLc thc
squad or the team. [n fact, today, we have to do
quite a bit of warning not to overdo pre'soasorlal con'
ditioning to avoid having men report in too "6ni'
condition. 'We have much to be thankful for.

t0r
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In_ order to properly condition a team time issential. Rome, they say, was not built in a day,
can any power, mental or physical, of any

.. -a;;;;
is that enduring health, strength and stamina cannot
gained in 1 short strenuous training season. It takcrtime and pre-seasonal conditionirg i-" 

"orrruquently 
irn.perative.

The argument is frequentry heard that athretes wiilnot do pre-seasonal training. But this implies that theyIack faith in its efiiciency. If 
"u.h b" the case, thenthe fault Iies with the trainer who has failed to con.vince the athlete of the value of conditioning, ;";i;than with the athlete himself. Fo, .d*ittedly, tho

average college youth is reasonable and if convinced
of the worthiness of a ruli, will not only abide by itbut will help to persuade his weaker-willed brethren.
The point is that the trainer cannot achieve results inthe matter of conditioning by issuing orders. Regula-
tion of one's Iife habits can come orrly 

"" a result ofconviction and rarely through force of authority. Forin all of us there is an inherent instinct to Iive life ourown and not someone else's way, unless, I repeat,
we recognize the "someone else's way,. as superior toour own. Nor can the trainer use the coach,s methodof demanding compriance with his regurations. The
coach can observe and criticise .rn h.t . man does onthe field and compel him to obey orders but what the
rnan will do away from under the coach,s supervision
depends entirely upon'his own view of the matter.A dyspeptic can be dieted in a, sanitarium but whether
he follows his diet after he leaves, depends entirely on
whether he has been convinced that the diet will beof benefit to him.
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My policy has been to taltc things over with the

*.rr, !r.ig.sl certain routines of training and do my

"i*"r, 
tlo-"or,rit"" the men of the efficacy and value

of these suggestions. I welcome criticism' for I k'now

ii"t b.ir,g iigt t, I am bound to win mv point' The

chief force of my argument lies in the fact that year-

around systematic training benefits the individual fully
as much, if not more than it does the school' For

to him it means health-abundant, vigorous, exhilarat-

ing health-an insurance against disease-an ?ssur'

.rr." of happiness and true enjoyment of life' And
"Maintaining he.lth is like maintaining morality' It
requires continuous virtuous conduct, not spasmodic or

p.riodi" efforts, in the right direction"' Finally when

the young man comes to see rny point of view and

realizes the intrinsic value of training, then the latter

isboundtobecomeahabitwithhim_anindispensable
life habit, truly beneficial to him in all the years to

come. When the athlete promises to follow my sug'

gestions, I know he does so because he is convinced

that they will prove helpful to him'

And it is in this phase of athletic training-g6tt-
ditioning, that the trainer's resourcefulness adhd a

knowledge of the principles of physical education'

anatomy and physiology are of primary importance'

No g"n.rtl ,rrl", o, methods are effective' To a limited

extent group work is possible but in order to obtain

the most benefit each man must be examined and

treated individually. Pressed for time I would resort to

class work but at all other tirnes I would give preference

to individual treatment. Special treatments must be

prescribed for special cases and a little experience will
prove to one that all cases are special cases' Each man

is a case in himself. As a rule the conditioning exer-

cises should simulate, as far as possible, the move-
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ments common to the specific game in which the in-
dividual will try to gain fame.

FOOTBALL

In football pre-seasonal conditioning is practically
indispensable. The coach's time is limited and every
day taken in order to bring the men into condition
means so much less time left for the teaching of the
rudiments and complexities of the game itself. To
build a smooth-running, frnished, powerful team, time
is essential and the aeason is all too short.

Some schools try to get around this problem by
having pre-Beasonal camps but this should be con-
demned as making a business of athletics. The ttainer
who is able to offer the coach at the start of the season
a squad of well-conditioned men, is indeed a man
whose services are invaluable.

Shortly after the close of the season call a meeting
of the left-over varsity men and the freshman squad.
The meeting may be opened by the coach with a talL
on the importance to the success of the team of re-
porting in good eondition at the opening of the follow-
ing season. He may emphasize the fact that the man
who will not take time to stay in condition, may have
to take time to be out of condition i.e., go stale or be
laid out with some injury (in the greatest majority of
cases it is the poorly conditioned man who gets in-
jured) and that their chances of making the team are
bettered or lessened by theh physical condition. [t
ig well to point out that the athletic life of a youth ia

rather a short one and one may as well make the most
of this span. And, finally, he may appeal to their
eense of loyalty to himself and their Alma Mater.
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The basis of the trainer's talk will have to be:-
"The intrinsic value of health." He must endeavot

to prove that exhilarating health is far superior to

meie "getting along": that all elforts expcnded in
gaining ..rd norr.ur"rring health are amply repaid by the

ieturns in happiness and enjoyment of life and free-

dom from disease. Point out that a man's physical

condition is never at a standstill. If a man is keeping

himself in condition he is bound to be in good health

and if he isn't taking care of himself he is bound to
degenerate. Explain your theories of dietetics, tak-

ing care to prove statements which you have reasoD

to feel may bo doubted. Emphasize that dieting does

not mean some form of partial starvation or the eating

of peanuts and onions but merely the application of
common sense in choosing the quantity and quality

of one's food. Harp on simplicity and moderation
in diet and the necessity of avoiding harmful foods'

Proceed with your suggestions regarding erercise'

Prove that it is the daily "work-out" rather than erer'
cise in "spurts and spasms" that makes poseible the

attainment and preservation of the highest degree of
physical welfare. Stimulate interest and advise par'
ticip.tion in other sports, euch as handball, baseball,

basketball, track. Demonstrate four or five two-count
exercises which call for vigorous body bending. Waltcr
Camp had a world of faith in his "Daily Dozen"'
You can probably think of a favorite "dozen" of your

own. Point out that ten minutes of calisthenics a day

will keep fat and ill health away. $s1-vv61n against

over-doing. Some boys over'anxious to pleasc, may
work too strenuously the year-round and this is not
conducive to good conditioning.

Make appointments with each one of the prospcc'
tive candidates for next fall's team. Thoroughly ex-
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amine them, paying particular attention to defectg or
ailments. Talk things over. Establish pleasant re,
lations with the men, for as I have stated above,
friendly persuasion is more effective than a superior'a
compulsion. The trainer will attain better results if
the boys are all with him and for him. Again im-
press upon the individual the value of year-around
training. Especially should the members of the fresh.
men varsity be examined for special cases of injurier
disregarded during the excitement of the preceding
playing season. Either prescribe treatment for thesc
injuries, .or, if they are serious, refer the men to a
medical adviser, so that these defects may be cor-
rected. AIso note the degree of physical development
and the parts under-developed. Assign special exer-
cises with the view of developing the latter and aiding
the youth to attain a powerful, vigorous, symmetrical
physique. Pulley weights, Swedish stall bars and epe-
cial setting-up exercises, are all efficient means for thic
purpose. Football candidates should be advised not
to participate in swimrning or tank games (water bas-
ketball, etc.). Swimming tends to soften the skin
and muscles and deposit fat in thick layers; the lengthy
soaking in sweet or salt water drains the vitality and
strength and robs the youth of his natural speed. Foot-
ball and swimming are no mates. Participation in other
sports, especially basketball, should be encouraged,
since the latter game teaches the men to be quick, agile
and alert. AII of these qualities are of vital importance
in football, or for that matter in any team sport.
Moreover, the competition in other sports helps the
youth to gain that confidence and coolness under
stress, which so greatly add to an athlete's value.

During the rest of the year manage to keep tab
on the boys to make sure that your .instructions are
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being followed out with diligence. There will be
shivksls-1here always are in all walks of life. A few
carefully chosen words may help bring the straying
sheep back to the foid. A student assistant working
a few hours a day would greatly aid the trainer in
keeping tab on the men and incidentally on their
scholastic standing.

Another method of "reminding" would be to issue

monthly bulletins treating of the various phases and
means of conditioning, Twice during the school
year the men should be re-examined and their con-
dition noted. Whatever you do-!e persistent, but
with diplomacy. Some men will balk and be rather
hard to handle but keep afgsl lfrsrn-sooner or later
they are bound to see that you are right and you will
win your point.

When vacation time comes, the question of con'
ditioning rests entirely upon the earnestness and con-
scientiousness of the athlete. If he is the right sort
and is loyal to his coach and his Alma Mater, and if
you have convinced hirn of the value of conditioning,
then he will come back fit and trim.

Boys may ask you as to what type of summer work
is best from the viewpoint of a trainer. Advise against
hard physical labor, such as working with road gangs,

building, delivering ice, etc. The job as counsellor at
a camp is probably the most ideal form of occupation
for a football candidate. I have stated the objections
to swimming and these hold in advising against work,
as a life-guard. Clerical work plus participation in
tennis or handball or a short daily calisthenic drill will
bring the man bach in fine condition,

Before the departure of the men obtain their ad-
dresses and as the summer progresses drop them oc-
casional "reminders." Finally, about three weeks be-
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fore the opening of the season, write them calling for
increased activity-pnning, sprinting, hard exercise,
in short, that they bend all efforts to report in the best
of condition. But warn against extremes. Some men
will be so anxious to make a good showing that they
will report too "fine" and then you'll have a problem
of keeping them from going stale when the strenuout
workouts start.

BASKETBALL

Naturally enough the suggestions I made for thc
football men, can, to a large degree, be applicd to
basketball men as well, or, for that matter, to all ath-
letes, for does not every coach want his men in the
best of condition. However, consistent training
should start in October. Attention should bc paid
to building up the men who need building up.' The
greater part of their training may include worL, with
the basketball, such as throwing, shooting, practicing
stop and turns, etc. In fact, it is best that they do
such work, for they will then develop skill simultane.
ously with agility, endurance and strength, all invalu-
able qualities in a basketball player. In rare casee
are supplementary erercises indicated.

BASEBALL
Training starts early in the spring. Besides prac-

tice with the ball the rnen should spend fifteen to
trventy minutes in setting-up exercises, or working with
the pulley weights. The main object should bc to
dcvelop the abdominal and back muscles. Wealc arms,
weak shoulder muscles and weak ankles should be at-
tendcd to. Those who lack "wind" should do plenty
of running and sprinting, Teach men a few exercises
useful in keeping arm and shoulder muscles in condi.
tion. Two or three minutea daily will assure strength
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and pliability of these muscles and Prevent "glass'

*r*r," which are generally due to misuse of uncon'

ditioned muscles. 
TR,ACK

All around development of the men through sys'

tematic exercises kept up the year round' is indicated'

ir.A"f emphasis should be laid on the development

oi th. *ho,rld.r, arm, and abdominal muscles' The

shoulderandarm*r."l"tarethedrivingmusclesand
if well developed, will greatly aid the runner' Strength

in these muscleg is especially valuable to the pole

,..rtt", though for different reasons' Weight men

"frorta 
*ork l,rt with the pulleys and take pa:t in light

calisthenic classes so as to keep their muscles springy

and pliant. Participation in all sports except swimming

should be encouraged. As a general rule we gee too

*..r, ".r.*ny-looking 
track men' , Their poor physical

"rrriirio' is a reflection on the ability of the trainer'

SWIMMING

The best conditioning exercise for swimming ie

awimming.
COACH OR TRAINER

Success in handling athletes and obtaining the rrght

results depends to a great degree on the personality of

the coach. He must be dynamic, vigorous' trim in
body, alert physically and mentally' With few excep-

tions coaches ate ex-athletes and thus start out with the

right kind of physical equipment' To retain his strength'

,Io ""a agilitv he *,,rt keep up athletic activitv' A

""""h 
should not permit himself to degenerate into a

fabby, pot-bellied, mushy'faced and bleary'eyed trav-

esty of " *.rr. 
One cannot expect his charges to pay

*rr"h 
"tt"rrtion 

to his preachings, if his appear4nce be-

Iies them.



CHAPTER X

FOOTB.ALL

The season is on. If your efforts to stimulate inter.
est in pre-seasonal conditioning have been successful,
you will have most of the boys back in pretty good
shape. A few will be too "fine", having worked too
hard throughout the summer. Still others will be soft
and pudgy. Let us assume that as a whole the coach
has reason to be pleased with the condition of his squad
and is able to start right in building up his playing
machine. To the trainer the football season with its
numerous problems of conditioning and treatment of
injuries, is a period of great responsibility and anxiety.

First Day Out-Have a weight chart ready and in-
struct the candidates for the team to record their
weight, going out to practice and again after the
shower. The daily fluctuations in weight are an excel-
Ient indicator as to the condition of the man. Once
a player is in "shape" he should hold his weight from
day to day, no matter how strenuous the worl(outs
may be. The average daily loss of weight varies from
3 to 6 pounds. Most of this weight is fluid Iost in
perspiration and is quickly regained. When the chart
shows a persistent loss of weight on the part of a \uell-
conditioned player, keep your eye on him. He is on a
negative balance, burning up his own bodily tissues,
and one cannot keep that up for long. Find the causc
and remove it.

il0
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Coach BorlesL.e points out that a daily study of the

weight card enables you to appreciate just how stren-

uous your practice sessions are. It is a barometer which

will tell whether you are overworking your rnen ot
whether you can drive a little harder' The loss of
weight following an afternoon's workout will also give

you a line on the zest with which the individual mem-'b"." 
of the squad go through the routine' You may

be able to detect the man who is "soldiering" on the
job and thus throws a greater burden on his mates'

As soon as is possible following the opening of the

season get the squad together and tell them exactly

what you will expect of them in the way of training
"do's and dont's".

One of the most important problems facing us at

the start of the season is the care of the feet, which

rrrust be toughened to stand terrific wear and tear'

The feet should be soaked in cold brine for about 5

minutes, thoroughly dried, and then painted with any

one of the following medicationss-fingture o[ Ben-

zoin, Alurn solution, Tannic acid solution, lEo Formal-
dehyde solution, or rubbing alcohol. AII of these arc
effective astringents and will serve to toughen the skin.

After you have allowed the medication to dry, powder
the feet or the sox with talcum or the common foot
powder made up of Talcum, Boric acid and a little
Tannic acid. Zinc stearate is also excellent for the pur-
pose, the aim of all these powders being to lessen

the friction of the new sox against the tender skin.

The toe nails should be clipped closely and properly,
i.e., slightly hollowing the middle of the nails.

Start bandaging the ankles as soon as the first few
days of preliminary "warm-ups" are over. You have
probably made your choice of the bandage you will
use during the season. If you chose the Figure of Eight
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ankle roller bandage, give a pair to each of the can'
didates and show him the correct way of putting them
on. IWarn the boys that a loosely applied support is

worthless. After the bandages are on, have them put
on their sox and shoes before they walk around, to
avoid loosening of the bandage.

Should you prefer strapping with adhesive, use the
Gibney Bandage (see under Bandaging). I generally
tape my men Monday, leaving the adhesive on until
Fdday after practice-if there is a game on Saturday,
or until Saturday after practice if there is an open date.
Then the tape is temoved, the feet are cleansed with
gasoline or benzine to remove the remaining adhesive,
and then thoroughly washed with soap and water,
painted with Tincture of Benzoin and allowed to rest
until the following Monday afternoon, when they are
re-taped. The best and least painful rnethod of re-
moving adhesive from hairy surfaces is to make it
snappy-1lre pulling off of the adhesive must be fotce-
ful and decisive. Deliberateness is sure to cause agon-
izing and protracted pain, while a quick pull is almost
painless. However, note-do not pull the tape up.
ward off the skin-a vigorous pull upward may carry
along some of the skin-but pull sideways, at the sarne
time holding the skin above with the other hand. Oc-
casionally the shin of the feet is irritated by the ad-
hesive and an eczema-like rash breaks out. For treat-
ment see under "Athletic Injuries." If there is a game
Saturday, the tape is removed Friday, the feet are
washed thoroughly with soap and water. If any tape
still adheres wash it off \ dth benzine or ether or a
combination of the two. Dry the feet thoroughly and
then soah for about a minute in rubbing alcohol. Al-
low to dry and paint with the plain Tincture of Ben-
zoin. If the skin is tender apply some [Jnguentine or

Zinc Oxide ointment. Saturday at ten a'm" the anklea

are re-taped. Be sure to use roller gauze bandage to

"fix" the adhesive. The gauze should be removed

when the men are back to get dressed for the gama

A numbet of the candidates will be found to havc

uo*. p.rt of the body susceptible to injury' This

*"y b" due to natural or acquired weaLness of thc

;1. Ascertain the nature of the wealcnesses in ad-

,r.rr". .rrd provide suitable protections' Thur pre'

,io,."ly injuied shoulders, weak knees and falling

arches must have special protections or supports'

At the start of the season the men begide follow'
ing out the routine of training laid out by the coach'

*Irt 
"p"rrd 

about half an hour a day in special tough-

".rirrg-.rp 
drills. It will be found that most injuries afflict

,".rri" at the statt of the season. This is the time when

the coach is lihely to lose the best men of his team

through injuries. This is easily enough erplained by

the fict that at the start of the season the physical

condition of the men is not such as will enable them

successfully to withstand the roughness of the gamc'

Later in the season, when the condition of the men im-

proves, the body becomes inured to punishment and

injuries are laret. Thus setting'up cxercisea and tough-

ening-up drills by hastening conditioning are of in-

estim.ble value to the team. As a rule every coach

has some favorite systerr of his own for conditioning
his men and this should be carried out with diligence

and progressively increasing intensi$r.

Personally, I am in favor of a simple calistbenic

drill, consisting of two or at most four-count eret-
cises, easily executed and chosen with an eye to thc
specific requirements of football. Fancy d'ill", "o*'
plicated Swedish movement$, gymnastic stuntg ttat
may be meat for Socols or Turners-ell these ara a
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great waste of time when used to condition football
men. And I am saying this well aware of the fact
that one of our most successful coaches has put hil
approval on these Swedish exercises.

The exercises may be followed by the following
effective toughening-up drill.

l. Line men up, do a front dive with a forward
roll.

2. Do a series of continuous forward rolls.
3. Do backward rolls.
4. Lie prone on the ground, arms close to sido,

roll along the ground (as if rolling down hill).
5. From position at "attention" fall straight for.

ward, Iessening the shoch of the fall by the use of the
arms.

6. Take a short run and then a long dive, glid-
ing along the ground on the chest and the abdomen.

7. Crawl along the ground "turtle" fashion.
8. Waddling, ducL fashion.
9. Take deep knee-bending exereises to strength-

en the knee joint. AIso rising on toes exercise for the
ankle joint.

10. Pair men of equal weight and have thern play-
fully wrestle, with much tumbling. (On the hard
ground, of course).

On scrimmage days-fape the hande of the line-
men and protect well all injured parts. Black tape
(friction or "bike" tape) is quite effective for the pur.
pose and more economical than white adhesive. The
Spica Cloth Hand Bandage (see under Bandaging),
is just as effective and still more of a saving. Irrsirt
that every man on the squad, irrespective as to whether
he is a back or a lineman, have some sort of a shin
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protector. The sea-foam or the sponge rubber strips
&re very light and quite effective for the purpose. If
there are any bruised hips or old "charley's" on the
rquad, make sure they are well protected.

After working out for a while the men soon per-
spire freely. Take care that they do not stand around
and allow the sweat to evaporate, since it will cause
a Ioss of much heat from the body, thereby reducing
the resistive power of the individual and resulting in
chills and colds. Especially is this true on very cold
days, when it would be advisable to have the men
rubbed with camphorated oil, lard, "hot stuff," or
mild capsicum ointment. These Iimit the loss of bodily
heat. Of course, these Iubrications also stuff the pores
and prevent perspiration but the latter is the lesser
of the two evils. After the workout use plenty of
soap to wash olf the "grease."

Canvas coats lined with sheepskin or felt should
be an adjunct to every training department and, when
a player, for some reason, is forced to stand on the
side lines, he should put on one of these. I am very
much in favor of wearing sweat shirts under the canvag
coats. These shirts cling to the perspiration-soaked
jersey and thus prevent too rapid evaporation. They
are economical and durable and come in handy in
many ways. If a man does manage to contract a cold,
attend to it immediately. Break it up with a Bteam
bath and a laxative.

On the field, during practice or a contest, havc
handy a pailful of oatmeal' water, prepared by soaking
for one hour a glassful of rolled oats in a gallon of
water. Allow the men to moisten their mouths by
taking a gulp of it. Plain cold water may be used but
the oatmeal water is to be preferred since it has the
quatrity of keeping the mouth moist for some time.
Under no circumstances should the players be allowed
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to drink water during the practice session or durlnl
a contest. After practice they may drink all th5ya contest. After practice they may drink all thsg I

crave, but in moderate guantities at a time. Drinl
only cool water, not cold. It may not be ae tasty tt
a cold drink but it will eerve the purpose of allayin;
thirst.

When injuries oecur, apply 6rst aid and then r€.
move the man to the training quarters. If the injury
is serious, it is advisable not to work the team hard
or scrimmage them that day, since the injury to ont
of their comrades is sure temporarily to depress tho
stoutest hearts. The average football player is game
and will strive to fight ofi depression but human naturo
is to be reckoned with and the efiect of a serious in.
jury to one of their fellow team-mates temporarily
weakens the strongest of them.

As soon as the man is comfortably lying on thc
table, remove his clothing with care, disturbing tho
injured part as little as possible. There is no justi-
fication fot cutting and tearing parts of football clotheo
if it is possible to remove them without undue pain
and disturbance to the patient. Rip the seams if
necessary. Examine the injured part thoroughly, makc
a careful diagnosis and apply the treatment indicated.
If the injury looks suspicious-if you suspect that it may
turn out to be more serious than it appears 16 !g-
play safe by immediately referring the case to a phy-
eician.

There are injuries which time alone can cure. Do
not hesitate to take and keep a man out of practice.
The average trainer is too anxious to please the coach
by rushing an injured man back on the field. This
is a grave mistake. Cool judgment must rule and
if you know that the man is not well enough
in, then do not tahe foolish chances. Make

to go
hastc
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rlowly. No matter what the coach will think or !ay'

tlro welfare of the *t" i' intrustcd in your handa-do

ilJ;;;h,i"r i, 'igit, 
not what is expedient' Do

;;;;.;d "" injured il"' o"t on the 6eld onlv to gct

il;;;;;J *o,," tt'"' u"r""' Moreover' a sound

;;;;; .t good, if not better' than an injurcd etar'

Kcep an ill man ofi the freld'

While the men are out on the 6eld let us go through

the training quarters' These should be sunny' airy

.,, l ;;;;l= Ti," ,oubit'g tables should not be ovet 32

il;; ; height, 72 inJ's in length and 24 inchee in

;d,I" Wit[ table sufiiciently low' the magseut or

rubber is able ,o '"" iit power "f -!i: -shoulders 
and

back, to help his ",*'-""a 
hands' Wrilst if the tablc

ie high, he can use only his atms "ld .tl"t 
soon titer

H;;;. Th" t.bl"* "o" 
bt covered with dark blanlc'

cts, canvas covers' sheets' or large sized Turkish tow'

els. The last two are, of course' most hygienic' -thc
iJ." L.i"* washed dailv' Small- pillows encased in

canvas covers may be used for head supports'

The assistant trainers' must be earnest' loyal' con-

*"i"tti*. urrd ,"tdf and willing to -do 
their very bcat

for the team. They'J""ra be healthy, vigorous, well-

built boys, clean morally and physically' Teach thern

thescienceof*"""g"t"d"qt'it"goodwork'Very
;;;;;d, these all important positions are given to

;;;i; iate little atoot the work and all about

the pay that goes *itf it' Now' I favor giving thelc

o".rl#ti" "Inur., 
ii 

'hev 
need them as badlv ac do

others, but l see to "t"ot' 
why they should be per-

;il; to give inferior service on the ground that they

"r. "tfrf"t*. 
These positions are not- for the support

,i tfr" athletes but oi worthy boys wh-o are trying to

work their *.v th'o'gh school' I should give the ath'

lete prefetence on ot'iy ""t condition' and that ir that
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he realize he must earn every cent he gets by doing hrr
best for the team"

The assistants should heed the complaints of tho
athletes and report these immediately to the head
trainer, for the average athlete is very i.x in reporting
injuries (there are men of the opporite extreme, al-
urays complaining of something or other) or symp-
toms of an ailment and failure to do so may delay
treatment and incapaeitate the man at a time when heis most needed. The rubbing should be done withplgnty of snap but very little force. The object in
-rubbing an athlete is not to macerate and bruise himbut merely to loosen the muscles and l";;;; ;;circulation. There is no estimating the harm that
an ignorant rubber can do to an athlete. A hard mas-
sage or a hard rub is the equivalent of a strenuous
work-out and the athlete who had just gotten through
two hours of strenuous practice is hardly in shape flranother dose. A snappy rub stimulates and rein-
vigorates the athlete, urhereas, a slow, draggy, half-
hearted rub leaves him tired.

The shower room should be kept very clean. Theshower heads should be so arrans.i tlr.i the stream ofwater issuing through them should bear straight downand not out to the sides, as is frequently the case. A
sign encouraging the use of cold sitz bath* ard cold salt
spo_nge baths (see Hydrotherapy) should b. hunsin the shower room. 

-The surest w"y to have the boysdo a thing is-to keep it in their *.rj* constantly. Sitztubs should be provided and the ."rirt..rt" should fillthem while the team is on the field. Some of the tubsshould be filled with cold water, others;ith the brinesolution. sponging the body dairv w;ih the cord sart
solutio_n not only serves as an effective invigorant butthe solution having antiseptic q".liti", prevents wide-
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npread infections, such as boils, which occur at timos

nround the training quarters. Be especially insistent

that this rule be abided by when the boil germ mak'er

its appearance in epidemic form.

The training room should be thoroughly disin'
fected at least once a week in order to avoid sudden

epidemics of infections. If you do run into an epidemic

of boils, tonsilitis, etc., go at it hard.

While the team is on the field the assistants should

put the training quarters in order, fill the sitz tubg

*.rd """ to it that a can of antiphlogistine is kept hot'
oince practically no day passes but it is needed'

Practice over, the players should take a short warrn

shower, followed by a short cold one, their sitz bath

and sponging, dry themselves thoroughly, especially

between the toes and in the crotch (failure to dry these

parts predisposes, in the first case, to soft corns and

in the second, to gym itch), take their rub and rcport
to the trainer for the treatment of injuries and ail-

ments. A vigorous rub with a coarse Turkish towel

is as efiective an invigorator as the best massage'

Here I may suggest that following the shower it
would be a good plan to have the men lie down for
about ten or fifteen minutes. A short period of com'
plete relaxation is the surest and guickest way of haat'

..rirrg ,".olrery from the fatigue brought about by
strenuous exercise. Lack of Proper accommodationr
or space often makes this impossible.

The men should be well cooled ofi before rush-

ing out into winter breezes. A sweaty body is subject
to "colds." Dry thoroughly, not forgetting the hair'
then fan your body with the towel in order to cool off'

As the season progresses the approximate linc-upr
of the first and second teams become apparent' These
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men are workcd harder and eonsequently the trainer
is justified in paying more attention to them than
to the scrubs. They should have preference on thc
rubbing tables and with the trainer. It is not that
we tend to cater to stars but simply that these men
are athletically of more value to the team. It cer.
tainly is disgusting to see a man who is on the squad
only because he has somehow obtained a suit, claim
precedence over a 6rst Iine man on the massage table
or with the trainer.

The football rub is a modified full massage (eco
Massage), coverg the whole body and lasts ten to
twelve minutes. The procedure:

I. Effleurage (stroking); friction (circular rub-
bins); tneading (shaking, twisting, etc.); and percu!-
sion (slapping, beating, hacking and cupping) are ap-
plied in the order given to (l) Iimbs, (e) chest, (j)
abdomen, (4) bacL.

Since the time available for a football rub is rather
Iimited, Iess attention is paid to the technique of mas-
sage than might otherwise be done, the main object
being to stimulate circulation, thereby hastening the
removal of the fatigue poisons and to reinvigorate
the tired muscles. The kneading and pereussion rnove-
ments predominate, the former serving to loosen the
congestions of waste matter and the latter acting as the
invigorating medium.

A popular rubbing mixture used by most trainers
has the following composition: one quart medicated al-
cohol (never use denatured or wood alcohol, which iga dangerous poison, whether used internally or ex_
ternally); add a teaspoonful of Oil of Wiitergreen
or Oil of Peppermint and shake well to dissolve the
oil; mix with three quarts of Witch Hazel and a feur
drope of lodine. This makes an invigorating, sooth_
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cidentallY Particular attention maY be Paid to thoso

l2l

ing, warming and antiseptic rub-down liniment' It ic

inldvisable to use alcohol alone' since-it evaporater

;;;tlr;;i in doing so causes the loss of much bodily

h;;;: h;,i,,g the-bodv chilled and, uncomfortable'

+il ";;";i;., .ppliu",'of course' 91lv- 
t" seasons of

the year when conservation of bodily heat is advan-

;;;. 
'Al.ohol 

should be used for reducins fevers'

For reasons of economy keep the rubbing mix-

ture in copper or aluminum oil cans' squirting just

enough to lubricate the part of the body to bc maa-

;J. Don't keep the mixture in the cans for any

ieigth of time, since it has a tendency to form rust'

Remember never to massage without a-lubricant' gince

ii i* .rrr. to result in an iriitation of the hair folliclcs

and to cause the patient discomfort and pain'

Themenmustbeimpressedwiththeimportanceof
reporting injuries ., "oot' 

as they occur' Attend to

these at once. Nothing will go away.of itself' Bo

patient with injured oi sttlt men' They are oftcn

cranky-ill-temper is a by-product of disease' When

a man is forced to stay ""t "f 
play on account of an

;j"* give him dailv bodv massag-es to Leep hie

*t"i."-i" the best of "o"di'iott' 
If' however' the

;;i;;, is such that it will not prevent the athlete from

taking active exercise, then there is no doubt that the

i"i "t rt 
preferable. If ho is able to run signals' pro'

iect the iniured Part well' and send the man out'

During the football season the men should report

at the training quarters Sunday afternoons and be given

a full body *.",t*" with waim olive oil' followed by

a shower and a p.'"o"tio" douche' This will greatly

tao-i" t.fi..rirrg fatigue' re-invigorating the athletes

;;I r;;o*ing them rJ' tl" strenuous week.ahead'.In'

ir;or"a o, 
"itirrg 

in any way' Some coaches favor a
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3 to 4 mile hiLe 
-on 

Sundays to work out the stifinelacaused by Saturday.s game. I thinL 
" *u"r* 

"rfrest more effeetive.

The last meal before a contest should be eaten atIeast three hours beforu th. 
""i.d,rled start ;;J-b,very light. The simpler the combination, ,-fr. 

-.1"#
and surer the digestion (see Diet).

The more nervous the individual, the earlier shouldhe eat his pre-contest luncheon. ii.r. is no cure fornervousness except self-control. A certair, 
"*oarrtof "edge" is an absorute necessity to an athrete. Thephlegmatic individual rarely ,"u.fr., heights in com.petition. He may have more than average ..natural.,

ability bur he is 
-never 

capable of exceed-in_;;';;-parent capital, The neurotic, on the other h";;, lfull of potentialities. {he 
"r""r.. 

the stress, thogreater his response. That is why ..nervo."r.r",,--ij
a distinct asset but pre_game .r"i.ro,rrrru* must becurbed and suppre"."d o, it *iU *.ur the man out.The remedy Iies in the individu.l. 

" 
ffu must compelhimself to keep his thought" 

"tr;h; coming contesr byshifting to some pl.u""r,L"";;i";:-- ie n.edn,t botherabout that shiverv feeJing 
"r ""ii"io.rion which seemgto fill every fibre of hislody il;; musr not thinkabout the game until game-time-

In the course of the game, the trainer, runningout on the field 
-of play, 

"ho,rid carry along a wellequipped first-aid- b.g; . pail of 
"ota *"t", with a8ponge or two in it to be used in restoring a .!haky;

player; a {ew dry towels, *o."i"-ff, 
"n wet days (im_press on the men 

-the 
importance of aryirg tfr. fr.rrJ"thoroughly after handli; 

" ;; 
"o""*.1; plenty ofpowdered rosin or wh"i"v.r anti]fumblirrg mirtureyou favor (Tincture of Benzoin, *ol"lru", shellac, tar,or mixtures of these); and a 

"""i t "uJ. Many schoots
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rend along an assietant, carrying a tray full of papcr
cups, each containing about two ounces of cool but
not cold water, allowing the men to swallow that
amount if they are thirsty. A number of big schools
are using orange juice instead of water and I think it
ie a pretty wise stunt. The trainer must remember
not to talk shop to the men. It is against the rulee
and in a tight game may mean a disastrous penalty.

Take care of the player who is temporarily taken
out of the game. Keep him warm. It may be ad-
visable to send him in for a rest or even a short, cold
shower and a change of shirts.

Between halves have the men lie down. Remove
helmets. Loosen belts. Stretch out comfortably. Re-
lax to the utmost. Wipe their faces with towels soaLed
in ice cold water and then dry thoroughly. A cold
towel on the forehead helpe to normalize the circula-
tion, clear the head and invigorate the man. Hot beef
tea may be served, a cupful to each man. Some favor
giving an orange fe sugk-not to eat. The trainer
should pay most attention to those who need it most. If
a man complains of a sick stomach, which is a rare
occurrence in football, give him a teaspoonful of aro-
matic spirits of ammonia in a wineglassful of water.

The trainer will have to insist that after a game all
injuries be attended to at once. Elated over a victory
or depreseed over a defeat, the players fail to report
injuries, dress rapidly and rush off to fill a date. The
next morning they come straggling in, complaining of
sprains, wounds or 'tharleys." Failure to treat the
injured part prornptly has given the complaint a fly-
ing start and much valuable time is lost. Following
"wet" games look out for "colds."
' Celebration of a mid-season victory does not justify
the breaking of training rules. I have in mind the
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case of a crack hurdler who, having helped the team
to a victory, decided that he deserved to have a good
time. So he marched down town and ate and drank,
all he possibly could. The next day he was down
with an acute attack of dyspepsia, which Iasted long
enough to make him useless to the team in its next
battle. Training rules are exacting but they must be
recognized a8 necessary to a team's succesg.

At times, when it is clearly apparent that the team
has been over-worked and on the verge of staleness,
it may be the best policy to allow the whole squad
to break training for a few days. Even if things are
running along smoothly an occasional break for a day
or so may do the team a world of good, if only by
relieving them of the more or less tedious daily routine.
Some coaches relax their training rules slightly after
game8.

On trips, the trainer will have to guard the quantity
and the quality of the food served the team. A
thorough study of dietetic rules will enable him to
choose a menu suitablq for the needs of the men. He
will have to guard that the men do not gorge. A
favorite trip meal of the Illini squads has been the
following: Sirloin steak, baLed potatoes, toast or bran
bread (never white bread), ripe olives, celery and
bakod apple or ice cream for dessert. Ice water
should not be allowed. The di{ference in the chem-
ical composition of the drinking water on trips may
prove disastrous to lhe chances of a team by disabling
its members. Demand pure spring water wherever
you go. To assure having the right kind of wateri
the Lind the men are used to and the kind that can-
not do them any harm, most college teams generally
carry dietilled water with them on their trips.
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AII meals should be served promptly' There mugt

be no waiting for service. I have always made this a

point to be taken up with the hotel -nanagement'
After the meal the men should rest for about an hour'

Then a short walk may be taken to break the monotony

of wai'ting. Do not permit sight'seeing before a con-

test. Encourage all forms of spontaneous entertain'

ment. If there is any musical or vocal talent on tho

squad a fine time to bring it out is the night before the

gu*", right after dinner. It will do no harm to ta&e

the boys to a show for an hour or two'

Long trips should be broken. Railroad travel

rarely "gr".. 
*ith anyone and there are many peoplc

who cannot sleep soundly on Pullman car{'' Arrange
to leave a day earlier and stop over at somc mid-poinL

The freshmen varsity should be put in charge of
a capable assistant, who can take care of all the minol
injuries and massage those who need it' Serious in'
juries should be reported to the trainer.

Inspect the field of play from time to time' Treach'
erous holes should be 6lled uP.

High school coaches will find it helpful to have

one or more student assistants in the training toom'
There is rarely any difficulty in getting candidates for
such jobs.

BASKETBALL

In general the suggestions I made for the football
team may be readily applied to the baskctball team

as well. I favor bandaging the ankleg but Ralph

Jones, the lllinois basketball coach, is opposed to it on

Ih" gro,.rd that the bandaging interferes with tbe frce

-obility of the joints. Meanwell of Wisconsin ad-

vises the use of the cloth ankle roller bandage'
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AII weak parts should be protected. The show.
era and rubs should be short and snappy and thc ucoof cold sitz baths should b. 

".r.or.r.g.d. The rub.
bing mixture is the same aa for footbal-l men. As tho
season progresses be on guard for staleness. Basket.ball men are very apt to overwork and this, if com.bined with weak digestive power, or-. ooo, diet, iasure to throw a man out of condition. .a.nother thingto be guarded against is colds.

_Before a game, if you have a man who is peplear
and apparently not on edge, have him take a shortcold shower and as he steps out rub him briskly with
a coarse, dry towel. I have tried this method of 

"timu.Iating pepless athletes time and again and have arwaycobtained good results. If a maln f".t" 
"friUy, 

rub aIittle "hot stuff" on his legs but noi *""f, of it, sineeit will "burn him up.' when he gets going.
During the game be liberal with powdered rosin.Plenty of it on the hands *ill pr"r..rt'furnbling. Dipthe soles of the shoes in a basin filled wittr benzine orgasoline, which will serve to open the ..pores,, ofthe rubber soles (AIIen). Foliow by dipping thosoles of the shoes in powdered rosin to prevent slip-ping and sliding, especially on waxed floors.
Have a bottle full of cold oatmeal water; permit

men to gargle at every opportunity, since the dustand heat of an indoor eourt dries the throat rapidly.
Wiping the face and hands with a cold, wet towel
aerves as an invigorant and should be used when"time out" is taken. But bc sure to have dry towels
around to dry hands thoroughly. AII this parapher-
nalia can be kept on the side-line and the team in_
etructed to hustle over to the spot when ..time-out..
ie taken.
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Fight for as many open windows ai possible. Tho
lpectators may object at the start of the game but
al things warm up they will welcome the fresh air. Ar
for the players tearing along at top speed a plentiful
rupply of good, clean air is indispensable.

When a man is taken out in the 6rst half to bc
cent back in the second, send him in for a cold shower
and a change of clothing. Let him stretch out and
rest until the second half is called. Thig may be in-
advisable, since it prevents the man from making a
atudy of the opponents' style of play.

Between halves have the men strip olf their jcrseys
and rub the whole upper part of the body with a towel
wrung out of cold water and then dry thoroughly with
a TurL,ish towel. Don't make the men wait for their
turn. Get the subs to help you. Then the men chould
lie down and relax completely. Cover them with blan-
kets if the room is chilly. Hot beef tea may be given
to those who like it. Hot co{fee is craved by some but
the use of it should bc discouragcd, since ita ahort
atimulating effect is quickly followcd by a depressing
reaction. Some coaches distribute orangea, which
should be sucked and not cate!.

After the game the routine is similar to that pre-
scribed for football men: a short, snappy ghower, fol-
lowed by a brisk, forceful rub with a coarse Turkieh
towel--.-cool olf-attend to injurier.

Similarly on trips the suggestions offered under
"Football," will pretty well fill the bill in basketball.
Stop in quiet residential hotels. Choose dry, clean
rooms. Assign separate room3 or beds, if possible.
Prohibit sight-seeing before contestg. Choose the meals
with care. A heavy breahfast, moderate dinner, a
light meal about two and one-half hours before thc
game and a light luncheon following the game will
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serve the purpose best. A nap in the afternoon
rest the men. A vaudeville show after dinner
be preferable, because it relieves the dralginess of
day and takes the mind ofi the coming u.*..

Protect your men from dangerous obstacles placo{
next to the floor of play.

BASEBALL

massage the throwing or pitching arms daily witft i r

Iittle olive oil. Soaking ,h. .ri, i" fr"i *"r;;1";
about three minutes, followed by r"bfirrg with a chunlcof ice or a cold wet towel is an excellJnt method ofrelieving soreness and of invigorating the muscles ofthe arm. The fact is thar hot-and 

"IIJ utt.rrrate ap.plications are far more beneficial in ,.ii"oirr* fatiguoof muscles than massage. The chief obj""t is to in.
crease the local circulation so as to hasten tfr" ,"*"".tof the fatigue poisons and there i, ""-i.,to means ofeffecting this than by the use of fr"i 

""a cold paclrrin alternation.

Only weak ankles- need be bandaged. During thaspring training period and at the start of the "";;;

TRACK
It is quite generaily accepted among trainers thattraclcmen are the hardest athietes ;1]a.1-n. To a veryIarge degree this can t" 

"ttriU,ri*+io"rlrf.*, that the

_ The pitcher's arm should be well protected fromthe cold' Light massage with orive oii or "hot stufi,,or capsoline, will aid in keeping the arm warm. Aftera.workout or a game, the pircher, .iorrld have thewhole upper part of the body *r_**a, since thothrowing motion involves tfr. *u-."f"t"? of th.-.rrrr,neck, shoulder and back.
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cport itself is conducive to the development of tempera-
mental, high-strung athletes. In track no man can do
his best unless he is nervously "on edge." The regret-
able thing is that this edge tends to persist even after
competition. The trainer, however, must recognize
that nervous tension is a quality indispensable to track-
men and their being exacting and irritable is an inevit-
able consequence.

Pre-seasonal conditioning is practicably indispen-
sable for track men. The legs alone do not always
carry a man to victory but the whole musculature of
the body co-operates in giving him the necessary drive
to win a race. Moreover, trackmen must be in the
best of condition at the start of the season, since this
sport mahes strenuous demands on the vitality and
nervous stamina of the athlete and starting the season
with a good supply of both is bound to prove helpful.
The candidates for the team should, therefore, start
training systematically as soon as they return to school
in the fall and apply themselves with diligence and
earnestness to the task of attaining an all-around dev.
elopment. Particular attention should be paid to the
upbuilding of the upper body and the abdominal mus-
cles.

The injuries peculiar to trackmen are: "shin
splints," "stone bruises," "pulled" tendons, and cin-
der scratches. At the start of the season there will
be rnany sore and stiff legs. Carefully graduated train-
ing, aided by massage, Bay prove successful in pre-
venting such soreness. Shin splints are due to over.
work of untrained muscles. Stone bruises and cinder
scratches may be considered unavoidable; they are re-
sulte of accidents. Most cases of "pulled" tendons
are preventable. Warn the men carefully to warm-up
before "letting out," especially on cold, wet d.V".
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Massage with "hot stufi" and plenty of jogging arc
of aid.

Indigestion is a frequent ailment and is often ac.
companied by constipation. On the squad there will
always be found a number of men who have a ten.
dency to chronic constipation and these should have
their diet regulated, their abdomen massaged daily
and they should be encouraged to take sitz baths to
invigorate the abdominal organs.

At the start of the season rub only the legs. These
should be thoroughly Lneaded, shaken, Ioosened and
invigorated. The procedure of a track rub is as fol-
Iows:

Man on Back-Effleurage (stroking with palms)
from toes to hip; friction of palm of foot; friction of
toes; friction of whole foot (this part of the treatment
more extensively if the patient's feet are cold, indi-
cating a poor blood circulation) ; circular friction of
the lower leg; friction and kneading around the knee
joint; friction, L.neading and grasping of the thigh mus-
cles. Bend the leg to a right angle-knead, shahe
and grasp the muscles of the calf of the leg; same
manipulations to back thigh muscles. Extend leg-
effleurage a few times whole length of the limb and
6nish with percussion (slapping, haclring, cupping,
beating) of the fleshy parts only. Remember the rulc
about avoiding bony parts when giving percussion
manipulations.

Man face down-Effleurage of the whole limb;
friction of the limb (starting at the foot and traveling
up); deep kneading of the whole limb: FIex knee to a
right angle-knead, ehake and grasp muscles of calf
and of the thigh. Extend leg-efileurage length of
limb; percussion of limb.
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Ae the aeason progresses problems of conditioning

U"girr-to-.rir" .rri f.,ll body massages may be indi-

cated in somc cases. Massage with warm olive oil

""i n"itft with a brisk alcohol rub' Watch out for

"rfi" ""a break them up quickly, since they may do

;;;i ilt* in disabling an athlete at a time when he

ia badly nceded.
B..id. their worh on the track' the men should

spend from fifteen to twenty minutes a day exercising

with the pulley weights, or a class in setting-up exer-

"i;";;r'pr""Ld. 
the dailv training routine' The dev-

;i;;;; or ,uu chest, back, shoulder-arm and ab-

a"*i""tmusclesshouldkeepstepwiththeprogressive
development of the lower limbs' It is disgusting to

uut . 
.mut 

with a well'muscled pair of legs and a

child's upper body dcvclopment' Yet such cases ate

frequently met with.
The track shoes should 6t snugly and the men are

to be instructed to cut their toe nails closely' On

cold days the men must be provided with fannel

underdrawers and "sweat shirts" (fannel ierseys)'
When in competition and waiting for their turn they

ghould lreep warm by wearing bath'robes' or covering

up with woolen blankets.

On chilly days, which are frequent at the start of

the season, excessive heat radiation may be prevented

fv -"..uging the body with camphorated oil' lard'

"otrorr-..J 
oil, o, on vety cold days, with "hot-stu[f"'

Pay particular attention to the back of the thigh mus'

.1"r. 
- 

Loo"en them up thoroughly by massaging' put

on the "hot stufi" and warn the athlete to take time

irr- *"r*irrg ,rp. These musclea of the back of the

thigh are the ones most liable to be "pullcd"'

The recipe for "hot etufi" ie: one quart of cam'

phorated oillhoroughlv mixed with about three table-
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spoonsful or more, according to the strength desired,
of synthetic oil of wintergreen. The Iatter is an ex-
pensive drug and for the sake of economy "hot stuff"
mixtures are frequently prepared by using ammonia.
chloroforrn or capsicum.

The suggestions regarding showers and sitz baths
as found in the chapter on "Football," are equally ap-
plicable here. A short warm shower followed by a
cold one and completed with a cold sitz bath is an
effective routine.

Track meets generally start about two o'clock in
the afternoon. The morning meal should be eaten not
Iater than seven and a very light luncheon may be
served at eleven. After luncheon the men should go
up to their roorrs and rest. A quarter to one the men
are called and a little after one they are on the field
getting ready. A slight shaking-up of the muscles may
be given before the events. Tendons which have brei
pulled should be thoroughly massaged and covered
with "hot stufi."

If the meet is to be held at night, the routine sug-
gested for basketball should be foltrowed.

For "come-backs," undress the man; rub his whole
body with a coarse towel wrung out of cold water,
dry him thoroughly, allow him ,o Ii. dorrrr, covering
up to heep warm. A cold towel to his forehead *"i
prove helpful. Just before his event is called give hii
a short, snappy invigorating rub with alcohol. Should
the man show signs of lack of vitality or be to all ap-
pearances "pepless," give him a slrort cold shower,
followed by rubbing with a dry Turkish towel, to as_
s!.rre a vigorous reaction. If a man vornits after a
race, do not worry. The undigested, partly fermented
food is better out than in. you will find that as a
general rule the athlete will always feel better after
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ho has vomited. If he is nauseated or sick at the

ntomach give him one teaspoonful of aromatic spirits
of arnmonia and peppermint (a small bottleful of
which you should be sure to have with you on the day

of the meet).

Suppose you are competing in a place where there
are no showers. Have a pail full of warm water. Dip
a coarse Turkish towel in it and as the rnen get through
with their events, rub them down thoroughly with the
towel. This will serve to wash ofi the perspiration and
the rub acts as an invigorator. Then instruct them
to dry themselves thoroughly with a coarse towel'
Carry your own towels' Where there are no showers

there are probably no towels'

In this respect I must relate an interesting experi'
ence. It was during the Milrose rneet held at the
Madison Square Carden Iast Fall that I happened to
be in the training quarters of a big Eastern university.
This particular team had a night on and were "cleaning

up." As the runners came in sweated'up, tired, but
h.ppy, they found neither showers nor towels. Some

proceeded to dress. Others made an eIfort to dry
themselves with their sweat shirts. I noticed particu-
Iarly one slim little fellow who had run a great half-
mile and looked pretty well petered out' A boy in
that conclition must be taken care of. No one did any-

thing for him except to offer hearty congratulations.
As I saw the youngster trying wearily to dry himself
and thought of the chilly winter breezes outside, I
wondered what the results would be, Yet the boys

were in charge of a well paid trainer. It is evident
that someone either wasn't on the job or knew no

better. Moral: take care of your boys if you expect

them to do their best for you.
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On trips take care to stop at clean and attractiva
hotels. The mental condition of a track team is frc.
quently a big factor in determining their ability to do
things. As far as possible keep the men comfortablo
and gatisfied.

I am not considering the training of the varioul
minor sports, since under one heading or another I
have covered all possibilities in training and condition-
ing of athletes and the ingenuity and resourcefulnees
of the trainer will have to supply the rest.

CHAPTER XI

DIA,GNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF

ATHLETIC INJURIES

Be careful.
Be clean.

Be aseptic. Wash your hands with green soap

or lysol after handling infected wounds'

Be thorough-any old way is a sloth'e old way'

Be considerate-as far as is possible.

Know your limitations.

Diagnose with care. No "shot-gun" conclusions'

When an injury occurs get a good history of what
happened. Just how did he fall? Did he feel any-

thing "give," tear or crack? Did he ever have any-

thing like this before, etc. ?

Don't be unnecessarily rough. Bodily tissues are

not made of rubber or steel. Don't pull or jerk' un'
less you are sure what you are about. The someone

else you saw do it "just so" may have been all wrong
and picked it up as you did by seeing, not by knowing'

Don't fool around with fractures or dislocations'

When in doubt pass the buck to your medical ad'
viser.

Too much treatment is worse than none' A short

time ago a clever trainer sent a case to me because it
had failed to respond to all his ministrations. On check'
ing up his methods I found that they urere correct'

Examination of the patient showcd the injury at a

135
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standstill. It was clear that something was interfering
with the body's efforts to restore normality. I recom.
mended discontinuance of all treatment for a few days.
After that the injury healed rapidly.

In any injury calling for immobilization, massage
the surrounding muscles daily to prevent atrophy,
which always follows disuse.

Don't be too anxious to rush an injured man bacL.
into the fray. You may aggravate a healing injury
and permanently disable the player. It is well to
remember that we owe a moral duty to the boys
placed in our care.

Don't pay attention to every Tom, Dick and Harry
when an emergency arises. The cheapest thing on
the market is advice from onlookers. I usually shut
them up with a sharp order to "keep quiet or get out."

Follow the routine of treatment you are sure of.
The outlines of treatment in the following pages are
reliable, practical, effective. It is the cream of all
there is on the treatment of athletic injuries.

Don't be too hasty in following new suggestions
even if the source is apparently reliable. Science does
not accept statements unless they are backed up by
facts netted by experimentation. Test new ideas.

When the occasion is most exacting, is the time
for you to suppress all emotion and aet coolly and
decisively. You may never be forced to face a very
serious injury but if you do, act with the surety and
thoroughness expected of a man of responsibility.

Be economical in the use of first-aid supplies.
In the treatment of athletic injuries, heat in any

of its forms is your best friend.
The more experienced the physician or trainer in

the treatment of injuries the less does he believe in
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rest or immobilization of an injured joint. The ef-
fusion which pours into a joint following an injury
either disintegrates and is carried away by the lymph
and blood vessels or becomes organized into adhesions.
At first, the latter are thin and fragile and easily
broken up. Even on the day following the injury you
will find that in moving the joint you will have con-
siderable resistance, some pain and if you persist in
bending the joint there will be a lot of crackling and
snapping of the bands of adhesions. The more pro.
longed the immobilization the greater the number and
the stronger the adhesions and if you rest an inflamed
joint long enough you get complete ankylosis (lack
of motion in a joint). Additional vital objections
to immobilization are: the atrophy of muscles, which
sets in almost immediately on cessation of movement
and more or Iess contraction or shortening of the mus-
cles. Finally, a joint which is being used tends to
return to normal much sooner than one at rest. In
summary: in the treatment of athletic injuries we must
avoid prolonged rest and immobilization. A day's
rest will do no harm. But after that, start passive
rnovernents, massage, etc., and if at all possible, ac-
tive use of the limb.

DISLOCATIONS

Dislocations of joints are not infrequent arnong
athletes. Whenever a joint is injured always think of a
possible fracture or a dislocation. Check carefully to
eliminate these possibilities before you conclude that
you are dealing with a sprain. When in doubt, con-
sult your medical adviser. Of course, an X-ray clears
matters quickly but we are rarely in position to take
X-rays every time an injury occurs. The hietory of
what happened will help you greatly. The severity of
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the trauma is suggestive, for example, a very severc
wrench of the hnee joint is usually more than a mere
oprain and it will be best to get an X-ray. Finally,
you should know the symptoms and signs of dielo-
cations and fractures 'told" so that you can determine
their presence or absence.

The symptoms of a dislocation are: deformity of
the joint outline with the head of the bone in an
abnormal position, there being a depression where thc
head of the bone should be; Ioss of function-inability
to put thc joint through its usual movemente; rigidity
of the surrounding muscles; swelling, pain and tender-
ne3!L It is well to remember that a dislocation may
be cornplicated by a fracture, cspecially in persona
past middle agc.

The first aim in dislocations is the replacement of
the joint. A dislocation is a serious injury becauge it
involves a more or less extensive tearing of thc cap-
aule of the tissues and reduction should not be attempt-
ed by any one who has had but little experience in
first aid. Unskilled attempts at replacement may re-
sult in permanent disability or even a fracture of the
bone. Reduction of a joint is not a difficult task
but one that is 16shnig6l-one must know just how
to do it. If you have had the training or experiencc
you are justified in attempting reduction.

Some dislocations are comparatively easily reduced.
Thue, dislocations of the thumb, fingers, wrist or ankle,
or even the shoulder joint can be safely replaced by
any cool-headed first-aid man. The danger of harm-
ing the joint will be obviated if the traiqpr remembers
the rule that in the reduction of a dislocation it is the
steady, powerful pull and not the rough jerk that turna
the trick. A dislocation or a fracture is immediately
followed by a spastic contraction of the surrounding
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muscles (the body trying to protect its injured limbi''
This rigidity must be overcome before adjustment is

possible. Steady traction aerves to tire the muscles,

ielaxation follows and one is freguently surprised at

the ease with which the head of the bone slips back

into its nook after the muscles let go. On the other
hand rough jerking stimulates the muscles to etill
greater spasm. Vigorous eftorts to overcome thie in'
creased tenseness may result in a rupture of the ten'
dons or muscles involved. In conclusion, I tepeat:
pull slowly, steadily and forcefully-

I am listing the dislocations in the approrimate
order of their frequency of occurrence itt 

"1hls1iqs3-
{ Thumb-Pull the thumb with the right hand whilst

pressing in the dislocated bone back into itg place with
the left. After reduction treat as a sprain, since in
every dislocation the ligaments are sprained. Strap
with adhesive. The following day bahe and massage'

Start bending the joint on the second day following
the injury in order to break. up any adhesions which
rnight have formed. Petsist in the after treatment
until the joint is fully restored to normal.

In general, to reduce any small dislocated bone,
pull steadily to overcome the muscle spasm and to
stretch the joint, while trying to force the disjointed
bone back into place.

In rare cases the dislocated bonc rips through the
skin. This "open" type of dislocation is a serioug in-
jury because it opens an avenue for the entrance of
germs. Pour Mercurochrome into the wound before
attempting replacement and watch the part carefully
for a number of days for the development of an in-
fection. 

1

Shoritder-The head of the humerus may dislo'
cate in any direction excePt upward but in 90 per cent
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of the cases it is dislocated downward, forward and
medially and may be found lodsed under the outer
part of the clavicle. The rotundity of the shoulder
is gone and it appears caved in.

The easiest method of replacement is the follow-
ing: patient prone on the ground, the operator re-
moves the shoe and places his foot in the arm pit of
the affected side. Taking a firm hold of the paiient's
hand and wrist, he pulls the arm forcefully but steadily
for about a minute. He then combines the straight
pull with carrying the arm towards the body while ro_
tating it inward. The head of the bone will be heard
to slip back with a distinct snap.

There is another method, recommended by all
instructors of minor surgery and that is the Kocher
method. It, no doubt, is just as effective but its
technique is far more difiicult to grasp and my ex-
perience has been that in a pinch everyone tends to
use the simplest possible method.

Kocher's ms*rqd-1. FIex the elbow to a dght
angle and press close to side. 2. Turn the foreaim
as far as possible away from the trunk, thus causing
an external rotation of the arm. 3. Keeping the armin this position start moving the elbow toward and
upward, on the chest. 4. Now move the hand across
the chest downward, at the same tirne beginning an
inward rotation of the whole arm (under itself, so to
speak), the movement being carried out slowly and
as the forearm is Iowered and the arm drops to the
side, the head of the humerus will be hearj to snap
bach into place. This is a very efficient method of
replacement.

The after treatment of shoulder dislocations is
vitally important. Careless treatment will yield a weakjoint, subject to chronic dislocation-..slunk shoulder."
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Since a dislocation is always accompanied by a sprain
of the surrounding ligaments, it should be treated with
hot applications (diathermy, Infra-red, baking, Arc
lamp, hot fomentations), massage and progressive ex-

ercises, which at first should be passive and later re'
sistive. After replacement, strap with adhesive for
one day. Remove the adhesive and apply heat, light
massage and passive motion to break up adhesions.

The vibrator will be found quite useful for the latter
purpose. Don't start active exercise ,oo *oon-give
the torn capsule plenty of time to heal.

Recurrent dislocation of the shoulder-I believe I
have seen more of these "slunk shoulder joints" than
primary dislocations of the shoulder, while I was a
trainer. In all probability the boys had the initial
dislocation while in a high school, where the training
and care of the boys is less intensive and the after
care almost an in-rpossibility. From time to time I
receive letters from coaches asking for advice in pre'
venting recurrent dislocations to enable them to make
use of a promising athlete. In reply I have always
emphasized the value of resistive exercises of pro-
gressively increasing difficulty. Function makes struc-
ture and if we persistently make a demand on the
body the latter will respond by strengthening the part.
But a program of this type is not a matter of weeks
but of months of persistent application.

As an additional safeguard it is advisable to strap
the shoulder joint Gibney fashion (see under Bandag-
ing) with the horizontal Iayers rather low on the arm
in order to limit motion in the antero-posterior 6eld.
Again, Lowman suggests a special restricting band-
age, which should be quite elfective. A strip of ad-
hesive about Zrf inches wide is placed around the
ehest at the Ievel of the junction of the Iower ribs and
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the sternum. A strip of Ieather abor.lt I inches Iong
and )4 of an inch in width has both ends tacked on
to the adhesive, so that the leather is right under the
armpit fixed as a loop. A band of adhesive about 3
inches long is strapped around the upper arm at about
the rniddle of it. To this adhesive is tached on a
leather loop, which is Iaced over the chest loop and
is made to glide forward and backward as the arm
moves. Since the chest loop is short the arm loop
will be arrested whenever the forward movement of
the arm passes an imaginary safety point. Specially
fitted woven elastic supports are popular with some
trainers for the protection of a "slunk" shoulder'

Wrist-Grasp the affected hand firmly with your
rieht hand and pull steadily while rotating slishtly.
With your left hand press the dislocated bone bach
into position. Following reduction treat as a sprain.
Partial dislocations of the small bones of the wrist,
when disregarded, may cause permanent stiffness
(ankylosis) of the joint.

Ankle-\Vith your right hand grasp the foot firmly
around the arch. Your left hand should get a solid
hold of the back of the foot and the heel. Pull stead-
ily and forcefully while slowly rotating the foot and
forcing it into normal alignment. If unsuccessful,
placo the foot in very hot water and try the same pro-
cedure as soon as the muscles relax. Another method
is to have the patient lie face down; fex the knee to
a right angle in order to relax the muscles of the calf ;

have an assistant hold the thigh while you grasp the
foot and pull steadily upward, rotating it gently.

Knee-Place the patient on his back. Your assist-
ant grasps the thigh and pulls upward away from thc
joint. Grasping the foot firmly, apply steady, power-
ful traction for a few minutes. As you feel the muccles
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rnlax slowly rotate the leg. An alternative method is

ln llex the knee as far as is possible, place your right
hnnd under the calf, close to the popliteal space, and
pull upward, away from the joint, while your assistant
pulls the thigh in the opposite direction. Now, by
gcntly rotating the leg, you can effect a reduction,

Elbow-The usual type of elbow dislocation occut-
ring in athletics is the backward displacement of the
heads of both the ulna and the radius. To replacei-
patient sits in a chair; rest your flexed right Ieg on
the chair, place your knee in the bend of his elbow;
grasp the forearm 6rmly and pull steadily until the
muscles tire and let go, when the bones will slip back
into place. An elbow joint dislocation is a rather
serious injury and should be referred to the medical
adviser. After reduction treat as a bad sprain.

Dislocations of the Clavicle-(a) The sternal end
may dislocate forward or backward. The patient sit'
ting, place the knee against his spine and draw the
shoulders upward and backwald-1hs clavicle will snap
back into place. To hold it there apply a small leather
or felt, pad over the point of dislocation and tape it to
hold in place.

(b) The outer end may dislocate upward on thc
shoulder. 'With knee pressed against the spine, draw
the shoulders as far as possible out to the side and
backward. Tape with a pad to hold in place.

Lower Ja\ t-To dillerentiate from a fracture, a dis'
located jaw is immobile, a fractured mobile. The dis-
location is generally forward and upward. Patient sits

facing you, place the padded thumbs upon the two
last molars and grasping the chin 6rmly between the
fingers and the thumbs, press downward and backward
on the jaw at the same time pulling upward from the
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chin, steadily but gently' The jaw will snap back inlo

place.

DISLOCATIONS OF TENDONS

Displacement of tendons from their natural poal'

tions occurs as a result of a violent wrench or a twirt

oi. ;oi.rr, and is always associated with a severe sprain

of the joint. i

Long Tendons of the Biceps Musele-This tendon

i" to..tei beneath the bellv of thu deltoid muscle and

i, .t.f"*a in the sheath of tht pectoralis major musclo

th; bt- *rr""l" of the upper chest)' 
- 
As a result of a

oiol..rt *r"nch this t..,doi may tear through its sheath

.rri i'"*i*" around over the tip of the shoulder' Con'

sequently, in any severe sprain of the shoulder' it ir
well to check up on the position of this tendon' Thc

only way to diagnose this condition is by feeling tho

;;;1"" *r,upp;rrs back and forth over the tip of the

"i""fa*. 
io ,"p1... it in its groove' raise the affectcd

"r* 
," the levef of the shoulder (sideways upward)

and 6rmly grasping the hand, gently rotate the arm in"

*.rd .rri -o,rt*.rd. This will effect a reduction"

Gently lower the arm to the side of the body and strap

the shoulder Gibney fashion' The forearm should be

carried in a sling. After 48 hours start treating with

i..i, *."r"g. .rrd progressive passive exercises in

order to prevent adhesions'

Pereneous Longus Tendon-The displacemen! oj
this tendon with the nerve and the btrood vessels which

accompany it from the groove back of the external

malleolus on to its surface, occurs occasionally' It
is generally a complication of a rather severe sprain'

Th" diagrrosis rests on the finding of a cord-like tendon

slipping over the surface of the malleolus'
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Treetment:-flex and evert (turn d

fuot-*hilu vou force the tendon back-intc

i'i;;r ; f.lt p.d over the sroove and stral'

ffi;;";;tiit i" place' Next strap the anklt'

;ffi;; f;;oring the outside of the -joint' Raise

,utside margin "r 
,rrJ-i". by attaching a few thick-

.csses of leather, "" ; ;; tit"i th" weight of the bodv

t, the inside of the i""i efttr 48 hours remove the

;dhei;;*at with heat' massage and slight passive

;;;";". Persist in the treatment until it is appar-

.ri'*"i ifr. tendon is back to stay' -As 
an extra pre-

coution always strap the ankle when the athlete returns

to practice.

Tibialis Posticus Tendon-Lies in the groove back

r",[ the internal *"llt"i;;;"J if aitpt"ced will be found

on its surface' fol"ptt""' flex a1d invert the foot

while forcing the tenio-n-Lt"U l"t" the groove' Apply

a felt pad and "t"f 
Gib"ty-fashion' favoring the in-

aide of the joint' f,'titt tftt inside margin of the shoe

with a few layers "i tt"tfttt' 
After two or three days

etart heat applitation"' massage and passive exercises'

A Suggestion-ln all sprains of the ankle joint run

,"";-;;Tover both malleoli to make sure there are

no tendon di"lotttio""' Shot'la the consetvative meth-

od of treatm.nt f"il;; permanently correct the dislo'

cation of a tendoD, dh operation may be t*iifl:

i""t "" operation is a comparatively easy onc srnce

il';;;. ",t lo"tt"d "th"r 
superficiallv and are

outside the joint' The results are bound to be satis-

factorY.

DISI.OCATION OF THE PATELLAE

DislocationsofthepatellaearecomParativelyrare
in athletics. gtttt"" of tl" looseness of the tendon

of the quadratus f"*"'i" (the powerful extensor muscle
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'the thigh) the patellae tends to elip to
ther side of the ioint catching over tho

lng condyle of the tibia. This causes a

^-y painful "loching" of the joint.

lieatmenl-f,x1gnd the leg fully and gently forco
the patellae back into position. Conservative meas-

urea are rarely efiective in permanently correcting this
abnormality since the slipping is due to a stretching of
the tendon of the quadratus. We might try persistent
resistive exercises in the hope that the increased de'
mand on the tendon will cause it to strengthen and
regain its normal tone. Strapping and special steel
braces are useful in preventing recurrence.

DISLOCATION OF THE SEMILUN.A,R C.ARTILAGE

Here is a condition which is met with rather fre-
quently in athletics. A basketball player is tearing
along at a mad clip when he suddenly drops to the
ground groaning and holding out a stiffened knee.
The latter is flexed at an angle of about 30 degrees
and any effort to straighten the knee brings an agoniz-
ing protest. The knee is "locked".

Now, this may be the boy's first experience of this
Lind or it may be a not infrequent resurrence. If thc
former, he looke to you for relief ; if the latter he will
start telling you how to help him and you had better
take his word for ig-li31g3 cxperience is a reliable
teacher. Those suffering from recurrent dislocations of
the semilunar cartilages usually develop a method trf
quick replacement.

If relief depends on you, proceed as follows:-
(we will assume that it is the right knee that is in-
volved) place the patient on his back. Standing to
the or.rtside of his right leg, grasp the foot 6rmly with
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your right hand. Place your left hand over the knee
joint with the fingers pressing on any abnormal promi-
nence on the side where the dislocated cartilage is.

(Note that in 9 out of l0 cases it is the internal
gemilunar cartilage which is dislocated. There arc an'
atomical reasons for this disproportion.)

Now flex the knee as far as is possible. Then ro-
tate the leg outward while abducting it at the same timc

-1ar[a1 
you are aiming for is to increase the space be-

tryeen the articulating bones (femur and tibia) along
the medial side of the joint. While holding thc leg
in this position of combined flexion, external rotation
and full abduction, suddenly straighten the leg fully
while pressing in the dislocated cartilage with the
fingers of thq Ieft hand. The patient can help you by
kicking the leg out at the moment when you are ready
to extend it.

If at first you don't succeed, try, try again. The
above is the right technique and it has never failed me
whether in new or recurrent cases. Don't expect to
feel the displaced cartilage-you most likely will not
find it because it is rarely felt on the outside of thc
joint since the "locking" is generally due to the alip'
ping in of the loose cartilage in the centrc of the joint
where there is no room for it. It is well to remember
that thc displacement is not corrected until the ioint
is fully extended. Even the slightest degree of flexion
means that the cartilage is still misplaccd.

The after-treatment is of vital importance. If the
initial attack is properly treated there may be no r€cur-
rences. The cartilage has broken loose from its firoor-
ings and if we mean for it to become adherent again
we must rest the knee completely for a few days.
There is always more ot less of a swelling of the knee
joint (synovitis) and this must be treated with dia'
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thermy, Infra-red, or wet dressings while the joint Ir
resting peacefully on a molded back splint. you can
start massaging the joint and the surrounding musclcr
on the second day following the injury. On the fourth
or fifth day Iight passive movements only of flexion and
ertension may be added. About the end of the weelr
strap the knee, apply a specially fitted steel knee braco
and let the patient walk about. The inside of the shoo
should be raised in order to throw the weight of tho
body to the outside of the foot and knee.

Do not be too hasty in returning the man into thc
game. It will be best for you to lay him off for tho
season in order to have a good man for the years fo!.
Iowing. Hot and cold applications, massage and re.
sistive exercises will help in restoring normality.

- When examining any severe sprain of a knee alwayt
keep in rnind the possibility of aqr involvement of thc
semilunar cartilages, especially if the knee cannot be
extended fully. I should have pointed out that the
cause of the Ioosening and consequent dislocation of
the semilunar cartilages is a severe wrench of the knec
joint.

FLOATING CARTILAGE OF THE KNEE
Floating cartilage of the knee is popularly trnown

as a "mouse". It roams about the joint occasionaily
slipping in between the articulating surfaces and caue-
ing a momentary "locking". A "mouse" is generally
a piece of bone or cartilage which is chipped off in
the course of a fall. In its travels about the knee
joint it apparently feeds on the synovial fuid, rounds
out through constant friction, and slowly increases in
size. No doubt, there is many a small ..mouse', 

caus.
ing no symptoms at all, even though it does occasion_
ally elip in between the articulating surfaccs. The
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"locking" caused by a "mouse"' is more transitory
and less painful than that caused by a dislocated semi'

lunar cartilage. The patient is usually able to localize

the "mouse" and frequently can manipulate it so it
comes to the side of the joint where it can be clearly
palpated.

Treatment: To relieve a "locking" of the joint, fol'
low the same procedure as that outlined for the relief
of a floating cartilage of the knee. In recurrent at-

tacks the patient himself will usually know an effec-

tive method of obtaining relief. Swelling of the joint
(synovitis) usually follows the "locking" and will re-
quire treatment. There is only one efiective remedy
for this complaint and that is an operation to remove
the fragment. If you decide on that, go to an ex-

perienced orthopedic surgeon. The operation itself
is a comparatively simple, one but the after treatment
is to my mind of greater importance than the opera'
tion itself, because we must airn to restore perfect

functioning of the joint. That can be done as it has

been done in thousands of cases but it depends entirely
on intensive after treatrnent and I do not believe that

a general surgeon' no matter how successful, can give

you the efiective after care that an orthopedic surgeon

can"

If the athlete objects to an operation and chooses

to carry on, try a special knee brace, which permits

only antero-posterior and prevents lateral movement.

This, of course, is only a palliative measure. Strap-

ping a felt pad over the site of the "mouse" and raii'
ing the corresponding side of the shoe is effective in
aome cages.
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FRACTURES

Fractures are rather frequent in athletics. Tho
trainer's responsibility is limited to the correct diag-
nosis, first aid and the after treatment to hasten tho
recovery of the patient. As a rule a fracture disableE
a man for at least six weeks. lt takes at least that
long to form a decent callus. Heat applications, mae-
sage and moderate use of the involved part stimulate
the healing of a fracture.

There are three varieties 6f flasxulgs;-
Simple-the bone being broken in one place.

Comple;-the bone is broken in a number of
places.

Compound-ryhere the fracture is complicated by
a jagged fragment of bone tearing through the soft
tiesues to the outside, causing a lacerated wound.

Diagnosis: In any severe sprain or dislocation of
a joint always suspect a fracture. Your diagnosis re-
liss sn;-

l. History of the injury-the patient may have
felt the bone snap.

2. Change of the normal contour of the limb.
3. Roughened or sunLen outline along the sur-

face of the bone, detected by tracing with the 6ngers.

4. Palpable jagged edges of bone, which are
very tender to the touch.

5. False joint or point of mobility: grasping the
limb on each side of the suspected fracture, bend it
to and fro very gently. You may feel the "give" of
the break or you may hear a crackling ssund-s16pi1us.

If you are cool and deliberate you ought to have
no dilficulty in correctly diagnosing nine out of ten
fractures. Whether you are absolutely sure or merely
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suspicious of a fractuxe, do not attempt to move the

;;;;;;l vo,, tffi* temporarv splints so adjusted

as to make movement between the broken fragments

; ;";" impossible' fJse wooden planks' well pad'

ded with cotton wool' so as to make the splint fit the

;;;;, of the limb and prevent pressure wounds' Fix

ti. *pti"," in place with roller gauze bandages'

The replacement of fractures is a part of the phy'

,;"i.rrl. *orL. No doubt, a good trainer knows how to

;;;i;" fractures but he ought not take the tespon-

rtfii*;. lf vou will get hold of Scudder's text on
i Fr.*,rr".," you will 6"d th*t replacement of frac-

t"r* i, f.r from the easy thing it appears'to be' You

;;;;;; the limb into a "perfect" alisnment' vet if

,"1 ,"f."""" X'ray you will most likely find that you

rr" ull wrong. The more I have to do with fracturoc

the more resPect I have fot them'

It is in the after treatment of fractures that thc

trainer can be of great aid in hastening recovery' Us-

i*-ai.*.r*y, b.ki"g, Infra-re'l' hot and cold fomen'

,tuiorrr, massage' vibration and passive movement4

h. ".r, h.lp nature in her efiorts to remove the effused

rnaterial'
All the bones of the body are subject to fracturca'

Diagnosis is comparatively easy when the larger boner

"ru 
lrrrol.r"d but we ,'"tJ tL" aid of the X'ray to de-

i."t fraotrres of the little bones of the wrist or of tho

foot.

FRACTURES OF

Infenior Maxilla (lower j"*)-
Symptoms: Unwillingness to usc the jaw; ir'

regular outline; crePitus'

Treatnnent: Refer to a dental surgqon for aplint'

ing with wite'
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Ribs: May be merely cracked, partially broken or
completely broken.

S5rmptoms: History of injury; pain on breathing
or coughing; irregular outline.

Treatrnent: Strap tightly with adhesive.
Rib fractures are at times complicated by irrita-

tion or injury of the pleura of the lung or
even of the lung itself.

Clavicle: Usually fractured at middle; rarely at
either end.

Symptoms: Irregularity of outline; displace-
ment of shoulder; jagged edges; crepitus.

Treatment: Sit patient on a ehair, back. to you;
place your knee into the hollow between his
shoulder blades; grasp the corresponding
shoulder and pull it upwards, backwards and
outwards while with the other hand you
strive to approximate the fragments. Strap
with adhesive aiming to hold the shoulder
back. Bandage with muslin rollers to fur.
ther "fix" this position.

In Fractures of Any Long Bone-diagnose, apply
first aid and refer to medical adviser.

Patella: Usually split in two transversely.
Symptoms: Inability to extend the knee; frag_

ments pulled apart Ieaving a gap; swelling,
bloody discoloration and pain.

Treatment: Operation to unite fragments. After
treatment important to prevent permanent
stiffness.

Spine: Partial or complete fractures of the ver.
tebrae.

Symptoms: Pain, immobility, paralysis, rhocL.
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Trcatment: Extremc cate in lifting. Rush to
a hospital. Consult a surgeon and a

neurologist.

SPRAINS

A sprain is caused by a more or less violent wrench
of a joint, resulting in partial or complete tearing of
the surrounding ligaments, blood vessels, nerves and

the soft tissues. The characteristic symptoms are: an

immediate swelling and bloody discoloration; inability
to use the ioint; sharp tearing pains.

In the treatment of sprains our first aim is to keep
down the swelling to a minimum. Cold and pressure

will do it. As soon as the iniury occurs raise the limb
higher than the rest of the body and apply a rather
snug muslin or a \,voven elastic bandage, such as tho
ACE. Now plunge the limb into ice cold water for
about ten to fifteen minutes. By this time all effusion
into the ioint should have been effectively arrested.

Transfer the affected joint to a pan or pail containing
very hot water, for about half an hour' Next removc
the bandage and massage, using stroking movements
in the direction towards the heart, aiming to drain
out the elfused contents about the joint. Firmly but
gently. Finish by strapping the joint so ag to enclose

it in a enuggly frtting corset, the aim of which is two-
fold: primarily support of the torn ligaments and sec-

ondarily further prevention of *r,elling. It is well to
remember that the healing process is delayed by the
presence of the effusion. It follows that if we can
L.eep the latter down to a minimum and get rid of it
as quickly as possible, we can hasten recovery.

Over-night the patient may, with benefit, apply an
electric pad, which should be tied on over the ad'
hesive strapping. Some trainera use an Antiphlogir'
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tine dressing instead of the electric pad. The follow-
ing day remove the strapping and soak the joint in hot
and cold water, alternately (five minutes in hot, one
minute in cold) continuing the treatment for about an
hour. Massage the joint, using stroking movements
the length of the limb and circular friction (rubbing)
movements with the fingers all about the joint. V.ry
gently flex and extend the joint in order to loosen
any adhesions which might have formed. Re-strap and
send the patient home with instructions to favor but
use the joint. Many a conservative physician will ar,
gue that rest is more effective than use, but any phy-
sician or trainer who has handled more than a hand-
full of sprains knows better. Repeat the treatment
outlined above, progressively increasing the intensity
of the massage and passive movements, until the joint
is back to normal.

In severe sprains examine carefully to eliminate a
possibtre fracture. The blue-black discoloration which
appears the day after the injury and persists for some
time, may be ignored-it is due to the decomposition
of the blood, which 6lls the tiseue interspaces when the
blood vessels are torn.

Physiotherapeurists will tell you that Diathermy is
the "one" eure for sprains. My experience is that
diathermy is just as efficient as baking or hot and cold
applications in the treatment of sprains and by no
means so far superior that the trainer who hasn't a
diathermy machine need feel down-hearted. If you
have a diathermy machine use it and if you haven't
your results will be just as good.

Sprain of Ankle Joint-The most frequent injury
in athletics. Treatment: After ascertaining that there
are no complications (fracture, dislocation, displace-
ment of tendons, etc.,) bandage the joint with a mus-

ii;i:'-
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lin roller bandage or better still with a woven elastie

bandage (ACE) and plunge into ver/ cold water for
about fifteen minutes. Transfer to hot $'ater for 30

minutes. Massage with stroking movements toward
the heart, while the leg is raised higher than the rest

of the body. Strap Gibney fashion, following with a

gauze roller bandage in order to "6x' the adhesive.

Over-night apply an electric pad or Antiphlogistine.
The following day repeat the procedure until the joint
is well healed: soak, the foot in hot and cold water
alternately for about an hour; massage' at first gently,

later gradually increasing the force of your stroking
movements. Keep at the task, of forcing the effusion
out of the joint. Passive movementg of increasing in-
tensity will serve to prevent adhesions. Re'tape daily.
The athlete should use the foot, with the aid of a canc,

if necessary.

Sprain of Big Toe-Same routine of treatment:
cold, heat, strapping, massage.

Sprain of Knee Joint-Sprains of the knee ioint
are next in frequency to those of the ankle joint. The
difierential diagnosis is of great importance. Any
aevere wrench of the knee should call for a most seareh-

ing examination to make sure that there is no fracture
or dislocation of the semilunar cartilages. The diag-
nosis rests on: the history of the injury, inability to
bear weight, tendency of the knee to cave in to the
alfected side, more or less swelling, discoloration. A
very tender and painful spot can be localized just be-
low the patella on either side of the joint, indicating
the seat of maximum laceration of the &igaments. The
alfected ligament (internal or external laterals) may
be over-stretched or partially ruptured. If improperly
treated permanent relaxation of the ligament may fol-
low. This is the chief cause of the many cases of weak,
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and wobby knees, which v/e so often meet with inathleticg. 
: lr",,, jl|fr

Treatment: Tie a number of sponges about thc
involved knee joint with a woven elastic bandage.
Now pour very hot water (as hot as the patient cln
bear) on the sponges. The combined pressure of the
distended sponges with the heat mahes an excellent
remedy for hnee sprains. After about three-quartera
of an hour of this, massage the joint using only strok-
ing movements towards the heart. Apply an anti-
phlogistine bandage over-night, placing the hnee on
a posterior molded splint in order to immobilize it.
The following day repeat the hor and cold applica-
tions, followed by massage and strapping of the joint.
Raise the shoe on the side of the injury so as to fur_
ther support the torn ligaments. Encourage the patient
to use the joint. Diathermy and baking are favored
by many trainers.

Sprain of the Back-Must be difierentiated from
a number of conditions which give similar symptoms,
for erample, "lumbago," sacro-iliac sprain, etc. The
history of how the symptoms develop.d is consequently
of vital importance in making a correcq diagnosis-

With no history of an injury, the athlete rrraf, corr-
plain of a painful stiffness in the small of the bacl. This
is "lumbago" or acute myositis (inflammation of a
muscle) attributed to a collection of toxins in the sub-
stance of the rnuscles which serve to inflame the latter.
Treaknent: Prolonged application of heat (diathcrmn
baking or Infra-red) followed by a prett5r rough mas-
sage to break up the deposits of the torins. Ths
application of mustard plasters, an electric pad, or
antiphlogistine over-night is bound to hasten recoyery.
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A Simple Sprain of the Bach can generally be
traced to a definite wrench which leaves the patient
with considerable pain in the "small" of the back. Thc
treatment is similar to that of myositis, with strap-
ping of the back between heat applications.

A Sprain of the Sacro-Iliac Joint (either the right
or the left may be affected) may follow a rather severc
wrench or the lifting of a heavy weight. Thc patient
feels something "give" or "snap" and has a rather
sharp tearing pain, which lasts for about 15 minutec.
He may feel comfortable for some hours but gradually
the pain returns growing progressively more intense.
The patient begins to favor the affected side. On
examination, you 6nd that in bending forward he keepr
the lower spine rigid, bending from the hips. If you
ask him to bend sideways you will find that thc mus,
cles close to the spine on the afiected side remain in
a spasm, whereas normally they would tend to relax.
This is due to the efiort of the body ro protect the
site of injury. As you palpate (feel with the fingers)
the sacro-iliac joints, you may find that the afiected
joint is rather prominent and quite tender to touch.
The pain may radiate down the corrcsponding Ieg be-
cause of pressure on the sciatic nerve of that side. Thc
displacement of the sacro-iliac articulation varier
greatly and it stands to reason that the more displace-
ment the more intense the symptoms.

fpsatments-fyy the manipulative adjustment
described below. Then strap tightly with adhesive.

It has been my experience and I have no doubt
most trainers will say "Dittot" that the lower part of
the spine is subject to slight subluxations, which givc
rather indefinite symptoms of discomfort, tendernesg.
mayhap some pain and limitation of motion-a com-
bination of symptoms which cannot bc clearty diag.
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nosed. In such cases I always try a manipulativc ad.
justment, which I am going to describe below and
which has brought permanent relief so freguently that
I have concluded that these symptoms are due to gub-

Iuxations either of the vertebrae or of the sacro-iliac
joints and that the adjustment I use is an cffective
method of restoring normality.

Technique: Patient is lying on his right side, with
the right leg fully extended and the left knee flexed;
the ihest leaning slightly towards you. You have pre-
viously applied Infra-red heating to the lower apine
in order to relax the muscles and the ligaments thor-
oughly. Placing your right hand on the patient's left
thigh and your Ieft hand grasping the patient's left
short ribs, smoothly and steadily swing the thigh bach-
ward, while you stretch the upper body towards you.
At some part of this movement you will hear a dis-
tinct snap. The movement should be repeated four or
five times to thoroughly loosen the joints. Do not
jerk and do not use force. Have patient turn to his
Ieft side and repeat the same movements. Now,
whether we believe in subluxations or not, the fact re-
mains that this adjustment has relieved many an ach-
ing bac[-and that's what we are after. I have used
the same manipulation and a number of others in the
treatment of sapro-iliac sprains, with very satisfactory
results.

( Sprains of the Thumb-Are the nemesis of many
an athlete and especially of basketball players and bor-
ers. The routine of treatment, which includes heat,
massage and strapping, should be followed with dili-
gence. If you do not, the joint tends to remain swol-
Ien and tender because teno-synovitis (an inflamma-
tion of the tendon sheets) develops and in many cases
ankylosis (permanent Iocking of the joint) follows.
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The initial injury should be treated with a generous
antiphlogistine application. The following morning
aoak the thumb in hot and cold water in alternation
for an hour or so, follow with a massage and light
passive movements. Strap with adhesive and instruct
the athlete to soak the thumb in hot \ rater at every
opportunity. Continue treating the injury until thc
joint is normal.l

Sprain of the Wrist-Make sure there are no dis-
locations or fractures of the small bones of the wrist.
Treatment: Heat" massage, strapping. Apply Anti-
phlogistine over-night to hasten the healing. 

"

Sprain of the Elbow-("Baseball elbow" or "Ten-
nis elbow")-Sprains of the elbow joint due to direct
violence are rather infrequent. Most commonly they
are due to the peculiar twist used by pitchers in delivt
ering curves and drops, which may strain the tendons
and Iigaments attached about the elbow joint. Routine
treatrnent with a rather prolonged rest. To avoid a
"baseball elbow" pitchers and tennis players should
go through the motions of delivery of a ball with
gradually increasing intensity. That is why pre-season-
al conditioning is of value to pitchers.

Sprains of the Shoulder Joint-There are a num-
ber of different injuries of the shoulder, which give
symptoms similar enough to justify extreme care in
the examination in order to make a correct diagnosis.
Because the differential diagnosis is so important I am
listing below most of the athletic disabilities of the
shoulder joint, even though some of them are not
"sprains."

l. Sprains of the Shoulder Ligaments-Are gen-
erally due to a fall on the hand or the elbow. The
outstanding symptoms are: more or less swelling about
the joint and pain on moving the shoulder. The
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patient cannot raise his hand as high as his head. Hr
is able to put the arm behind his bacl( or rotate it
inward. Treatment: Heat, massage, strapping. Aftor
two or three days add passive movements.

2. Sprain of the Long Tendon of the Bicepr-
("Baseball Shoulder"):*This strain rarher than sprain
is due to the violent throwing motion. The outstanding
symptom is that of pain and more or less weakness in
the throwing arm. There is no swelling. This type of
injury must be differentiated from a dislocated long
tendon of the Biceps. The treatment is, rest combined
with heat, massage, faradic or sinusoidal applicationa
followed by progressive exercises to condition the arm.

3. Sprains of the Acromio-Clavicular Joint-Are
probably more frequent among football players than
sprains of the shoulder joint proper. There is cx-
treme tenderness and pain at the "tip" of the shoulder
where the joint is located. The injury is very slow
in responding to treatment. Use heat, strapping Gib-
ney fashion and passive movements. It may be ad-
vantageous to carry the arm in a sling for a few days
to relieve the tension on the shoulder ligaments.

4. Nerve Bruise of the Shoulder-lnjury of the
Suprascapular nerve occurs far too frequently in foot-
ball. This nerve may be roughly Iocated just beneath
the central depression of the shoulder. When injured
the nerve becomes infamed causing a trail of symptoms
which are persistent and troublesome. The shouldcr
is very painful and the athlete holds thc arm almost
immobile. We are dealing here with a neuritis (in-
fammation of the nerve) and heat and the galvanic
current are our best aids.

5. Acute Bursitis (either of the Subacromial or
the Deltoid bursae-see under Anatomy)_This ir
probably a more common injury than actual sprains
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of the shoulder joint but is rarely diagnosed correctly
bccause so few trainers know much about this con'
dition. The cause of the inflammation of the bursae

is trauma, such as occurs in a hard fall on the side

of the shoulder or a fall on the elbow, which jams

the shoulder upward or finally a blow, landing close
to the tip of the shoulder, etc. The symptoma are:
a feeling of tension at the shoulder. More or less

pain increased on movement and consequent unwill'
ingness to use the joint, patient carrying the arm stilfly
at the side. As the days progrese adhesions form and
there is limitation of mobility because of them. An
X-ray may help in the diagnosis if the bursae is dis-
tended.

Thc treatment consists of the application of heat
(diathermy prcferably); massagc and passivc exer-
cises tending to bring back the normal movements of
the joint. Because motion causes pain the pationt
tends to keep the afiected arm by the side of the body.
As a result of this voluntary immobilization adhesions
form. The trainer should prevent this by persistently
using passive movements, such as gradual extension
of the affected shoulder forward upward and sideways
upward. Raise and lower the arm bit by bit until you
have carried it through its full range of motion.

If limitation of motion is pronounced it may bc'
come necessary to break up the adhesions whilc the
patient is under an anesthetic. With the patient ether-
ized the affected arm is forcefully carried forward up'
ward and over head with the right hand, while the
fingera of left hand press down on the head of the
corresponding humerus in order to 6r it in its capsulc
and thus prevent dislocation or a fracture. At some
part of this movement there can be distinctly heard the
ripping of the adhesions.

l6l
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6. Neuritis of the Brachial Plexus or one of itr
nerve$-The characteristic symptom is an almost con-
stant aching pain radiating down the course of thc
nerve in the arm. If you pass your finger along the
nerve you wiil find it quite tender to touch. There ie'a loss of function of the muscles supplied by the af-
fected nerve and in tirne atrophy of these musclcs
because of disuse-

f,rs6fmsnf--lt is essential to find the cause of thc
neuritis and rernove it (the usual causes are: ex-
posure to coldo injury or toxins). Treat with heat
applications and sinusoidal current. Massage is useful
in preventing atrophy of the muscles but the nerve
should be avoided when massaging.

With all the above conditions and fractures and
dislocations as possibilities the trainer has to be pretty
alert when handling injuries of the shoulder. It is
safe to state that he will quite frequently be incorrect
in his diagnosis. However, since the routine of treat-
rnent is pretty much the same for all these inl'uries, it
really is not a matter of very great importance whether
the trainer makes the correct diagnosie or not. Where
the injury fails to respond to treatment consult your
rnedical adviser and an osteopath.

R,UPTURE OF' MUSCLES OR TENDCINS
..PULI.ED TENDONS"

Any part of a muscle or a tendon may be partially
or completely torn by a violent wrench, twist or a
forceful extension of the muscle while the latter is
still flexing.

The rnuscle 6bers rnay be ruptured in any part of
their course. '.Any part of the muscle or tendon may
be ruptured but most generally nearest the ends, where
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ihe muscle fibers blend into the tendinuous fibers. A
complete rupture is more likely to occur in the long
than in the short flat muscles." The conditions which

;,redispose to "pulled tendon" are: the season of the
year, the temperature of the air, want of frtness, tyPe

of sport and failure to "warm-up" sufficiently.

Synrptorns: In the course of a burst of speed the
athlete suddenly drops to the ground complaining of
a severe tearing pairi in a limb. He will tell you that
he felt as if a bullet or a whip or a stone struck him
and that he had the sensation of something tearing.
Examining the site of the injury you will note the swell-
ing and bloody discoloration, the extreme tendernese
when the part is touched, inability to make use of the
affected muscle and if you manage to contract the
muscle by passive movement you may feel a gap be-

tween the torn parts of the muscle. If it is the tendon
and not the muscle that is torn, you will not see as

many signs of the injury and will have to depend on

the history and the disability to make your diagnosis.

Treatment-Of course, you consult a physician,
preferably an orthopedic surgeon. An osteopath will
do you.but little good here. You will try to ap-
proximate the torn frbers by placing the limb in a

position most advantageous for the purpose. You will
strap the limb so as to support the torn fibers. Heat,
in any form, should be applied frequently and in pro-
longed doses in order to stimulate the quick absorp-
tion of the effusion from the torn blood vessels and
hasten the healing. Massage may be started on the
2nd day following the injury and light passive move-
ments on the 4th or 5th day in order to prevent the
formation of adhesions. The use of heat, massage'
passive movements and strapping for support should
be persisted in week after week. As the patient im-

Y
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proves and begins to use the limb, increase the severity
of the massage and the exercises. Such an injury gen_
erally incapacitates an athlete for a Iong time. When ho
finally returns to training he must takJcare to ..warm.
up" carefully. A massage with ..hot-stuff', 

shoutd
ptecede his going on the field. The wearing of woven
elastic fitted supports is of doubtful lrrl,r.-I person-
ally do not think they are any good. The woven el-
astic bandages (ACE) 8 or 12 inches wide arc un-
doubtedly of greater value as a support. Either givcr
the athlete a sense of security.

Rupture of the Sernitendinosus Tendon_This mus-
ctre, which runs along the back of the thigh (study
carefully its origin, course and insertion in any Arr.t-omy text) and whose function it is to fl.x tho treg onthe thigh, is the one most generally ..pulled,, in ath-
Ietics,_ especially by trackrnen. Th" u*rr.l symptomo
have been outlined above.

fyqalnrsnl-put to _bed. Strap the whole thighwith adhesive tape applied in circular horizontal lay-
ers,_each succeeding one,partially overlapping the prc_
ceding one- The tape shourd iot reach crear aroundthe Iimb but leave a gap about an inch wide in frontof the thigh, in order to assure non-interference withthe circulation. Porous plasters are advantageou!
wherever extensive strapping is indicated since theypermit the evaporation of the perspiration and con-sequently the tape does not h*.,. to L. .hang"d oft"rr.An electric pad or a h-ot water b.g should f" 

"ppli"Jover the strapping for hours at a time in order to L"optrp a vigorous circulation. Infra-red or arc l.mp heaiis excellent for this purpose.

- - Th. following day use heat applications with super-ficial rnassage. Three or four iays Iater begin in-creasing the severity of the -u*g" and start passive
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rnovements to prevent the formation of adhesions. [n
ubout a week permit the patient to leave the bed and
*tart using the limb. The heel of the shoe should be
raised about three-quarters of an inch in order to pre-
vent any tension on the weakened fibers. A cane or
crutches may be used as an aid in getting about. As
the weelcs Bo by, the passive exercises should be given
rnore forcefully. It \Mill be months before the athletc
is able to return to competition and then extreme care
must be taken to prevent a recurrence of the injury.
'l-he athlete should use a support such as a rvoven
elastic bandage and "warm-up" with care. At times
it may be best for the athlete to lengthen the distance
of the event in order to avoid the extreme tension
incidental to short sprints.

Rupture of an,A,nterior Thigh Musc!+The Rectus
femoris or the Quadriceps extensor muscles are not in-
frequently ruptured. The site of the injury is as a
rule close to the knee joint. The tendon of the Quad-
riceps muscle may rupture at its attachment to the
patella and may carry along a chip of the latter. The
symptoms are those typical of a rupture, namely, the
sudden collapse, sharp pain and more or less of a gap
between the torn parts and inability to extend the L,nee.

Treatment-After consulting the medical adviser
you will probably try conservative measures first. These
include strapping, heat, rxrassage, passive movements
and complete rest forat least a week. If the rupture
occurs close to the patellae an operation may be the
only way of assuring normal functioning of the knee,

Rupture of Ligamentum Patellae-This Iigament
ensheaths the patellae and has two extensions: the up-
per one continuous with the tendon of the Quadricepr
and the lower one, which ie inserted into the tibia.
The rupture may bc partial or complete, above or

i
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below the patella and almost atways chips ofi a frag.
ment of the bone. On examination you m.y find thopatella drawn either above or below its normal poai.
tion-depending on which part of the ligament;";.
tured.

If the ligament is completely ruptured an oper&-tion is advisable. The conservative treatment consistsin immobilization with adhesive, heat, massage, pas-
sive movements.

Rupture of the Calf Musctres_The soleus and theplantaris tendons are susceptible to ruptures. Usualsymptoms. Treatrnent: strap the whole length of theI"g; u"" heat, massage and passive movements torestore function.

Rupture of the Tendon of Achilles_May occurjust above its attachrnent to the os calcis (heef bone).
Usual symptoms. Treatrnent: ,tr.p Cibrr.y fashion,
applying the bandage rather high up on the leg. H..t,
massage and passive movements to restore function.
The heel of the shoe should be raised 

"to.t one inch.
Patient should use the limb as *r"h .* is possible.

Rupture of the Biceps Musctre or of the Long Ten-don-of the Biceps-Jt e b.tty of the *,rr"l" may tearpartly as a result of a sudien severe wrench. TheIong tendon is occasionally torn olf from its insertionto the scapula. Usual symptoms and treatment. Thearm should be carried in a sling.
Rupture of the Oblique Muscles of the Lower Ab-domen-l had four cases in one football ;;"".- i;most prominent symptom is a tearing pain at the up-per margin of the hip bone when the body is bentaway from that side. Falpation will localize a tenderand painful spot (which is not on the bone) whichindicates point of rupture, Whenever you have an
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injury in the region of the spine of the hip bone, it
will be well for you to make a careful differential
diagnosis. The condition may be:-

l. A simple strain or sprain of the oblique mus-
cles of the abdomen.

2. A partial rupture of these same muscles near
their attachment to the spine of the hip bone.
This condition is popularly known as "Bowl-
er's side."

3. A bruise of the upper ridge of the bone, which
will be discussed later.

4. A possible deeply situated abscess, "pointing"
outward.

Bearing these possileilities in mind you ought not
to have any difficulty in reaching the correct diagnosis
in order to apply the proper treatment.

The treatment of a rupture of the oblique muscles
follows the usual routine: strapping to immobilize and
support; heat, massage, passive rnotion.

rhe osteop*, .",I::,::;r,uxations or verte-
brae." A violent blow on some part of the spine or
a wrench, leaves the athlete with a sensation as of
something pinched, taut and quite uncomfortable. For
lack of a more expressive term he calls it a 'kinh." I
believe osteopaths are correct in claiming that these
kinks are sudden subluxations of vertebrac, which atc
thrown out of their normal alignment with resultant
pressure on the corresponding spinal nerve or nerveg.
The "hink" sensation is due to the tightening up of
the involved ligaments and the pain to the pressuro
on the nerves. If you will press over the location of
the "kink" you will 6nd considerable tendemees.
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Methods of Adjustmept3-
"Kink" of Upper Thoracic Vertebrae 

- 
ff6ys

patient straddle a chair, sitting with his back to you.
Place your bent hnee in the hollow between his
shoulder blades. With both hands grasp the corr€e-
ponding shoulders. Suddenly draw his shoulders bacL-
ward against your knee with a snap-but don't be too
ambitious; it isn't a question of how much force you
get into that backward snap but rather in the proper
co-ordination and timing. If the movement ie proper-
Iy carried out you will hear a distinct snap and on
examination will find that the tenderness in the region
of the kink is almost gone and the patient is quite
comfortable. No harm in trying . ,rrr*b"" of times if
at first you do not succeed.

"K;nk" of Middle Thoracic Vertebrae _ palignl
standing with his back to you. Let him place hio
hands in back of his neck interlacing the fingers and
bringing the elbows close together in front of the chest.
Step right up to the patient so that your chest touches
his back. Place your arms around his and inter-lace
your fingers in front. Spread your Iegs to a stride-
stand. Expand your chest. Now, getting a 6rm holdof your patient lift him off the ground snapping his
bacL. against your chest. The whole movement par-
takes of the nature of a "snap," rather than of . "jo*Iift and stretch. It is the snapping of his spine against
your chest used as a fulcrum that serves to straighten
the "kink." You probably will not get this co-ordina-
tion at first but I ean assure you it is a very easy
and yet a very efiective movement.

Another method of adjusting ..kinks" of the thor-
acic vertebrae is the following:-
- Flace two pillows under the patient so arranged

that the part of the spine to be treated is bridged oier
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these pillows (the patient lying fac,e downward).
Order the patient to relax completely. Place one hand,
palm down, parallel and close to the sore vertebrae
and the other hand on the opposite side of the spine,
also parallel and close to the affectcd vertebrae.
Steadying yourself fbr an instant, give a short, quick
thrust downward by suddenly stiffening the elbows.
A distinct snap will be heard, indicating successful
adjustment. After-soreness can be rclieved with hot
fomentations.

HERMA OF MUSCLE

At times a sudden scvere contraction of a muscle
causes it to tear through the sheet of membrane which
envelops it. When thc patient contracts the affected
muscle you will 6nd a little "knob" arising at thc
point of rupture. On relaxing the mugcle the tumor
disappears.

If the condition is recognized and the muscle is
immobilized in order to give the torn membrane an
opportunity to heal, the hernia will disappear quickly.
On the other hand if Iet alone and the muecle be used,
tho torn parts of the sheet tend to retract and adhere
Ieaving a permanent rent. I have seen a number of
athletes display "Watch this, Doc " herniationr, which
have become chronic giving practically no symptoms.

..WRY NECK'

The type of "wry-neck" met with in athlctics ic
usually due to a "cold," a wrench of the neck ligaments
or a blow. Symptoms: The neck muscles of the af-
fected side are held tense and any effort to move
them causes excruciating pain.

Treaknent-Our first aim ir to overcomc the ten-
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sion of the muscles and relieve the congestion. Heatwill do both. Apply it in any form you prefer. I uscInfra-red-any of the other forms oiheat applicationrwill do. When you get the muscles nicely relared,
massage with olive oil or cold cream, gently for aboui
t 0 minutes. Next place the patient Jn his back and
grasping the ehin with your right hand and the backof the head with your left, "Lwly and steadily cir.
cumduct the head first to the riglt then to thc leftstretching all the neclc muscles at the same time.
Imagine that you are trying to pull the head off the
shoulders but do it steadily not in jerks. Now rotate
the head ro the right and to the leit. Then bend the
head to the right and to the left. AII these p...io,
movements aim to stretch and loosen the neck muscles.You will find that as you proceed the tension in theaffected muscles decreases. Rub in some ..hot_stufi.,
and eend the patient home. If necessary, repeat thetreatment four to five hours later. As a general rulethis routine brings relief. Should you fai1, send thepatient to an osteopath.

WEAK OR WOBBLY JOINTS
Catrse-Stretching or partial or complete rupture

of_ the ligaments, due to sprains or dislocations, whichallow the joinr a great deal of 
"bnorm.i mobility.

Radical Treatment:-Operation to shorten theelongated ligaments or to effect a union of the ruptured
ones.

Conservative Treatment:_Use hot and cold fo-mentations (whenever strengthening is the object, usemore cold applications than hot), L.r.ugu and resis-tive exercisss-1h6 operator resisting by pushing whilethe patient tries to extend the flexed Ii*U, urra resistingby pulling while the patienr tries to fler the limb. The
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theory is that a demand being made on the body, the
latter will respond by strengthening the ligaments of
the weal<ened joints.

During the last few years I have had quite a DUtn.
ber of cases of "wobbly" joints referred to me by
coaches anxious to retain the services of good "pros-
pects". My usual routine is to make sure just what
ligaments are involved and prescribe a series of exer-
cises involving these. Thus suppose the lateral knee
Iigaments are involved. A.ry number of knee exercises
are available. Persistence in taking these exercises
is sure to bring the desired result, although we must
recognize that there are hopeless cases.

Steel braces are valuable aids for "loose" joints.

WEAK WRIST'

Cause-Stretching of the annular ligament of the
wrist.

Treatment-:P"rsistent, active exercise, such as
flexing the wrist, flexing and extending the fingers,
resistive movementsn etc., are sure to remedy this con-
dition.

..WATER ON THE KNEE,,
'We must differentiate t\flo types of "water on the

lsnsg" l-
l. Bursitic-An inflammation and swelling of a

bursae (see Anatomy). Here the swelling, painless
but annoying, is circumscribed, giving the impression
of an inflated pouch projecting from some part about
the joint. Bursitis is most common about the Lnee,
elbow, shoulder.

2. Synovitis-An inflammation of the synovial
membrane lining a joint with elfusion of synovial fluid
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into the joint. This fluid occasionally becomes infected
and then the condition is a rather serious one. On
inspection, the joint is seen to be distended, all the
normal hollows and dents smoothed out. On pal-
pating the joint one can feel the patellae floating on
a little lake of fluid. There is but slight tendernesr
unless there is an associated iniury which may be pro-
ductive of pain and tenderness. The joint is held in
semi-flexion, the patient resisting any effort to straighten
it. This is the type of "water on the knee" most com-
rnon in athletics. Bursitis is a rather rare condition.
"\Vater on the knee" may fotrlow a Bcvere bruise, a
sprain, a dislocation, a displacement of the senri-lunar
cartilage, a "locking" due to a "mouse", etc.

Treatrnent:-Bitter experience will teach you that
in "water on the knee" it is never safe to commit your-
self as to the duration of the disability. Somc cases

respond quickly, others drag. The severity of the
injury, the degree of internal trauma, the individual
resistance and ability to regain normality, his consci-
entiousness in following the routine of treatment laid
out for 51rn-1hgs6 are just a few factors that influ-
ence the progress of the healing proccslr.

fls6trrsnt;-l am outlining a course of treatment
which has proven successful in hundredr of cager.
A,knost every physician or trainer you meet will offer
some favorite therapy of his own. It is up to you to
weigh the suggestions critically and determine the reh-
tive values of the various treatments.

l. Rest-Synovitis is an acute inflammation and
as such should be given a chance to subside. Absolute
rest of the joint for a period of at least 24 hourc ir
essential.

2. Heat Applisatisps-Jftese lerve to increarc
the circulation in the knee aiding in thc rc-abcorption
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of the excess synovial fluid. Diathermy, baking, Infra-
red, Arc larnps, hot applications, antiphlogistine dress-
ings, electric pads-are of value in the approximatc
order in which I have listed them. Apptry heat in any
form you choose as soon aB you immobilize the joint
and place the patient in bed.

3" Massage-This should not be started until the
second day. Stroke upward, driving the fuid towards
the heart. LJse firm, forceful pressure on the soft tis-
sues-do not disturb the bones by twisting the joint.
Graduate masseurs will tell you that they can cure a
case of "water on the knee" using only massage. I
believe they can-if given enough time.

4. Over night you may choose between an anti-
phlogistine dressing or a Whitelocke bandage (see
under Bandaging) or you may combine both. Makc
sure that the joint will not be wrenched again during
sleep by immobilizing it carefully.

5. Continue the treatment twice daily until thc
effusion is gone. When you send the man out for
practice strap the joint with a woven elastic bandage
or a para rubber bandage. In an emergency I would
not hesitate to use a valued player who still har some
effusion in the joint. If the Iatter will support him, I
would bandage the joint and let the man go in. Prac-
tically no harm can be done since the inflammation is
a simple one of a non-infectious nature. There ie
many an occasion in athletics when a man goes into
a contest with an injury and is none the worse for it.
Of course, it all depends on the type and severity of
the injury. I have had many a football player go
through a hard game with a knee full of "water".

The cornbination of rest, heat, massage and the
Whitelocke bandage usually brings quick resulta and
I have relied on this routine in most of my cases. How-
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ever, every now and then a joint fails to respond tothe above and then we try some of the folloiinf_
- Bier's Hyperemic fr641msn1;_Wind a para rub-ber elastic bandage about five to six inches above theaffected joint, tightry enough to c"rrut"i.t the superficialblood vessels. This will ."rr. *"r. o, I"r" of a staaisof blood in and abotrt the joint. Half an fro.r. tut.r,when the bandage is removed, o ,igooouc circulationwill be set up in the joint which ".ir." to carry outsome of the effusion. The treatrnent should b. ,.p"ut.dabout every two hours.

Cornpression Treatrnent:_\fl61 a number ofsponges and wring thern out thoroughly. Apptry thesesponges all around the joint, fixing tiem with an elastiebandage. Have the patient pour hot water (as hot acc:n be borne) on the upo.rg." in a steady stream.The sponges will beco*. a;i."J.d] acting aa com-pressors, whitrst the hot water will serve to t""p ,.p "vigorous circulation through the 3.oint.
The question rnay arise as to whether thc jointshould be aspirated or tappea Utf, 

" needle. Theanswer is;-undqy no cireumstances should you p"*iiaspiration of a simple synovitis. In g99 casec out of atnousand cases the fuid contents of a gwollen joint iesterile (non-infected). On the otfr.r-trrra, no mattcrhow eareftrl the surgeon may be, the chances are thatthe aspirating n..dl. is ;nfectecl-at any ratc, why runthe risk of ruining a joint.

- This reasoning does not apply to a bursitis. Abursae not connected with . jo;rrt" 
"un 

i" tappcd rc-peatedly with no after effects, If tight strapping withadhesive and a two-days' reet of tte joint does notreduce a bursitis, aspiration is advisable. Follo* withtight strapping to tr<eep the bursae fro_ fillirrg up again.
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If all conservative treatment fails in a carc of burritir
an excision of the bursae may be indicated.

CI{ARLEY-HORSE (Muscle-Bone Bruire)
Even among trainers and physicians who specializcin the treatment of athletic injuries, there appeara to

be considerable difference of opinion as to what con-
stitutes a "charley-horse". As far back as l9l 7 I arbi-trarily defined a "charley-horse', as a muscle-bone
bruise. The interesting experiments carried on by Dr.T. H. Bast and George Berg of the University of Wis-
consin, certainly prove that I was right, both in the
definition and in the description of thl pathology of a"charley". To the laiety any injury of a limb whi.h in_
capacitates an athlete is a ..charley-horse',. 

The sport-ing news columns frequently spiil barrels of tears intelling about Babe Ruth.s terribly annoying ..charley,.
but the fact remains that this baseball h.ro has a"pulled" tendon. A trainer ought to have a clear con-ception of a "charley-horse', in order t" b" .bl.-ioapply the appropriate treatment.

Ca"use--In a game occasions occur when a charg-ing player, with musctres tense and arms and Iegs driJ-ing like powerful rams, sails into another player who
is temporarily relaxed, whether due to the unexpected_
ness of the attack or to fatigue. The relaxed ir*"I",of a- Iimb (usually of _eitherlhigh) are forcefully jam-
med against the underrying bone 

""a *. have a severcbruise of the musctres, bone, blood ,.*"t" and oftenthe nerves-in short all the tissues i.rt"ro"rirg betweenthe strrin and the bones are more or less squashed.
There is internal bleeding from the torn Ltooa vessels.The injured muscle tissue coagul.t"r, iuJ",,* ;;;;:volved area so that it muy f..ifiL. 

"'trroU and causesIimitation of motion. Thus the dd;;; depends on
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the history of the injury and the hard painful conges'
tion in a muecle.

fvgatrrgnt-Jhe main object is to increase the cir-
culation in order to hasten the carrying off of the
extravasated blood, soften the coagulated muscle and
hurry the reparatory process.

As soon as the injury occurs apply heat in any form
(diathermy, Infra-red, atc lamp, electric pad, hot
fomentations) for from half an hour to one hour.
Use an antiphlogistine dressing, a hot water bottle or
an electric pad over-night. The following morning
use heat applications and massage, kneading to break
up any hard masses. This will be rather painful but
should be persisted in. Protect with a vulcanized
fibre bridged protector and send the man out to "run
signals." Keep using the limb. Rest or immobili-
zation may result in permanent deformity. No man
should stay out of practice on account of a "charley"
unless it is a very severe one. Btrl-6n effective pro-
tection is vitally important, since a second blow may
do a great deal of harm and may even cause permanent
disability. And when you apply the protection do not
stinge on adhesive, make sure it stays "put".

If a "charley-horse" is improperly treated by im-
mobilization there almost always follows fibrosis of
the coagulated muscle forming a gristle-lilce mass.
This may continue hardening to bony consistency, re-
eulting in "myositis ossi6cans," which permanently im-
pairs the function of the involved muscle.

SHIN SPLINTS

Overwork of the extensor muscle of the lower leg
causes "shin splints." Undoubtedly the wear and
tear on the tendon of this muscle causes a teno-syno-
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vitis (infammation of the tendon sheet and efiusion of

fluid into it). The syrnptoms are: dull constant pain

radiating down the spine of the shin bone and ag-

gravated when the muscle is used.

Treatment-4omplete rest for a day or two it
essential. Heat applications. Massage with "hot'
stufi" linirnent ot analgesic. Iodine Petrogen is rec'
ommended by some trainers but I do not believe it ic
of much use. Heat and rest are undoubtedly tho
logical remedies.

CRAMP OF MUSCLE

The cause of the cramping of a muscle or mulcle!
may be overwork, e>iposure to cold or a lack of fluid
in the body. Athletes sweat considerably and loso

from 2 to 4 pounds of fluid during each work-out'
Unless this fuid is quickly replaced by drinking water
freely, the blood in order to keep its own concentra'
tion up to normal draws fluid from the tissues. The
idea that blood is "thick' or "thin" is plain bunk'
By absorbing fluid from the tisaues the blood keeps ito

notmal concenttation. However, the tissues giving up
this fluid become "dry" and easily fatigued. Well,
that is what happens to muscles. When the latter are
"dry" they may cramp when a severe demand upon
them is made. The remedy is self-evident.

To relieve a cramp' grasp the belly of the muscle
and squeeze with considerable force. Rubbing and
kneading manipulations may bring lclief. Immersion
in hot water is a reliable remedy.

SfiFFNESS OF MUSCLES

Cause-An excessive accumulation of products of
fatigue in the blqod, due to strenuous exereise and
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inability of thc circulation to remove this morbid ma-
terial. This condition is rather common among athletcs
at the start of a training season. Do not allow the manto "lay off" on account of stifiness.

fsqahnqnt;-Object is to help the body to elim-
inate the waste and establish an equilibrium of the cir_
culation. Instruct the rnan to take a hot half bath or a
hot full bath for about twenty minutes, followed by a
short cold bath. A good massage and a vibratory trJat-
ment will prove effective. If the stiffness persists give a
steam or electric bath followed by either a cold 

"hower,or a percussion douche and a brisk rub. As a general
rule, hot water never fails to relieve this condition, but
a sh_ower is a poor source of supply of hot u.ater-use
a tub.

..STONE BRUISE"-"HEEL BR.UISE"
Cause-*Ftritting some hard object. The injury ir

very iritating, painful and bothersorne. It geierally
occurs on the sole or heel of the foot, and o"ca"io.r.lf
on the palm of the hand. It may be a bruise of the
muscle, of the bone, or both. It is a ..charley',.

ftg6tmgnt3-gake the affected part or soak it inhot water. Massage derivatively. An antiphlogistinc
bandage applied overnight wiil hasten healing. Adressing of cottonwool saturated in glycerine, or adressing of unguentine, will help softeri the congestedparts. Protect and rest the area involved by *".r,"of sponge rubber one-quarter inch thick, or a felt pad,
cutting out a hole so as to remove all pressure from thesore spot. The hole may be filled with Unguentine.
This injury should not be ignored ,irr". it is Iiable toincapaeitate the athlete for some time.

The use of sponge rubber heels or track shoes is apreventive.
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BONE BRUISE

Bone bruises are always more painful than those of
goft tissues. This is due to thc incidental perioatitis
(inflammation of the periosteum or covering of the
bone). The effused material finds considerable dif-
fieulty to distend the closely adherent periostcum and
there is consequent pressure against the neighboring
nerves. The pain is more or Iess constant, sickening
and intense. Bone bruises are very slow in healing and
are easily aggravated. Therefore, be sure to protect
such injuries-by bridging over the bruised part. The
treatment is heat, antiphlogistine applicationg or "wet
dressings".

The ereste oI the hip bones, the shins and thc up-
per part of the ulna, are most $usceptible to bruiser,
undoubtedly because they are the most expoaed or
superficial.

WOUNDS
Wouncls of all sorts are frequent in athletics. As

a general rule they are superficial, infrequently infected
and rarely serious. Still in dealing with any wound wo
rnust always bear in mind the possibility of a more o,
less serious infection. [t is the latter factor that ma],es
a wound, however small, a matter of coneern. The
trainer must bend all efiorts to keep a wound aseptic.
Naturally, he cannot prevent some germs from reach-
ing the exposed tissues but the body is well able to
cope with these few intruders. It is only aD ovcr.
whelming attack of germs of high virulence that breaLs
down the defenses of the body and becomes a source
of grave danger.

Treatment of lVounds 
- 

In general a superficiat
wound should be cleaned with alcohol and asepticized
with Tr. of Iodine or Mercurochrome.
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Foreign matter, such as dirt, cinders, etc., should
be washed out with liquid soap solution or with boric
acid solution. Imbedded particles may be extracted
with tweezers. Follow by cleansing \ rith rubbing al-
cohol and painting with Mercurochrome. Slight
haemorrhage from the wound may be ignored, since
the application of a sterile dressing and a snug band-
age will stop all bleeding.

'lVounds with considerable laceration of tissue
should be waehed thoroughly, the torn parts should be
smoothed out with a pair of sterilc tweezers, the wound
bathed with alcohol or ether and thickly coated with
Mercurochrome or lodine. Gaping wounds should be
"stitched." Use only sterile gauze as a dressing for
wounds. To prevent the formation of hard "scabs"
with poodles of pus underneath I use a thin layer of
Unguentine or Balsam of Peru, or lchtyol ointment on
the sterile gauze dressing.

Football and basketball playere are usually cov-
ered with numerous slight abrasions of the sLin, due
to the roughness of the two sports. Sponging the body
with salt solution following the shower is an effective
means of cleansing these abrasions. As an ertra pre-
caution it is advisable to dab all these abrasions with
an antiseptic. A ilab in time may save your eleven
or your nine. Boxers too, show numerous "glove
burns," which should be properly attended to.

Small Face Wounds*Wash with alcohol or ether
and paint with flexible collodion.

"Eye Cuttt-lncised wounds over the eye are mct
with quite frequently, especially among boxers. The
skin, which is quite thin over the eye, rests on a rather
sharp ridge of bone. A gliding blow slits the shin in
two. Should this occur in the course of a game or
a bout, paint the wound with Tr. Iodine, which serves
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as an antiseptic and as an astringent which stops the
bleeding. The cut edges should be approximated with
a few strips of adhesive and collodion poured over the
strapping. This is quite effective in the temporary
care of a cut over the eye. After the game or bout
remove ithis temporary dressing, wash the wound
thoroughly with alcohol. If stitching is necessary, do
so. If the cut is a comparatively small one, paint
with Mercurochrome and approximate the cut edges

with strips of adhesive which have been flamed over
to sterilize.

"Spike Wound"-Allow to bleed for a few mom-
ents in order to cleanse the wound. Remove all dirt
by washing with green soap, gasoline or alcohol. Fill
the wound with Mercurochrome or lodine. Apply an
ointment. If the wound is a deep one and permitr
a drain, insert a strip of lodoform gauze, which should
be removed the following day.

Torn ofi Skin-Common among gymnasts work-
ing on the horizontal bar, the parallels, etc. Wash
with gasoline, ether or alcohol. Paint with Tincture of
Benzoin twice daily. Protect the tender sLin with a
strip of sterile gauze and adhesive.

t'strawberries" (ttFloor Burnst')-Here the uppet
layer of the skin is scratched off by sliding or scrap.
ing against a rough wall. Wash with alcohol, paint
with Mercurochrome or Iodine, apply a dressing of
lJnguentine or Ichthyol ointment. Repeat this proced-
ure daily until the wound is healed. In case the heal-
ing progresses rather slowly discontinue the ointment
dressing and dust the wound with Aristol or Biemuth
Formic lodide.

Split Up-Bleeds profusely. Saturate a pad of
cott<rn in Adrenaline (l / 1000 solution) and place nert
to the wound. Thic combined with ptessure of thc
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lip against the lower gum will effectively stop the
bleeding. 'Stitching" may be indicated. Only ex-
perience will teach a man just when ..stitching" 

is
better than approximation with adhesive.

Cinder Scratches-Are generally due to a fall on a
cinder track. Thoroughly wash the wound with soap
and warm water or clean out the cinders. Wash with
alcohol. Apply a dressing of cottonwool saturated in
glycerine or an Unguentine dressing, to Ioosen the
embedded cinders. The next day wash again with
alcohol and paint with iodine.

CONTUSED WOUNES

Contusions are plentiful in athletics. There is a
history of a btrow, Iocalized swelling, "black and bluc"
discoloration, numbness, stifiness, more or less pain
and tenderness. Make sure there is nothing more
serious than a bruise. Apply heat in any form you
prefer-yqur airn is to increase the local circulation
in order to carry away the efiused blood and recon-
struct the destroyed tissue. An antiphlogistine appli-
cation or an electric pad hastens the healing process.
Many physicians prefer the use of "wet dressings" but
these are inferior to heat in the treatment of bruises.
After 24 hours massage to break up the coagulated
blood and continue heat applications until th1 part
regains its normal condition.

In some cases of contused wounds there may be
considerable subcutaneous bleeding, because a rather
Iarge blood vcssel is ruptured. The pool of blood thut
formed is called a HAEMATOMA. Since it doesn't
fit in with the bodily mechanism, the body treats it ae
a foreign substance by walling it off wirh a capsule.
Thc blood coagulates and if palpable from thc outside
feels til(e a solid tumor. in time the body breaks up
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this coagulum and absorbs it into the lymph channell,
Infrequently these haematomas become infected and

form abscesses. A short time ago I had an overgro\rn
wrestler come to me with an extensive bruise of the
right upper arm, which was infamed, throbbing and
very painful. The man had chills, fever and a head-
ache. The axillary glands were swollen and very
tender. There was a fluctuating area over the bicepc

and on lancing it I obtained over a pint of thick puc

and blood.
HAEMORRHAGE

Slight bleeding can be controlled by painting with
Tr. of Iodine and the application of a enug dresring.
Severe haemorrhage calls for specific measures. If
the haemorrhage is a11s1ial-1he blood bright red in
color and escaping in spurts-3pply a tourniquet above
the site of the wound and either send for a physician
or call an ambulance and rush the man to a hospital.
A tourniquet should be loosened every ten or fifteen
minutes to prevent death of tissue (gangrene). You
rnay try to tie a thick pad of sterile gauze over the
wound. If this fails to stop the bleeding the cut endl
of the artery will have to be caught with haemostats
(special forceps for clamping a blood vessel) and
Iigated (tied with a ligature). This, of course, i$ in
the domain of your medical adviser.

lf the bleeding is v6n6us-1he blood being darL
red in color and flowing in a steady stream-apply
pressure below the wound. Moderate bleeding of a
wound is beneficial in that it serves to cleanse the
nooks of the wound more thoroughly than you carL

BLACK E,YE-ECCHYMCISIS

A flying fist finds a nesting place in your cye, a
few small blood vessels nrpture and pour their con.'
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tents into the surrounding spaces. The bleeding soon
stops but the effused blood begins to decomposc,
changing from a bright red to the gaudy black and
blue tints of an old fashioned "shiner."

Treatment-If you are about just as the incident
occurs, apply a chunk of ice or a dressing wrung out
of ice cold water to the eye, using considerable pres-
aure-your first aim is to stop further bleeding and
cold and pressure are excellent for the purpose. Ten
to fifteen minutes after the injury the bleeding has
stopped of itself. Now your aim is to try to get
rid of the effused blood before it begins to decompose.
Apply heat, in the form of hot fomentations or an
Infra-red baking. Six hours after the injury you can
start circular massage and vibratory treatment in alter-
nation with the heat applications.

Dr. Allen recomrnends the application of a dress-
ing saturated in English marigold (calendula). The
heat and massage treatment will bring quicker results
but if you haven't time to bother with a mere black
eye try Dr. AIIen's suggestion.

It is well to keep in mind that a blow on the eye
may be far more serious than the mere unwelcome dis-
coloration. Not infrequently the tetina is partly de-
tached by a blow. If the patient complains of dif-
ficulty with his eyesight, which cannot be accounted
for by the extent of external involvement be sure to
consult a physician specializing in disorders of the eye.

EPISTAXIS OR. NOSEBLEED
Nose bleed may be caused by a blow or violent

Bneezing, which ruptures some of the small blood ves-
sels on thc septum. Treatment-compress the nostrils
for a minute or two; if ineffective place a cotton plug
aaturated in Adrenaline solution into the nostril. If
you have no Adrenaline the cotton plug alone will do.
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INTERNAL HAEMORRHAGE

rB5

Here is a dangerous condition, which if not quickly

recognized may result in a fatality' Fortunately' in-

t"rn"l h."morrhages of an extensive nature are almost

trnhnown in athletics. lt is generally due to extreme

violence resulting in a rupture of a good sized artery

or vein. The diagnosis depends on the following
symptoms: progressively increasing pallor and bltre-

,r."* ("y.rrosis) of the skin; clammy skin; air hunger

o, g.rpirrg for breath; considerable shock; rapid weak

p,rl".; subnormal ternperature; falling blood pressure;

th" .bdo*en may become tense and tender (if it ir
the abdomen that is involved). Elevate the lower

part of the body and lower the trunk to assure a supply

tf blood to the brain. Place ice or cold applications

to the apparent site of the injury' Rush patient to a
hospital. Be prepared for an operation and a blood

transfusion.
ULCERS

Ulcers are poorly healing wounds' When a wound

does not respond to the usual measures it is well to do

a little qtizzing to find out whether the pqtient hae

*o*" uort of a chronic disease, which is lowering his

vitality. Turpentine is claimed to be an effective stimu-

lant for these poorly healing wounds' Try it' I have

always believed in plenty of sunshine for these ulcers

and have been instrtlcting my patients to uncover the

wound and let the sun burn down on it' The Ultra-

Violet Rays ("canned sunshine") are excellent for
the purpose. Avoid over'treatment and also avoid

.orrtirrr.ror* use of ointments which keep the ulcer soft

and rnacerated.
FINGER CRACKS

Chapping of the hands may be followed by very

"rrrroyit 
g-.r^"ks of the skin. Glycerine applications
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are most effective here. The wearing of a rubber capon the afiected finger will aid in soitening the driedout skin.

CAULIF'LOWER EAR,
In the course of a bruise of the ea!, a blood versetmay rupture and pour its contents in the space b"t*."n'the two layers of slin of the auriclc fii" "*t.roal partof the ear). If left untreated the blood coagulates andmay become "organized," that is changed into connec-tive tissue, Thc latter hardens into ..gristle., (;-tilage) and even bone so that an old caul;flo*., *"Vfeel quite hard. proper tr".t.rr"rrt 

"t ih, tirrr" of thcinjury can prevcnt all this. A" ,oo, as the injuryoccurs use ice or ice water applications ,nith pr""r,..-ein order to stop further bl.eiins. About 
"" fr"unafter that, begin applying hot fomlntationr or the In_fra-red lamp. Next massage the ear using firm, steadyatroking movements,-aiming to pruw ih. cffused con.tents out of the auricle towards thu 

"".1p. If thc hcatapplications and the massage fail to reduce the awell-ing,..consult a surgeon, who *itt proUoUy nrahc aemall incision in order to allow ifri-.f"r"a contents
to_ escape or be expressed by scraping. W;.tio"-""JDorers, who are most susceptible to this injurn willdo well to wear some sort of a protection fo, the earr*at least during practice. A .i*pi.-;;;i""tir" bandageie rflade as foilows-pr."u 

"orri. .Iiroi*"ot back ofeach ear, apply a circular Uu"dug" 
"rourrd thu headand ears with roller gauze or muslin bandages and fixthe whole with one turn of 

"ah"uir"-t"p".
VARICOSE VEINS

Varicose vcins are caused by the failure of thovalves of the veins to support the corumn of brood.The watls of the .,"ir,, b."o*" dii;;;;;i 
"orrr"q,r"r,t-
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ly weaLened. At times the distention is extrcrne
cnough to rupture the vein and cause a haemorrhage,

flssfmsnf*In young people massage and cold
lraths should re-invigorate the involved veins. The
ACE or similar bandages are used for elastic aupportr
of the weakened columns.

T}TGR.OWN NATL

Tqe nails should be trimmed by cutting *traight
across, cir if anything, hollowing rhe rniddle slightly
so that the edges protrude.

Treatment of a mild case:-Soak the toe in hot
water for half an hour. With a pair of forcepa lift tho
buried edge of the nail and force a small wad of cotton-
wool saturated with Tr. Iodine under the nail. Repeat
this treatment, changing the cotton 

"very few dayr
until the troublesome edge growr long enough. At
times it is possible to apply a narro\^' atrip of adhedve
so a! to pull the soft tissues away from the buried edge
of the nail.

Treatment of an advanced s6sg3-This is usually
characterized by inflarnmation and excruciating pain
in the alfected toe due to the fact that the nail is buried
pretty deeply in the soft tissues. The conservative
treatment outlincd above may fail. It is then advisable
to cxcise half of the nail. The question arises as to
what kind of an anaesthetic to use. Injecting all around
the base of the toe with Novocaine (Z%) is the com-
mon method used by surgeons. Trainers probably will
be unable to obtain the Novocaine, which is a narcotic.
and again, may not be trained in the technique of in-
jeeting the anaesthetic. Unquestionably no man should
fool with injections who has not had instruction in
proper technique.
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Ethyl chloride is favored by trainers, but I question
its effectiveness on a nail. To get around this, some
trainers repeatedly paint the ingrown nail with Silver
Nitrate solution (20%). The latter destroys tissue
and, if applied long enough, will "eat up.' the nail.
When the disintegration of the nail reaches a point
where the underlying matrix (bed) of the nail is ex-
posed, ethyl chloride becomes a useful local anaesthetic
and the ingrown part of the nail can be clipped oI[
with a sharp pointed pair of small scissors. It may be
necessary to pull the nail off with a pair of forceps.
AII instruments used in this operation should be steiil-
ized by boiling in water tor 20 minutes. The toe
should be painted with lodine before the scissors are
used. After the removal of the nail, treat the resultant
wound as an infected one. Asepticize carefully with
Iodine or Mercurochrome and apply a dressing of
Unguentine to reduce the irritatio, .rrd inflammaiion.
Dress daily until healed.

If your experience is limited it is best that you refer
operative cases to your medical adviser.

SOFT CORNS

Friction, uncleanliness, excessive perspiration or
failure to dry thoroughly after a "ho*", freqirently
cause maceration of the skin between the toes and this
condition is known as "soft-corns.,.

Treatment:-The first aim is to remove the cause.
Keep the parts thoroughly dry. paint the whitish skin
with Silver Nitrate to disintegrate the tissue. The corn
will dry, become hard, scaly and blackened. Remove
as much of the blackened cuticle as is possible with a
dull Lnife. Keep the toes apart with a small wad of
cotton to prevent further friction.
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coRN (HARD)

Pressure is the only cause of hard corns.
flsatrnsnts-ftemove the cause. For about four

or 6ve successive days paint the corn with Salicylic
acid 20 /o in collodion and apply a corn plaster to
protect from further pressure. The Salicylic acid mac.
erates and softens the corn. On the sixth day soak
the foot in hdt water for about 20 minutes, paint the
aurrounding skin with Iodine and scrape ofi the corn
with a sharp sterilized scalpel. If the corn is very
bothersome and you do not care to delay its removal,
soaL the foot in hot water, paint with Iodine and
remove the corn with a scalpel. Cover with a sterile
dressing to avoid infections.

CALLUSES

Pressure is the only cause of calluses.
Treatrnent:-Soak the foot in hot water for 30

minutes, or still better, in hot washing soda solution.
Dry. Paint with Tr. Iodine to asepticize. Shave the
thicLened cuticle with a sharp scalpel, if you are handy
and careful with surgical instruments, and remember
to sterilize them. If a beginner, better scrape with a
dull knife. Wash with alcohol. Paint with lodine.
Protect the part from further pressure with a bunion
plaster. The application of collodion and Salicylic
acid (20 %) tor four or 6ve successive nights, helps
to disintegrate the callus which can then be easily
peeled off.

BUNIONS

Due to ill-fitting shoes the bursae lying between
the base of the big toe and the head of the metatarsal
which articulates with it, becomes inflamed, swollen
and painful.
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fy661s1sp13-First remove the cause. Get a sen-
sible pair of shoes that give the toes a chance to
spread out. Place a felt pad between the big toe and
its neighbor so that the former is compelled to
straighten out. If the joint is infamed and painful
apply wet dressings or Ichthyol ointment until the red-
ness subsides. At times the bursae may become in-
fected and then an incision becomes necessary. Ad-
vanced cases of "bunions" will respond to conserva-
tive treatment very poorly and an operation may be
indicated. The operation is a rather simple one, but
disables a patient for at least six weeks.

SWEATY FEET

Wash thoroughly every night with soap and water.
Finish with cold water. Paint with tincture of benzoin.
Keep the feet thoroughly dry. Washing the feet in a
two per cent solution of formalin is frequently recom-
mended by physician$ as an effective remedy for this
complaint.

WEAK OR FLAT FEET

Weakening or actual breaking down of the axches
of the feet is not infrequent in athletics. Injuries of
the foot, especially severe sprains, predispose to this
condition. When the arches are down "flat", diagnosis
is comparatively easy. But this type of "flat-foot" is
raretry bothersome unless it is in the acute stage. As a
rule the athlete will give a history of chronic flat-foot
with practically no symptoms.

The troublesome cases are the "weak" feet. Here
the arches have not come down but the ligaments are
not standing the strain well and are beginning to"give". The strain on the ligaments, the changes in
the normal relations of the bones, serve to create
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symptoms of pain, tenderness, burning of toes, press-
ure on the heel or over the heads of the metatarsals
(at the base of the toes), pulling of the Tendon of
Achilles, cramping of the "calf" muscles and even
pain in the hips. On examination we may find very
little. Thus the arches appear normal. We notice
tenderness at the heads of the metatarsals and at the
base of the os calcis. The heel may be painful. Thc
Tendon of Achilles may feel rather taut.

This type may be considered as an acute "wealr"
foot and treated as follows:-Strap with adhesive to
relieve the Iigaments of some of the strain on them.
Use the Gibney method but favor the inside of the
joint (when starting the strapping have the foot in an
inverted position). Bear in mind that you are trying
to pull up the central (long plantar) arch and throw
the weight to the outer side of the foot. A pad of felt,
about 3/g of an inch in thickness cut in a semi-cirele
so as to fit the long arch is often of great relief in these
cases by further relieving the strain on the ligamente.
Mechanical supports (steel braces) are out of favor
with orthopedic surgeons in the treatment of acute
"flat-foot". We rely mainly on strapping and some
support similar to the felt one described above and a
progressive reconstructive program. Thus, as soon aa
the acute symptoms subside, the patient is instructed to
bathe his feet in hot and cold water in alternation for
about an hour. Then the feet are given a thorough
massage and resistive exercises. Finally the patient
is instructed to practice at every opportunity the fol-
Iowing corrective s.s1sissg3-

Stand with feet apart, toes tr.lrned in. Rise on tooc
a number of times. From the same position raile the
arches of the feet while keeping thc toes and the heels
down on the ground. Repeat a number of timeg.
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Wallc on the outer borders of the feet. Walk on thc
heels. Walk on tip toes. Vigorously sepprate the toes.

At 6rst do these movements only a few at a time.
Gradually increase the duration. In walking, try hard
to point your toes straight ahead and not East and West
a Ia Chaplin. During the war I used these exercises in
restoring normality to the arches of hundreds of en-
Iisted men.

METATARSAL PAIN

The transverse ligaments which bind the heads of
the metatarsal bones may be strained as a result of
a wrench, the wearing of poorly fitting shoes, or as a
step in the breaking down of the arch of the foot.
The patient will complain of pain, especially on walk-
ing, at the base of the middle toes and at times Iarge
painful calluses may form over the site of the trouble.
On palpating the area you will find considerable ten-
derness and a prominence of the heads of the middle
metatarsals.

Treatment:-Assure a sensible wide shoe which
will not cramp the toes. Soaking the foot in hot water
will relieve the pain. Cut a felt pad, 3/e of an inch in
thickness, made to fit over the site of the trouble.
This pad will support the transverse arch and will tend
to relieve the pain. If you find this pad aggravates
the pain change its position or shape until you take the
weight and pressure off the painful area.

BOILS-FUR,UNCLES
(suse-[s a rule infection by staphylococci, which

take root because the Iocal resistance is lowered by
persistent friction or an injury or because the general
resistance of the body is below par due to lack of
vitality (run-down condition). The appearance of a
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boil is familiar to all. It should be differentiated from
a carbuncle, which covers a larger area, is flat, and
as a rule has a number of "heads." The treatment
of carbuncles should be referred to a physician.

Treatment of a tsoi!-Some surgeons recornmend
lancing as soon as a boii is detectecl. Others say "wait
until it ripens." The trainer had better follow the lat-
ter course because it is the safest. Permitting a boil to
"ripen" gives the body a chance to encapsulate the
inflamed area so that when the incision is made the
probability of spreading the infection is lessened.

To hasten the "ripening" of a boil apply si1hs1-
l. Hotantiphlogistine.
2. Cottonwool soaked in hot glycerine.

3. A dressing of Ichthyol ointment QA%),
Treatment of a "ripe" boil-Wash the surrounding

skin with grain alcohol and paint with iodine. This
will prevent infection from the escaping cocci when the
boil is lanced. Use Ethyl Chloride as a local anaesthetic.
It comes in specially constructed glass tubes with at-
tached sprayers. Drive a stream of Ethyl Chloride on
the area of the boil until it becomes snowy white in
color. Holding the scalpel with the cutting edge up-
ward, stick the sharp edge about three-eighths of an
inch deep into the skin and cut upward. The open-
ing may be widened by inserting a haemostat and then
spreading the blades in various directions. Some
surgeons use two incisions, which cross each other at
right angles. When the resultant flaps are drawn back
there is a wide opening permitting free drainage. As
the pusy contents escape catch them in cotton wads
and be careful what you do with these infected wads.
Don't squeeze the boil. Rough squeezing will break
the protective capsule and permit the spread of tLe
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infection. Gently but 6rmly press down on the sides
of the boil strerching the skin away from the incision.
This flattens the cavity and expresses the contents.
If the "core" remains, grasp it with a pair of sterile
tweezer$ and gently try to draw it out. If you
can't do that without jerking-leave it alone, it will
come away of itself on the morrow. Next swab the
cavity with a piece of cottonwool (on a toothpick
or wood applicator) saturated with Tr. of lodine or
Mercurochrome. Again wash the surrounding skin
with alcohol and paint with iodine. place a drain of
Iodoform gauze into the cavity of the boil and apply
ample dressings. Some prefer not to use drains Lu1
simply apply a dressing of Ichthyol ointment, which
serves to "draw" out the remaining contents of theboil. A boil cavity should not be permitt.d to close
too, quickly-it may heal on the outside whilst there
still remains plenty of infectious matter in the cavity.
That is why a drain or an Ichthyol dressing is essential

-si1hs; 
prevents the closing up of the wound until the

cavity fills up wirh normal tissue. And also that is
why I warn against the use of Iodine powders i" *.
treatment of boils.

Dress the wound daily by painting with Iodinc and
applying clean dressings until the iound is healed.
And, finally, protect yourself and your boys by being
extremely careful in the treatment of boils.

A boil may subside without coming to a ..head,,.
The area remains swollen and red. Thi. i. hnown ari-'blind boil." -'.

There are a lot of foolish suggestions ae to how to
abort or Lill boils but none of them are of any worth.
There is no way of Lilling a boil. Even if there was,
ouch a procedure would be contra-ihdicated, sinee cer-
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tainly no good could result, if the infection were driven
from its localized point, all over the body.

ACUTE ABSCESS

An abscess is an encapsulated circumscribed col-
lection of pus. It is caused by septic germs' such ag

the staphyloccocus or the streptococcus. The abscess

tends to extend in the direction of least resistance. If it
is superficial, it 6nds the skin comparatively easy to
penetrate and burrows through it until it can be seen

on the surface as a flaming red area, which feels hot,
fluctuating and is very tender. If left untreated the
pus continues the thinning of the skin finally rupturing
through and pouring its contents into the great wide
World. The surgeon tries to anticipate this spontane-

ous rupture by making an incision similar to the one

recommended for boils. In general, the treatment of
an acute abscess is exactly the same as that of a boil
but it must be referred to the medical adviser. These

abscesses may occur in any part of thc body. One of
the most disabling is an iscio-rectal abscess, which in-
volves the iscio-rectal fossae flanking each side of the
anal oPening' 

.ELLULITI'
Cellulitis is an inflamrnation of the subcutaneous

tissues. There is usually a history of some sort of an

infection or trauma. The lymph channels arc elogged

by the products of the infection or the trauma and the
lymph pours out into the surrounding tissues. What
the trainer sees is a more or less extensive brawny
swelling of the tissues and a redness of the skin, which
is quite rvarm to the touch. 'Whenever you see a rather
flat swelling which is bright red in color and only
moderately painful-----call it a cellulitis. The exuded
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Iymph may become infected (by extension from the
wound, which was the cause of the cellulitis) andwe then observe sig,ns of softening (..fltrctuation,,),
there is more pain, which may be throbb;og lr, "h.r."-ter and the patient may have chills and fever.

Treatment of an Uninfected Celtrulitis_Apply wet
dressings, preferably warm. Epsom u.lt. ,oi rtior, o,the A. W. G. rnixture (see under Supplies) will doexcellently. These aid in softening the efiusion and
etimulate its re-absorption.

Treatrnent of an Infected Cellutritis__Must be re_
ferred to the medical adviser, who will probably waitfor "fluctuation" and then incise and drain.

LYMPHANGITIS AND LVMFHADENITIS

_ One of your boys has an infected finger, which isbeing treated. One brigFrt morning he 
"all" your at_tention to pretty red streaks, whi"h can be ,..r, ,orr-ning up the arm. In the axillae you feel one or moresemi-hard masses, which are qu;t" tender to thetouch. The "red streaks', are infiammations of theIymph vessels and the masses in the axilla are inflamedIymph nodes. The lymph vessels dr.i;i;s the infected

finger have become infected th"*..l.r..lthat is calledlymphangitis. T[re infection has .l.o hit the lymphglands-and we have lymphadenitis.
Treatrnent-To begin with an infection causing

lyrnphadenitis and lymphangitis, shoulJ be r.f.rr.d toyour medical adviser. He will proceed to remove thecause-namely the original infection in the finger. Anincision may be indicated in order to rllo* the infectedmatter to drain out rather than into the lymph chan_nels. He will probably apply wet dr"""irrgs to cover thewhole length of the inflamed ly*fl, ir."rul.. The
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swollen gland in the axillae may at times suppurate

(form ai .brc"u") and have to be incised' In all

infections it is important to pay attention to the gen-

eral hygiene-the bowels must be kept open' the

patieni uhould eat wholesome, easily digestible food'
pr.f.r"tly liquid; he should get plenty of aleep and

rest the affected limb.

SWOI.LEN GLANDS

Lyrnphatic glands or nodes serve as sieves for tho

waste *"tt", of the human body. Not infrequently

they are overwhelmed by an exce$s of waste' toxinr

o, g.r*, and become inflarned, tender, painful and

,*oil.rr. When one of your boys has tonsilitis you will
Iind swollen glands under the jaw. An infection on

the arm may cause swollen nodes in the corresponding

axillae. If you find enlarged glands at the junction of

the thigh and the abdomen' look for a suppurating

wound along the leg. Removing the cause usually re'
sults in restoring the glands to normal. Applying hot

fomentations rnay relieve the congestion in the gland

or if ehe latter is infected the heat may serve to "draw"
out the infection, acting as a poultice. If the gland

suppurates an incision is indicated,

IRRITATION OF SKIN DUE TO TAPING

Men vary in their susceptibility to ZO adhesive

tape. However, if adhesive is left on for a prolonged

period there is a chemical reaction between the per-

spiration and the adhesive, producing an irritation
which may be followed bY a rash.

Jvs61msn1-ftemove the tape. Wash with Benzine

or with Ether. Dab with alcohol and rub in Unguen-

tine. Cover with sterile gauze. Repeat the procedure

daily until the skin is back to normal.

197
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An irritation of a similar character is sometimerproduced as a result ,of massagi.r"-*irfro.,, a lubri-cant or with too much force. Th; hlirr.ru pulled, thehair follicles become irritated and inflamed andpimples appear. The treatm"rrt 
"or*i*t" in aseptisiz-ing with alcohol and rubbing *iti U;suentine. Thepart affected should not be *.*rug"d until the inflam-mation disappears entirely.

ELISTER,S

Cause-Frietion. The blisters may be filled withblood or serum.
flsstmsnt-puncture with sterilized needle. press

out the contents. ?aint with tincture of benzoin toharden the skin. 
.protect wi.h;;;;;and rape fromfurther friction. !o not ""t "Lirr';;;;_sive the ten-der skin underneath_ a chance ,; h;;;. If, however,th-e matter squeezed out is il ;;;; bristered skinoff and trear as any other i"i"";.;;;;;d_wash withalcohol, paint with iodine 

""J *oji-a sterile gauzedressing. Infected-blisters 
"r" .;;;;n among ath_letes. Feet which have a ,.;;;;';; blister shouldbe toughened by painting with b.r,Jrr. Evacuatedblisters should be protected from further friction, byplacing strips of adhesive 

""".;h;_:""
FOREIGN BODY IN EYE

.. - Instruct the patient to lie down. Grasp the upper
lid U, the eyelashes and pull it ,,r**1, downvsard.Draw the lid slightly fo.*."d 

""; J;;;;ard and theninvert over a match Iaid in the hollow 
"iifr. fia. AfterIocating the foreign object ,.*"""'i,-*ith a swab ofcottonwool on the en-d of a toothpick. Do ,ot 

"*pu"tto find a mountain; the source 
"f irrii"ri"r, ie generally
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even smaller than a mole. Be careful not to irritatc
the sclera of the eye, which is very sensitive and earily
inflamed.

HARDENING THE SKIN

The best method we have used to harden the skin
is to soak the feet in cold salt water, dry thoroughly
arrd then paint them with tincture of benzoin.

The following astringents are all effective in hard-
ening tender skin:

Tannic asid-hllsspoonful to a quart of water.
Clycerite of Tannin.
Alum-a teaspoonful to a pint of water.
Formaldehyde-l /o solution.

KNOCKOUT BLOW

Any blow that prevents a man from continuing a
boxing match is a "knockout" from the legal view-
point. To the trainer a "knockout" blow is one that
rocks the Terrible Mauler into sound sleep or un-
consciousness. A well conditioned boxer is more or
less hardened to punishment. Still we have a number
of spots in our body which are peculiarly susceptiblc
to blows. A "knockout" blow depends morc on land-
ing "just right" rather than on the power behind thc
punch. Firpo and Dempsey, in their famous battle,
knocked each other down with almost every blow that
landed but it took just one blow, connecting with the
famous "button" to stretch out the Bull of the Pampac.
Yes, it is the landing "just right" that brings the
shower of stars, the warbling birdies and the gloriour
feeling of "niemand zu hause". Because of pcculiari-
ties in physiques and especially in the bony rtructures
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of our body, the individual susceptibility of boxers topunishment varies greatly. So*" hulr" ..glase,, jawr
while others have ..cast iron,' ones.

The effects of a knockout are almost alwayatransient. The fatalities which occur occasionally canbe traced to such contributing ..."."- as striking thchead in landing and fracturi"g tfr" 
"f."ll, etc. Aga;a severe blow just under the heart of a man who un-knowingly has had heart disea; ;; end fatally.I have discussed above the ..solJr 

ol"*,r",, Lnock_out. The one to the chin (..Butt.rr,, ji"'far more com-mon in occurrence. In the book on Boxing (Scribner,ej
which I have wrimen jointly with pHl.. Jack O:Brien,I discussed at length thu r.ri",r"-t"".il", blows, theirpathology and treatment.

fymtmsnt-When a knockout occurs, it would bebest (therapeutically) to leave ,i" ;; stretched outon the canvas while the restorative treatment is ap-plied. The unconsciousness is due chiefly to the anemia(lack of blood) of the brain. if,-""'r'" usually done,
ll: a""": is etood up or dragged to ;;air the anemiars Dound to increase and the unconsciousness to per-sist. On the other h-and if you 

"tto* tt. man to Iiestretched out for a, few minutee *ili"=rorl paas thesmelling salts near his nose, *ip" il;l.ce with coldwater and pump his arms to aid the respiration, thcchances are that he will ,""."", oU"ifr. If in fallinghe banged his skull, watch fri* 
"*Jf"lly for eignsof a concussion or even of a fracture 

"i-if," "t rrtt.
..WIND KNOCKED OUT"..SOI.AR PLEXUS BLOW"

The powerful muscles of the abdominal wall serveas excellent protectors of the 
""d.rlyi;;;lscera. 

,When
a man sees a brow coming his rectus lbdominis tense
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and no harm is done. Every now and then however,
a ramming fist, knee or head will catch the muscles un-
prepared and jam them against the underlying viscera.
Just below the level of the ribs and back of the
stomach, hanging on to the spinal column Iike a bunch
of witrd lveeds, there lies the "solar plexus," a networL,
of nerves, which include branches of the eympathetic
system and those of the vagus. The latter is one of
the rnost important nerves in the body, having more or
Iess to do with the function of the heart, the lungs, the
stomach, the intestines. A powerful blow, getting by
the abdominal muscles, carries through the soft tissues
contusing the nerves cornprising the plexus. Almost
instantaneously the recipient of the blow feels faint,
dizzy, weak, unable to breathe. He is conscious but
cannot utter a word. The abdomen is agonizingly
painful. All the strength seetrrrs to have oozed out of
the body and the athlete collapses on the ground, with
knees drawn up, pawing at his "tummy", moaning.
This is the famous "solar plexus" knockout. The elfect
varies with the extent and severity of the trauma to
the plexus.

A momentary interference with the respiration may
occur as a result of a sudden severe blow to the left
short ribs or just under the heart. A blow to either
place will knock the "wind" out of a man but only for
a short period of time.

It is well to bear in mind that blows delivered to
the "solar plexus" region ("the mark"), the short
ribs or under the heart, may not lay a man out, but
slowly sap his strength.

Treatment 
- 

When the iniury occurs during
scrimmage or a contest, allow the patient to rest on
his back, aid respiration by fexing and extending the
arms and the legs. Raising the arms forward over-
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head and bringing them back to position is another
effective method of pumping air into the partially
paralyzed Iungs. Don't allow any crowding about the
patient, give him air and plenty of it. Wiping the
face and the back of the neck with cold water will
help to restore the athlete. If recovery is slow be on
the alert for an internal injury. If the patient does
not recover promptly and shows increasing weakness,
pallor or complains of pain, send for your medical ad-
viser. Meanwhile keep the patient warm with plenty
of blankets. An ice bag to the site of the in1'ury will
help. Rubbing the part is undoubtedly efficacious in
bringing relief but when you do it, you are sort of shut-
ting your eyes on the possibility of it being a more seri-
ous injury, which may be harmed by the rubbing. Sec-
onds in the boxing ring use smelling salts to help
bring their men around,

CONTUSION OF SCR.OTUM
(Foul BIow)

Because of an extensive network of finc nervca
the scrotum (especially the testcs) is very susceptible
to trauma. A blow produces a sickening, ainLing cen-
sation, which may range into agonizing pain,

flsatmsnt-ftest on baclc, knees drawn up. Raig-
ing the lower limbs by grasping the thighs and lifting
the lower body upward tends to lessen the congestion
of blood in the scrotum (which always follows a blow)
relieving the athlete. If the pain is severc, support the
genitals on a towel bridged across the thighs and apptry
an ice bag or towetrs wrung out of cold watel. If symp-
toms persist, or the scrotal bag continues swelling, con-
rult a physician. Aluminum jocks are ueefu! in pro-
tecting the scrotal bag.
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CONTUSION AND CONCUSSION OF THE BRAIN

Cause-Getting hit on the head' Common in foot-

ball. Only a physician can determine the exact

extent of the injury. Send for one if the case lookc

serious. Lay the patient on his back, the head slightly

elevated. Remove all constrictions' Cover well with
blankets but keep the patient in a cool room' Wash

his face with cold water and place a towel wrung out

in cold water on his forehead. Ask a few test quea'

tions to deternoine the eondition of the iniured one'

If his answera are rational, he may be expected to

improve quickly. However, don't converse much with
him; complete mental and physical relaxation is what

he needs. lf vomiting occurs' turn him facc down-

ward so as to prevent choking' Temporary uncon-

sciousness may occur. Wipe his face with a cold

towel and give him salts to smell' Headache may last

for a few days. lt would be advisable for the man

to refrain from study for a day or two following such

an injury. As a rule always send for a physician when

such injuries occur. If there is bleeding from the nose

or ears, suspect a fracture of the 5[sll-1q3[ 1[6

patient to a hosPital.

SHOCK
Shock is a condition of more or less severe col'

lapse due to mental and physical exhaustion brought
on by a severe injury. Gameness and "bluff," which
are characteristic of a vigorous athlete, to a large de-

gree, prevent shock. Very rarely severe internal in-
juries involving some one of the vital organs may result
in the collapse of an athlete. The symptoms of ehock

vary with the intensity: there is more or lcss pallor;
the skin is clammy; the respiration is shallow, the pulrc
rapid and weak; the patient displayes but little intcrcrt
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in the men fussing about him; and he may be partially
unconscious.

, Treatmurll-Quiet, rest, comfort, warmth. Cover\im well and place hot water bottles at the feet and
at sides of the patient, taking care not to burn him.
Hot coffee or hot tea should be given as a stimulant.
No alcohol. Send for a physician.

FATNTING

_Treatment of patient about 16 fainl_!6y him prone
on his back, wash his face with cold water and give him
salts to smell. Still another way is to drop the h.ad
between the knees while sitting in a chair. Treatment
of patient who has fainted-place the patient on his
back, the head low, sprinkle cold water over the face
and the chest. Loosen the clothes. SIap the chestover the region of the heart. Give him ..salts,, to
smell.

NAUSEA
May be due to fermenting food, extrerne physical

exertion or nervousness. Treatment_one teaspoonfu!,
of aromatic spirits of ammonia and peppermint (pre-
pared mixture) in a wine-glassful of ;";. Wash facein cold water. Have the patient lie down and place
a cold towel on his forehead. Instruct him to breathe
deeply.

VOMITXNG

Cause--In athletes, the presence of indigestiblefood in the stomach,- aggrava.ted by extreme physical
exertion. This trouble is not unusu.l .*orrg trackmenor swimmers.

- Treatmenl3-[ngsurage at first, for getting rid ofthe irritatins matter is bound t" pr;;t;neficial. To
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stop vomiting, have patient suck small lumps of ice or

arirrlo t "f . elar"f.rl of cold \ /ater' If persistent' aPply

hot fomentations to the abdomen' A few drops of Oil

"f P.oo."*irrt or half a teaspoonful of Aromatic Spirits

"f A*monia in wineglassful of water will "steady"

the stomach.

STITCFI IN SIDE

Cause-Generally a collection of gases' productc

of fermentation of food, usually due to exercising too

soon after eating. An athlete should not leave com'

petition beeause of it. Breathing deeply and rubbing

ihe afiected part will give quick relief' In persistent

eases apply hot fomentations' Circular rubbing and

stroking of parts have proved efiective'

"stitch in the Side", due to gases' must be differen-

tiated from a rather painful affliction of the short ribs'

especially of the left side, which completely disables

,n athlet.. Dr. Allen clairns that this injury is due

to a luxated rib at its iunction with the cartilage neal

the breast bone (sternum). The luxation causes pres-

sure on the nerves and apparently produces a mild
form of intercostal (between ribs) neuralgia' The

treatment consists in osteopathic manipulations tend-

ing to straighten the luxated rib. The movements

.ru l"rg.ly those of stretching the corresponding arm

and rib" .p*trd, outward and slightly backward' If
you want to tackle this yourself try a variety of stretch'
ing movements, remembering that bsteopathic ad-
justments are not jerks but steady, stretching move-

rnents. If you fail, call an osteopath'

TEETH
We are living in an age where bad teeth are

thought to be the cause of most human ailments' Thir
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is probably stretching a fact but Iet us have good teeth
anyhow.

A toothache can be temporarily relieved with a
good counter irritant. Oil of Cloves is popular. Tr.
of lodine will do in a pinch. Whiskey (on the tooth
and gum) helps some. A tablet of Acetanilid (5 gr.)
may be placed next to the aching tooth and allowed to
dissolve (Allen).

..GYM.ITCH''

Two types must be difierentiatcd:-
l. A Dermatitis (skin inflammation) due to fric-

tion of closely opposed skin surfaces (arm-pit, thigh
and scrotum, etc. ), failure to dry the parts thoroughly,
or excessive sweating. This type of "gym-itch" Iookr
Iike a diffused red rash streaming out into thc surround-
ing tissue without regard to form.

2. Tinea Cruris-is a species of ringworm which
burrows into the skin forming a series of reddish, ccaly,
spreading patches which tend to fade centrally and
spread peripherally. This form of "gym-itch" is in-
fectious and contagious. An attack, unless treated
with vigor has a tendency to persist for weeks or even
months. When a case occurs, protect the squad by
keeping the victim's equipment separated. Err.".rr.gt
frequent and thorough laundering of jocks. d-

Treatment of the First Type (Simple Dermatitis)

-D.y 
the skin thoroughly. Rub in some (Jnguentine.

Place a wad of cotton between the opposing skin sur-
faces in order to prevent further friction. Zinc etear-
ate is an excellent remedy for a simple dermatitis.

Treatment of Tinea Qruriss-\Vash with alcohol.
Massage in Ammoniated Mercury ointment or an oint-
ment containing Salicylic acid 5Vo and Benzoic acid
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l5%. The latter formula v/as recommended to me

by 
'Archie Hahn of Princeton and I 6nd that it ia

*orkirrg good. Placed on the skin it "burns" sevcrcly

for about 15 minutes. You feel likc doing something

to get rid of it. Howevcr, you manage to stick it out

.rri.r. rewarded by the results which follow the first

or second apPlication.

Some trainers use 20/o Salicylic acid in Collodion

(same formula as for corns and calluses)' Thig' too'

is efiective, since it disintegrates a thick layer of sLin

which includes the fungua growth' However' it ia

quite an heroic measure and I prefer the ointment'

In a pinch, washing with alcohol and painting

thickly *rith Tr. Iodine is guite an effectivc remedy'

Ointments applied to the skin should be washed ofr

daily with liq"iJ soap and alcohol and rc-applied'

T1r" b".. of an ointment is a fat which is apt to be'

comc rancid if left on for any length of time and'

since rancid fats are irritating to the skin' one is invit-

ing trouble in not changing ointmcnt dresainga'

STALENESS

..Cause-Reporting in poor condition; repo*ing
"too fine"; overwork; overeating; constiPation; indi-

gestion; mal-nourishment (eating wrong kind of

Iood); under-nourishment; dissipation; Ioss of sleep;

worry; rnonotonous routine of training; depression'

Symptoms-First characteristic sign is loss of

*"ight; Iirtl.r"rr"r*; lack of interest in training work;

f".J dr.orrr, pinched; becomes "temperamental"'

p"uoi"h, irritabie; Ioscs appetite; sleeps poorly; "all

in"; tires easily; lacks driving Power; easily injured;

iniuries slow in hcaling' ctc.
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Prevention-Anticipate by Leeping eye on daily
weight record. Avoid overworking men. Hold mci
in check at start of season when they are apt to over,
1vorL. Learn to judge the condition of your men by
their general appearance. Take nnen into your 

"oo6.dence-help thern unbosom their troubles.
ftsa1mg61-Lay man off for a few days. In mild

cases it is not necessary to stop training entirely_jugt
ease off. He should eat pure, easily digestible, wholo_
some food, and take long walks in the open nir. plenty
of sleep is essential. Give the *.., duily a full body
massage followed by a percussion douche (sec Hydro-
therapy) and a cold sitz bath. Massage with warm
olive oil, paying special attention to the 

-.bdo-"r, 
"odspine. A vibratory treatment is helpful.

ATHLETIC HEART
The heart is a muscular organ and as such falts

under the rule that "function makeg structure',. It
follows that a man who makes more of a demand onthe heart than the average will have a heart larger
than the average. The physiological facts are tf,at
extreme demands on the heart causc hypertrophy (en.
Iargement) of the heart muscle. Ary'*rr"ic ln thc /
body grows proportionately to the extint of the use ofit. If this development is gtadual and has not brought
about any organic lesions, then it is physiolosi"u]i;
normal, simply a response on the part if ifr" U"a, ,"
an increased demand. Hypertrophy of thc heart, [iow-
ever, which ie a normal condition, muat be diffcrenti.
ated from dilatation of the heart which ic a pathotog_
ical condition. Hypertrophy is a growth, a-develof,_
ment; dilatation ie a stretching, a woakening of tic
normal structura Hypertrophy comeB on $aduslly;dilatation suddenly, 

"" " ,o"rrlt of over-crertion. The
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former , means improved efficiency, the latter discato

and weakness. Consequently in considering athletic
injuries I can onlY discuss:

DILATATION OF THE HEART

In athle$cs the cause is generally over'exertion,
resulting in en acute dilatation of either one of the
auricles or one of the ventricles. The symptoma are-
shortness of breatn; palpitation of the heart, growing
worse during compdtition; tenderness on pressute in
the region of the heart; the man is easily fatigued and

shows all tymptoms of staleness, l"act of appetite, con-
stipation, tired feelinS, etc. Thii'condition can be
cured with systematic, progressive exercises, milk diet,
and clean hygienic habits. Such cases, if detected,
should be referred to the medical adviser" Naturally,
the athlete must give rrp training.

UNDER AND OVER.WEIGHT

As a rule the general training routine tends to
normalize weight-lsducing the fat, building up the
lean, hardening those who carry their proper weight.
Radical measures of weight reducing must be carried
out with care. Growing boys should not be forced to
undergo any severe regime tending to reduce weight.
The matter of weight reduction is probably of greateat

innportance in boxing. In the Art of Boxing (Scrib-
ners) I have the following to say on the subject:

"The problem of making weight is a bugaboo to
many a boxer who has made his mark in a given class.

A fast-growing youth has great difficulty in keeping
his weight within hailing distance of the class in which
he has managed to attain some distinction and earning
ability. He may be a prominent sontender amongrt
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the lightwcights, but aa soon as hc becomos a welter
he is forced to start from the bottom of the ladder.
Not infrequently his weight is just too much for the
lower clags and yet he cannot approach the poundage
of the clags above without showing a loss of speed.
Of courge it is hcalthier for a growing youth to build up
rather than try, by means of various unrratural meas-
urea, to keep the weight down. It is posarble, by means
of intensive efrort, to reduce consiCerably, but if onc
is reducing more than three or fn.rr pounds bclow his
apparent best or "natqral" weight he is certainly not
doing himself any good and may be courting a lot of
trouble. It is a safe bet that he will not enter the ring
in anything approaching his usual form. True, a lot
depends on the condition the man is in before he starts
reducing. Of course, if he has fattened up he can lose
many pounds and yet be thc gainer. On the other
hand, if he is down "fine" every pound he takes oI[
is not only a pound of flesh but also a pound of blood.
How is a man going to determine whether it is advis-
able for him to reduce or give it up and start building
up for the class above) In this matter I do not believe
thc wisest and most experienced of trainers should act
without consulting a physician . . ."

Thc methods available for reduction of weight

l. "DRYING OUf,-This, undoubtedly, is most
cfrective. An athlete loseg from 3 to B pounds during
a workout, depcnding on his weight and the intcnsity
of his efforte. This weight is 90/o water. He ic very
thirsty after exercise because thc body wantg this lost
fuid bacL. Under normal conditions he drinks until
atiated. On the morrow the scales will show that hc
ir back to his usual weight. Supposc, however, that
rlthough craving water, he doer not drink to satiation
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but only to slightly allay the thirs1-ii ctands to rcalon

that he will begin to Iose wcight' And the more he hag

to reduce the less water must he take in and the greater

will be his thirst. Many an old trainer will tcll you

tales of prizerfighters driven almost crazy by the ovcr-

whelming thirst incidental to "drying out"'

2. Increased Amount of Exercise-The more

rapid and the greater the amount of the exercises taken

the greater the loss of wcight Per workout' Rapid

.*.r"i"." break down tissues whilst elow exercises

build. Don't try to reduce too rapidly through in-

creasing the amount of exercise-the body can stand
j,rr, .ol,r.h and no more. There is many an athlete

l..rirrg his strength, speed and stamina in the g:ymna-

sium or on the practicc field' Again' intensive' pro'

longed exercise will givc you hard, tiod'up muscles

and these are a debit in athlctics'

3. Massage-A good masseur can tear down a

lot of fatty tissue. The advantagc of this method of

reduction is that the athleteis Gnergy is conservcd' But

massage alone will not reduce much weight and is

a rather slow Procesc.

4. Diet-Probably the most important factor'

Persistent gorging wilt nullify all efiorts to gct rid of

i"t. Th.r"for. limit the amount of food intake to

minimum. It is an error to cut out this or that article

of fooa. Eat the food combinations you havo becn

accustomed to, but in lessened amount' Eliminating

,t"r.h foods may lead to hyper'acidity and other dis'

turbances of digestion.

5. The wearing of gum rubber *hirts' or heavy

lweat shirts-both arc worn to increase swoating dur'

ing exercire.
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6. Steam Batts_Useful within limits. Shoutdnot be taken oftener-than tt*u ti*u, a wcek. Sweatbaths "reduce" but f."". p.t-i.ni 
"ii.uut"d, which iehardly desirous for an athlete.

7. Limit sleep to eight hours__and no Inngaround in bed on waling.

METI{ODS OF GATNING WEIGHT
l. Diet-Ass

th" .thr.iu 
- r"';:::#: .,l"f"#,"f jjit,:: t:,.j:worked and yet persistently [";;;;;Jt he is probabtyeating the wrong kind of i""a or'iil ar**,i". 

"rulrr"are not functionins properly. Firrd;;;."use and rqm-edy it. Induce tt
Tirr. "t J;;,-;o.;. *l:, T, 

j':,J ; Hil :i,T,;iljif he chooses he may t "r" ro*J';;;", figs or pruneswith the milk. I have used this ,o,r,irr1 for a numbcrof years and have f"." ""if"r*f, """".*f"l in buitd-ing up "sLinnies".

2. Sleep-The more the better. Lean people arcas a rule of very nerv_oua temperament and during theday are so much on the ;,il.f";iuro ,ro moat oftheir intat<e. Sleep tim.l" *.i, il"'nJ"g time.
3. The amount of exercise must be regulated_The nervousness ehara"*rr"i" ;tJ ..lean,, 

leadsthem to overwork. H"ld th;; i" i*U
4. MassasF_Aim-to increase the circulation andstimulate the ab d omi""l -";", ;;;'t"u lpirr"t column.

1,T1,_t: 1r. 
massa ge-witf, 

"'ii". ",f 
,-"rru r,*ited f orce,payrng most attention to spine and .ii-ornurr, and fot-lowed by a percussion douche ;;J ;;;th is a stim_ulating treatment 

".:: !o net deeired results. (Secunder Massage and Hydro,t *uiii=' ''
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5. Hikec-Jive-mile hikes are great etimulants to
tte circulation, digestion, and in fact to the whole
functioning apparatus of the body.

CHILI.s
Cause-Erposure to cold or wet,
flsafurga[s-Give a steam bath or a hot shower.

Put to bed, cover with blankets. (Jse a warm enema
to clean out the bowels. Give hot lemonade to drink.
When an athlete complains of a chill, attend to it at
once, since it may turn into a cold, tonsilitis, etc.

FROST BITE

On very cold days the 6ngers, ears, or parts of thc
face of a football player may be nipped by the frost.
In restoring the part be careful to warm it gradually.
Increase the local circulation by gently rubbing with
8no\ r or cold water. Follow with applications of warm
cloths, and finally soak the part in hot water. The
habit of soaking a frozen part in cold water is foolish
and harmful. To prevent a re-attack. the part may bc
painted with "hot stuff" and otherwise protected from
the cold.

HEAT EXHAUSTION

Occurs occasionally among athletes. Diagnosis-
must be differentiated frorn sunstroke.

lleat Exhausti6n-f'sss pale, patient weak, dazed,
prostrated, not unconscious, skin cool, breathing noisy.

Sunstroke-Face fushed, patient unconscious, skin
dry and burning, breathing rapid and shallow.

Treatmat: Heat Exhaufisn-ftss1 quiet, plenty
of air, cover the man with blankets, apply heat to thc
extremities, give hot tea or cocoa as a stimulant. Sun-
stroke--Cold bath, ice to the head, cold enema" hcat
to feet.



CHAPTER XII

COMMON AILMENTS

Acute Appendicitis-An acute inflammation
the appendix which may be roughly located in
lower right side of the abdomer. 

-Th. 
appendix maybe merely inflamed, pusy, or -.v h"o" ruptur"j,

pouring its pus contents into the abdomen, infecting
the_-peritoneum (the membrane lining the abdomina'i
wall and covering the viscera)

Symptoms--A typical case will give a history of
chronic constipation, with perhape 

" ,r-r*bo, of similar
previous attacLs. The patient is suddenly seized with
colicky pains in the abdomen which soon localize in
the lower right side. He is nauseous, may vomit, feels
feverish and is "sick all over.'.

On examination you nirte the pinched, anxious
expression. With patient lying on hig baclc you gently
palpate the abdomen to find ii rather tense, especially
ao over the region of the appendix. pr"..ui" h.r.
elicits pronounced tenderness. If while pressing you
suddenly let go, the patient winces with the .ublundof the abdominal wall. The patient's temperature
(best talsen by rectum) ranges a-bout l0l ..

Treatment:-Immediatety send for a physician.
Absolute rest. Nothing by mouth. N" -.dil"ti;;;suppress the pain and under no circumstances should
a laxative be given if appendicitis is suspected. place
an iee bag over the region of the 

"pporrii".
2t1
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ACNE VUI.GARIS ("FIMPLES'')

215

of
the

Crops of "pimples" may breah out on the facc'

on the L."k, on the chest, etc' The exact cause ir

not known. Since the condition is rather common

in adoleecence, it is assumed that some defect in the

frrrr.tior, of glands of internal secretion lowers the

,".i*r.rr.. of ihe skin so that the ducts of the sebaceous

li""a" "f the skin become clogged with pyramids of

f,l..k.t.d pus and fat. These "blackheads" are quite

annoying and many an athlete will appeal to you for

relief.

Treatment:-First, the general hygiene must be

attended to. Check uP on the digestion and bowelr

and correct abnormalities. Locally, the main object

of the treatment is to increase the circulation of the

skin, open the clogged ducts and cause the extrusion

of the ;'blackheads". Heat, in any of its forms' is our

main reliance. Instruct the patient to give his face a

thorough steaming with hot towels for about 15 min-

utes dJly. Finish with a short cold application' Wipc

rigororr.iy with a coarse Turkish towel' Following the

stJaming the "ripe blachheads" should be pressed

out with a comedo extractor (which can be purchased

in any drug store). Rubbing alcohol (70%) applied

after drying the face serves as an excellent antiseptic

and invigorator of the skin.

If you have an Arc lamP, or an Infra-red lamp' givo

the patient a daily exposure of about 15 minutee fol-

lo*ud by extraction of the more prominent "black-

heads".

unquestionably the most efiective treatment for

acne is that with ih. Ultt.-'iolet rays' These rarely

fail, but I have not sttessed thie treatment because eo

few trainers have an Ultra-Violet ray generator'
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CHAPPED LIPS
Apply cold cream, vaselinc or earnphor ice. Warnnot to lick tf,e lips.

ARfi{RITIS
Is an infammation of all the tissucs about a joint(ligarnents, cartilage, eynovia, bones). The synovialIining of the joint is involved 

""a ,i"" "*tension of tLeinfection to the bones follows.
The cauge is agsumed to be toxins of various dis-eases. The teeth, the ton-sils, th. 

"urr, tb. gall bladder,the prostate, and especially the b";.i";., branded aanests or focci where- harmful germs ,htr. and pourtheir toxins into the blood 
",r;;:--i;e latter carrierthe toxins to every nooL and 

"*rr", oi ou" body andespecially to our joints which 
"* oiriru 

"u""uptible.Assuming that for some reason the local resistance isIowered, the torins serve aa irritants. Irritation bringsinflammation and the-latter .;";,;in dieability, de-formity and perhape destruction.
Arthritis may be acute or chronic. In athleticg wcrarely come across-the-chron;. typ-u, fo, tho aimplereason that an individual 

"uff.rirrg-;iil a chronic joint
9*:i* ir lg-, very apt to go in for strenuous physicaltraining. The acute type may follow an injurn aninfection near the joint, acute ;r;;;, rheumatism,gonorrhea, etc.

Symptoms:-The joint is swollen and distendcdwith fluid. The limb is held ,igia ir,-. J_i-fl""od po_sition by the spasm of the ""rr;;;;"ir,r""1"". Theewelling is hot, tender to touch .rra qJt.-painful whenthe joint is at rest ,lT1:r" ;i;il;;*" dietensionof the joiut by the fluid).
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Trcatmcnt:-Consult an orthopedic aurgeon' Reat'

.-.ful diet, bowel hygiene, elcctric cabinct bathr and

aLii"t-y io".lly-"ti*s up the modern coursc of

treatment.

"coLDS"

A colloquial term for anything from two successivc

sneezea to a severe bronchitis verging on pneumonia'

A cold as a rule starts tvith " ,

Catarrhal Inf,amm*ion of the Nbs#Thcre ig con-

gestion istuffing) of the nasal passagcs' sneezing' mu-

cous discharge, varying in thicknese; -headache' 
lassi'

trrd., 
"rrd 

nn.Uy a general feeling of discomfort'

Treatment of Nasal Catarrh-I am one of the old

""hJ 
who feels that a cold is due to a congestion of

;;" in the body. Consequently the treatment I rec'

;;;; id primarilv elimination bv all possible means'

When I see the onset of a cold in an athlete' I immedi-

;;;f;". him a laxative, make him drink all the hot

l.*orr"d" or hot weak tea that he can possibly get

"*", 
*irfr, give bim an electric cabinet bath or a very

i".i"U batl; stuff cotton plugs saturated with 20%

er"rt"f into each nostril for a few minutes' and then

"."1 
rri* to bed for a good long sleep. Old fashioned

Ltt ufi".tir.. tf the "t*tl 
po"t"ges are very clogged

;;;; be advisable to use plugs saturated in I / 1000

airut"Urr. Chloride solution which tends to loosen

the congestion.

The infection from the nose may travel down the

posterior nares to infect and inflame the pharynx'

causing:-
Acute Pharyngitis---Charactcrized by hoargenesa'

Aigt i r"tpy .ooln, morc or lees difficulty in swall'ow-
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ing. The tonsils are usually
larged and uncomfortable.

BIBLE

involved, becoming en.

Treatrnent of Pharyngitis (Sore Throat)_Gargle
with a warm, mildly antiseptic, alkaline solution. GIy-
cothymoline, Zonite, Listerine, and all the rest of them
are all right and so is plain salt solution, Epsom salts
solution, Salt and Bicarbonate (half and half solutions)
and the popular Alkaline Antiseptic solution,

From the pharynx the infeetion rnay extend down
to the larynx and perhap" 1lru trashg63:-

Acute Laryngitis-Here the cough and the hoarcc_
ness are the prominent symptoms. The sputum ie
rather thick, tenacious. There is a feeling of ..heavi-
ness" in the upper chest.

Treatment for Laryngitis:-Inhale the vapors of
Compound Tincture of Benzoin (see under Supplies).
This is a more effeetive remedy fo, .."o." throat" than
all the cough mixtures one can think of. Drink all the
hot lemonade possible. "Bake'. the upper chest with
an Arc or Infra- red lamp. Apply a mustard plaster
over night, or if you prefer, rub in some ..hot_stulf.'
liniment or analgesic. Take a laxative.

Traveling down the larynx and the trachea the
infection infames the Iarger bronchi causing: _

Acute Bronchitis:-There is an almost constant
cough with the bringing up of considerable thick mu-
cous. The feeling of constriction in the chest, the raspi-
ness and the hoarsenes$ are more pronounced; the
gltjent is probably running a temperature of l0l to102. He Iooks and feels ..sicL".

Treatment for Acute Bronchitis:_The same as
p-rescribed for laryngitis, onty more intensively. Bron-
chitir verges on broncho-pneumonia and it behoovcs
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onetobealertindealingwithit.Patientshouldstay
in bed. or rest in an easy chair as long as the tempera-

,"t. remains above normal' Inhale the Benzoin'

"Bake" the chest. Drink gallons of hot lemonade'

Limit diet to hot soups and hot milk' [Jse a laxative'

Should the infection extend from the larger bronchi

to the small bronchioles, your physician will hear a

lot of rattling in the chest and will call i1; 
-

Broncho'Pneumonia-Which is a serious ailment'

The characteristic symptoms are cough' 'prostration'

fever, etc.

The treatrnent is wholly in the hands of the phys-

ician.

Preventive Measures :-Every cold, however slight'

carries a shroud in its baggage' Too many folk's tahe

the attitude: "I guess it will go away of itself"' It may'

Again, it may not. My advice is:-go at a cold with

avi* and knock it out quickly' Do not expose your-

self unnecessarily and keep away from those who have

colds. If you have a cold, protect everybody else by

keeping awaY from them.

CONSTIPATION
f;'C...u.-Overeating; hasty cating; eating too re-

fined food; eating pastry in excess; irregularity of

meals; exercise too soon after eating; chronic use of

laxatives; failure to eat sufficient coarse food; lack of

cxercise; wcakness of the abdominal muscles; failure

to answer nature's call; failure to egtablish regular

hours for the evacuation of the bowels; insufficient

liquid.
Treatment:-Find the cause and remove it' Teach

moderation in eating. Assure supply of coarae food'

cuch as whole wheat or bran bread, Slcen vegetablec'

219
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dried fruit, especially Ggs, raisins, and pruner; givc
exercise to build up the abdominal muscles; instruct
not to exercise after meals; encourage long distance
hikes; the patient shoirld form the habit of going ro
stool every morning, either before or after breakfast.
He should be warned not to strain at stools. Straining
causes "piles" and weahens the surrounding musclee
so they lose the power of proper contraction. .Warn

against the habitual dse of laxatives. In acute cases an
enema will prove a quicker and more efiective remedy.

For chronic constipation the following may be rec-
ommended:

Agar-Agar, a Japanese ss6-yysgd-tt is absolutely
odorless and tasteless" It absorbs wate! Iike a 

"porrg.and aids in keeping the contents of the intestines moist.It also provides bulk which serves as a stimulant to
peristalsis. Dose-One tablespoonful to a meal. Can
be taken with soup or in fruit juices. patient should
drink plenty of water.

Mineral Oil-There are many gradee on the
market, and they are all of about thi same quality.
The oil which is tasteless and odorless seryes to lubri_
cate the intestines and to kecp the contents soft. It
is indigestible and unabeorbable, Ieaving the body asit enters. The action of both Agar-Agar and the oilis purely mechanical. The effieacy ofloth has beenrepeatedly demonstrated.

Massage of the abdomen is another efficient tDeae-ure foy the relief of constipation. If you have an
athlete who is chronically constipated give him an ab-dominal massage daily. Acute conetipation may be
relieved with an enema, tablespoonful of Epsorn s"lt+or with two C. C pills (see Supplies).
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NOCTURNAL EMISSIONS
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"!7et dreams"', involuntary emissions of eemen at
night. Serious only when occutring in too rapid suc-
qgssiqn-nightly or twice during the same night. Gen-
erally leaves the man in a wealsened condition. Cause

-full 
bladder, constipation, tight clothing, sleeping

with closed windows, too heavy covering, etc. Treat'
ment-remove the cause. Patient should eat plenty
of fruit and vegetables to Leep the bowels loose. Hc
should desist from eating or drinking anything at night
before going to sleep. FIe should sleep on the right
side with the under leg drawn up, so that the genitals
can rest on it, wear loose underclothing, and sleep
under light covers. Cold sitz baths by invigorating the
system will prevent recurrences. Occasionally an ath-
Iete reports having had two or three emissions the
night preceding a contest. This is undoubtedly due
to the high nervous tension under which the men labor.
A cold plunge or a cold sitz bath of one minute's
duration repeated about every three houra is sure to
reinvigorate the man for the coming contest. I have
used this method with unfailing succes$.

DIARRHOEA

Diarrhoea is generally caused by the presence of
indigestible or putrefying food in the intestines. The
toxins produced irritate the walls of the intestines, in-
ducing cramps. At first no efrort should be made to
stop the diarrhoea, since the evacuation of the poison-
ous matter from the bowels is bound to prove bene-
6cial. To hasten the removal of the irritating aub-
etance give a hot enerna and a doee of Epsorn ralts.
The patient should fast for a day or two.

In athletics we frequently find casee of 'hervous"
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diarrhoea. The probable cause is indigeetion and con-
sequent putrefaction due to extreme nervousnesE on
the part of the athlete. It usually occurs on the day
of a contest. If slight, ignore. If persistent, give a
lvarm enema to cleanse bowels. Follow with a cold
enema to restote tone. A cold sitz bath will further
arrest the diarrhoea and restore peP. Paregoric is o[
Iittle value. Essence or Tincture of Ginger ir at timcr
an eflective remedy.

DIPHTHERIA

A highly contagious disease characterized by sorc-

ness of the throat, dif6culty in swallowing, headachc,
Iassitude, high fever, and a grayish membrane covering
the tonsils. All sore throat cases should be referred
to the team physician for examination.

BURNS

Occur occasionally in training quarters. Cases

are generally mild.
ftsa16q113-Apply an ointment or olive oil at

once. Cover to exclude the air. Bad burns should
be treated by a physician. Sodium bicarbonate (bak-
ing soda) makes a frne application. A dty dressing
of boracic acid or zinc oxide, covered with cottonwool
to keep the air out will prove eficient.

This treatment is effective for sunburn.

HEADACHE

Headache is not an ailment in itself but is primarily
a symptom of some other disorder. Four distinct
varieties are to be distinguished:-

l. Congestive Headache 
- 

$ymplqms-flushed
facc, red eyes, bursting feeling, aevero throbbing cen-
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sation, cold extremities. f1g6lrnsn1-the main object
is to deplete the blood from the head' Apply hcat
to the extremities and the abdomen and cold to tho
head. A hot sitz bath, keeping the feet in hot water,
with a cold towel on the head is a very effective rem-
edy. Stroking massage, from center of forehead out-
ward, will help.

2, Anaemic Fleadache-Patient pale, dizzy and
has a gnawing, irritating pain. J1ga1msnl-object,
of course, is to increase the blood supply to the head.
A hot shower followed by a cold one and a full mas-
sage will help, by normalizing the circulation. A brisk
two or three-mile walk is a sure cure. A hot fomen-
tation on the forehead will relieve the pain.

3. Sick or Splitting Headache-Generally due to
some digestive disorder. Symptoms-pain generally
in the temples; patient sick at stomach; may vomit;
has a "dopy" feeling. Treatment-remove the cause.

Clean out the stomach and the bowels. Cive hot
water or hot lemonade to drinh to clean the stomach
and hot enema for the bowels. Hot packs to the ab-
domen or a hot sitz bath are benefrcial. Hot or cold
fomentation (whichever feels best) may be placed on
the forehead.

4. Nervous Headache-Generally caused by eye
strain or excessive mental excitement. The pain is

steady, dull and boring. Treatment 
- 

lsrn6vs thg
cause. Bathe the face in hot and cold water alter'
nately. Rest in a dark room.

Prescribing one or two Aspirin tablets is a favorite
emergency remedy for headaches of any type.' There
is no obiection to the temporary use of any drug but
I want to impress upon you the necessity of determin.
ing the eause of the headache and removing the
former.
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HEMORRHOIDS

Cause-Usually chronic constipation and straining
at stools. The veins in the rectum become dilated
(varicose), at times ruptuting and bleeding. The com'
mon symptoms are:-protrusion of a mass, sensitive-
ness and pain at the anus; bleeding, varying from slight
spotting to a profuse haemotrhage.

f1s61p6p1;-ftemove the cause (see treatment of
constipation). Apply an astringent ointment (con-
taining ox gall or Extract of 'Witch Hazel 2A/o, or a

combination of the two). Daily cold sitz baths will
invigorate the rectal mucosa and cause a contraction
of the dilated veins. Suppoaitories are helpful to carry
one through the acute stages when the pain is pro-
nounced. The mass which usually protrudes after a
bowel movement should be gently forced back. If
the "pile" becornes irreducible, constricted and pain-
ful, consult a Eurgeon. Haemorrhoids which fail to
respond to all these palliative measures are treated in
three ways: 

-l. Injection of Carbolic acid at baac of "pile".
This destroys the blood supply of thc "pile" which
then dries up.

2. Electric coagulation applied at base of "pili'
has the same purpose as abovc.

?. Excision of the haemorrhoids. A comparatively
easy operation which disables you for about a week.

HICCOUGHS

Hiccoughs arc due totthc spasmodic contractlonr
of the diaphragm. The causes are numerou!.

f1s6ftp1t3-fsy any of the following:-
l. Tahc a deep breath and hold it for ac long

as possible.
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2. Drink plain water or Bicarbonatc' oipping

steadilY.

3. Stick out your tongue, get hold of it with a

handkerchief and Pull it'
4. Half a teaspoonful of sugar water with 5 drops

of Vinegar (Allen).
5. When the above fail give 5 to 7 drops of Ether

or Chloroform in water.

DIABETES IT{ELUTUS

ttSug"" Disease"-Some of the early symPtoms

.r.,-diyrress of the mouth and consequcnt thirst and

the drinking of large quantities of fuid' Frequency

of urination. Uri.r. shows Presence of sugar' A blood

test confirms the diagnosie.

HERNTA (RUPTURE)

At the junction of the thigh and the abdomen

you will notice a raised ridge of tissue which is
l"rrr"d by the underlying Inguinal ligament' Just

above this ligament and running parallel with it are

two tunnels (one on each side of the body) which

lead from the inside of the abdomen to the scrotum'

The same as any tunnel, this one has an inlet (at thc

abdominal end) and an outlet just before it reaches

the scrotum. Through these tunnels rune the spcr-

matic cord of the corresponding side'

Whether due to a natural wealcness of the surround-

ing tissues, a very severc strain, or a combination of

these two factors, thc inlet becomes dilatcd permitting

the hcrniation of some of the contents of the abdom-

inal cavity (omentum, small intestinc, etc')' Pro-
gressively the mass is forccd down thc inguinal canal'

reaches the external ring (outlet) which becomea moro
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or less dilated allowing the hexniation to descend into
the scrotal bag.

The symptoms of a hernia are: there is a mass
of varying size which enlarges on straining or cough-
ing, feels rather soft and can usually be "reduced"
(forced back into the abdomen). There is a feeling
of local weakness and a draggy sensation.

flsafrn6nt;-fhousands of people go through life
using trusses for thefu hernias. A truss is never a cure,
but merely a crutch used to protect a weakened part.
If the patient's occupation does not call for severe
exertion he can sail through life without much discom-
fort from the hernia. Every now and then a hernia
becomes "strangulated" (caught by the margine of
the ring and consequently irreducible), and then the
matter is serious and calls for an immediate operation.

There is a prevalent feeling among many physical
directors that moderate sized hernias can be "cured"
with special exercises which aim to build up the lower
abdominal muscles. I, frankly, have never seen this
done, but if your man refuses an operation there is
no harm in trying exercises.

I would advise every young man who has a hernia
to havc an operation for its repair. The operation is
a comparatively simple one, especially in the hands of
an experienced surgeon. It appears that there is a
susceptibility to infection of the operating wound be-
cause of the nearness of the sexual organs, but the
infection is a supericial ona and merely delays healing.
As an interne I saw hundreds of herniotomies in the
hospital wards with not a single loss of life.
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ACUTE ARTICULAR RHEUMATISM

There is still some question as to what germ causes

thisailment.Diseasedtonsilsanddecayedteethare
ifr""gt, to be breeding places for the germ' Symptoms

,.ry-*irh the severity of the tl1tsh-pain' fever' in-

flt*m.tion and swelling of the joints' prostration' The

attack is generally selfJimiting, tending to tetminate in

from two to six weeks. Serious complications are com-

rnon and there is a tendency to tecurrent attacks' The

rnodern tteatment consists of absolute rest to protect

the heart and the use of large doses of salicylates'

Treatrnent:-Since in 99 out of 100 cases the cause

is indigestion or putrefaction of food in the intestines'

the remedy is self'evident' Free laxation' Drink

I.rg" qrrurrtities of hot lemonade in order to fush the

boJy. Milk diet for a few days' To relieve the itch-

ing apply Lotia Alba.

INDIGESTION (ACUTE)

A disordered digestion is inimical to efiective ath-

Ietic efiorts. An occasional attack of indigestion may

be'relieved with a dose of Magnesium Oxide' Sodium

Bicarbonate or BiSoDol' Hot water with a few drops

of Oil of Peppermint helps in many cases' It is advis-

able to pass up a meal or two after an attack' The

drinking of large quantities of hot lemonade serves to

flush out the digestive tract'

If these attacks recur it is advisable to refer the

case to a physician for a thorough examination' In'

digestion is a common symptom of a number of seri'

otr" di"""*"s and it is best to make sure that it is only

indigestion.
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PLEURISY

Is an inflammation of the serous membrane which
Iines the walls of the chest cavity and covers the
lungs. The usual predisposing cause is cxposure
when the bodily vitality is at a low ebb. The onsct
is sudden, the patient noticing a rather sharp pain
in some part of the chest which is aggravated when
a deep breath is taLen. There is a slight hacking
cough, fever, headache and chilliness. Treatment:

-ftss1 
in bed, strapping with adhesivc, Iaxation, heat.

PNEUMONIA

An acute inflammation of one or more Iobes of
the lungs. The characteristic history is that of a
chill, fever, sudden sharp pain in some part of the
chest, choppy cough" prostration. When seen, the
patient lies on the alfected side, his breath comea
in short, quick gasps, there is a reddish flush on the
cheeks, and the eyes are suffused. The temperature
ranges about 103'. Treatment:-{all a physician and
get a good nurse. Nursing is absolutely vital in pneu-
monia and I cannot over-emphasize that.

MEASLES

A self-limiting contagious disease characterized by
Iassitude, high fever, chilliness, ache in the muscles and
bones, inflamed eyes, and a catarrh of the nose. There
is a crimson colored pimply rash which starta on the
face and eoon spreads all over the body.

HERFES 
- 

.rshinglesr, 
-..cold 

sores, a..,Fever
Blisters"-Characterized by a well localized group of
reddish blebs surrounded by an area of infammaiion.
These blebs run together, dry rlp and scale off. The
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cause is attributed to an inflammation of a ncrve due

to some toxin or irritant, such as cxposure to the sun'

wind, cold, etc.

Treatment:-Keep dry and protect from infection'

Zin" Stu.r.te is elfective in "shingles"' Zinc Oride

ointment seems best fot "cold sores"'

TONSILTNS

An inflammation of one or both tongils' varying in

type and severitY.

A. Acute Superfieial Tonsilitis-Little swelling'

slight pain, awallowing difficult'

Treatment:-Give treatment prescribed for
"Colds", since this form of tonsilitis is a form of
"cold". Gargle with warm ealt water or Dobell'r

soltrtion.
B. Acute Follicular Tonsilitit-Inflammation Gr-

tensive, much gwelling, redness, pain and difficulty in

ewallowing. There is fever and the neighboring glands

are swollen.
Treatment:-As for A. Put patient to bed' In'

hale steam containing vaPors of Compound Tr' of

Benzoin.
There are other less common forms rarely mct

with in athletics. Tonsilitis is rather frequent among

athletes and it behooves the trainer to have the treat'

ment down pat and go at a case with vim' Ignoring

a case may mean an epidemic of sore throate' espe-

cially if the team is temporarily stale"

NEURITIS

Is a local inflammation of a nerve within its sheet'

The cauge is not quite clear but it ie aesumed that
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exposure, germs, toxins, alcohol and a number of dis_
eases (diabetes, etc.) are the mischief maLers. The
chief symptom is pain which radiates along the course
of the nerve, which is tender to the touch.

f1sa166ntr3-Find the probable cause and remove
it. Rest the limb by strapping and supporting with a
bandage, if necessary. Apply heat in any of its forms.
Diathermy is the best of the latter. Infra-red and the
theraupeutic Iamps are alternatives. As soon as the
acute pain subsides, start massaging the limb in order
to prevent atrophy of the muscles. If neuritis is left
untreated or is irnproperly treated the limb will never
again be restored to normal. Work with your medical
adviser to save the e6ectiveness of the limb. Sinu-
soidal currents serve to re-invigorate the nerve.

Sciatica-ls a neuritis of the sciatic nerve.

SCARI.ET FEVER

An acute infectious disease characterized by a
very high fever, inflamed throat, vomiting and, within
twenty-four hours after the appearance of the initial
eymptorns, the breaLing out of a fine scarlet rash which
runs so close together that the body appears as if
covered with one solid mass of eruptions. The disease
is self-limiting but complications are common.

URTICARIA ..Hives',

A crop of white and pink wheals which come and
go. These wheals are of all sizes, irregular 'in form,
whitish in center with red borders, spotting the whole
body, cropping out even as you observe, fading, re-
appearing, itching intensely. The cause is usually a
digestive disorder. Some medications may bring them
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out. It is attributed to the toxic effect of some sub-

stances taken into the blood stream'

INFLUENZA

An acute contagious disease with symptoms of a

very bad "cold".
There is a high fever, pains in the muscles and the

bones, an infamed throat, prostration and mental de-

pression.
Treatment:-Give a hot steam bath, a hot enema'

a laxative, have patient drink large quantities of hot

lemonade (as hot as the patient can bear)' limit diet'

and prescribe absolute rest for a day' Take the "flu"

very seriously. In itself it is not dangerous, but it pte-

disposes to very severe attacks of pneurnonia' In the

treatment of influenza proper care and whole-hearted

nursing is of greater importance than medicinal aid'

SYPHIl-trS

Two to six weeks following exposure a "hard

chancre" appears on genitals or lips, etc' The chancre

is usually ulcerated and on palpation shows presence of

a hard base. For one limited in experience a chancre

is indistinguishable from a common ulcer' Look with

suspicion on every "sore" or hard "nodule" noted on

the genitals or lips. Don't forget we are dealing with
yorig people. Refer to physician' Forbid use of
gym.

GONORR}IEA

Symptoms of diagnostic value: two to eight days

after exposure patient notes persistent itching, followed

by burning pain on passing urine and a mucoid dis-

.h.rg. which gradually thickens in consistency' Im-

rnediately refer case to physician' Forbid use of gym-

nasium.
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One Baker (minimum cost $55)'

One gymnasium scale (cost $35)'CHAPTER XIII

THE TRAINING ROOM

The equipment of a training room varies primarily
with the frnancial outlay. Where the athletic director
and perhaps the athletic board of control appreciate
the vast importance of training in the success of the
teams, the equipment will be all sufEcient. Most of
the Eastern universities have model training rooms, the
equipment of which rivals that of the best known physi-
otherapy clinics anywhere. A few of the smaller col-
Ieges take great pride in their training rooms. For
example, Frank Kavanaugh at St. Lawrence tjniver-
sity, a comparatively small school, has a training room
which is the talk of the North-East. There are any
nunrrber of high schools who manage to purchase para-
phernalia which appears to be o[ use in the care of
their athletes.

I am frequently aslced to outline the minimunn
equipment of a training room. My list usually in-
cludes:-

A frrst aid cabinet, with glass stoppered bottles to
hold the liquid medications. (Cost $50-566.1

One or more massage tables, preferably of cast
steel, because the latter assures cleanliness and
durability. (Cost of each $35.)

One Infra-Red lamp (cost gl5) and a number of
the cheaper portable heat lamps (cost of each
$5 ).

2r3

One percussion douche hose and nozzle (cost $5)'

One Sanette waste can (cost $3'50)'

And an assortment of the smaller items listed

below,

SUPPLIES

Alcohol-Usc is:-85 antiseptic; to toughen the

"kirr; 
.* an ingredient of rubbing mixtures; for steril-

ir.ri"" of uurgi..l insttuments' Medicated alcohol is

just as good for our purPoses as is the pure grain alco-

irol. T1r. ad,rlt.r.rri.Jdtd to mak'e it undrinkable is

harmful only to parched throats and starved stomachs'

Mercurochrome-Here is an antiseptic which has

.o*" ir,ro general favor because it does not "burn"

when applied. There is still some question as to

*fr",fr"t i, is as ef6cient an antiseptic as ie Tr' Iodine'

but the medical profession has taken it up' it is being

used in surgery' and thele is no teason why trainers

should hesitate in adoPting it'

Tr. Iodine-Still the royal antiseptic-old and re-

liable. Do not coat too heavily with it; do not covcr

an iodized surface with adhesive or heavy dressings'

Iodine Powders-There are a number of powdered

Iodine preparations on the matket' such as Bismuth

Formic lodide, etc. These are all efiective antisePtics'

deodorants, and serve to dry up "wceping" wounds'

Flydrogen Peroxide-Rarely used except for su'

p".fi"iul *ltrrdr. It is most effective for the destruc-

tion of pue cocci.232
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Peroxide should not be poured into cavities, sincc
the oxidized pus forms toxins which are injurious to
the surrounding tissues.

Boric Acid-A mild antiseptic used for application
to mucous surfaces such as the conjunctiva of the eye.
May be used as a drying powder.

Bichloride of &Iercury-Is a very strong germicide.
{.Jse infrequently to abort an impending infection.

Carbolic Acid-Another powerful germicide. Fre-
quent or heavy applications may cause gangrene
(death) of rissue. Avoid its use. In athleticslhJonly
time you are justified in trying its effect is to paint a
festering wound or ulcer which has failed to respond
to routine treatrnent. A,fter painting with a 5 /o solu-
tion of Carbolic Acid, immediately wash it off withalcohol. Under no circumstances should you ever
apply a dressing containing Carbolic acid or pour it
into a cavity.

Coltrodiogl-Antiseptic and protective. Good for
small wounds.

Tincture of Benzoin-A resinous balsam, antisep_
tic, protective and astringent" On drying it forms a
water-proof covering. Used chiefly as an antiseptic
and to toughen the skin of the feet. Mixed with water
and a little resin it makes an efiective ..anti-fumble,,
application for the hands.

Compound Tincture of Benzoin_Is not as good
an astringent as the plain Tr. of Benzoin. It contains
a number of medications which help to allay the in-
flammation and irritation of the air passages such as
orcur in colds, coughs, etc. The dose is one teaspoon_
ful to a quart of water. The rnixture is brought to "boil in a kettle or an oil can which should hur. . ,ror-zle, Instruct the patient to inhale the steam and Ben-

zoin vapors through the rnouth' The treatment should

be repeated eveq/ two hours until relief is obtained'

Tannic .Acid-An effective astringent favored by

**rry .o..h.". Used to toughen the skin of the feet'

T"bl.rpoorrful to a quart of water' Buy it by the

pound in powdered form'

Alum-Another effective astringent' Teaspoonful

t* a pint of water.

Formalin-The I oio solution is used occasionally

to "pickle" the feet.

Foot Fowder-Helps to reducc friction between

the sox and the feet to a minimum' Use a mixture of

Talcum, Boric acid and Tannic acid'

Talcurn psqT{sv-f}sed for the same purpose as

above. Also to avoid chafing'

Zinc Stearats-\,/g1y useful to anticipate or heal

skin irritations of anY tYPe.

Sodiurn Bicarbonate and Ficric A'cid-Keep some

of each on hand in case of burns' Carron OiI is another

useful remedy for burns.

Unguentine-ls a patented preparation and' as a

rule, it is not considered good taste to reconrrnend

patent medications. However, this is an ointment that

h." b".r, doing great service in the care of athletic

wounds and it is no more than fair that we admit it and

recommend it. Today we know of no "healing" oint-

ment superior to (Jnguentine. A fact of interest is that

the formula is printed on the container" The ointnnent

comes in handy in many ways. It is antiseptic, hygro-

scopic, stirnulates healing, prevents festering, soothes

and allays irritation-

Balsa,rn 6f psru-|s popular with many physicians

as a stimulant to the rapid healing of a wound'
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Ichthyol-ls an effective remedy of the same type
as the two above. Some trainera swear by it. Ichthyol
ointment (20% ) is a popular application {or "draw-
ing" infections such as boils and felons.

Zinc Oxide Ointment-ls a well known soothing
and healing ointment.

Boric Acid Ointment-A bland ointment preferred
by some physicians as an application to irritated sur-
faces which are not infected.

Yellow Oxide of Merctry Ointment-Is widely
used as a remedy for "gym itch".

Aspirin-A popular remedy for headaches and
fevers. I would use it only for temporary relief.

Smelling Salts-Be carcful when making use of it.
Don't shove it right under the patient's nose but rather
keep it near the nose. A hearty snifi may throw your
patient into shock.

Aromatic Spirits of Ammonis-f's1 a sick stomach.
Dose:-a teaspoonful in a wineglassful of water. It
can be purchased in the form of capeules which are
broken in case of need and held near patient's nose.

Soda Mint Tablets--Help allay gastric distress in-
cidental to indigestion.

Alkaline Antiseptic Solution-Keep plenty of it on
hand. For sore throat, gargle with it every two hours.

Epsom Salts-An effective remedy for constipa-
tion. Don't make a habit of using it. It is to be rec-
ommended only as a temporary remedy when patient
is in need of a purgative. poss;-lallespoonful in
glassful of water, best taken on arising in the morning.
Quite popular with many physicians for "wet" dreee-
ings.
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Phenophtalein Pills-Are sold under various trade

narnes, such as Thalophen, Phenolax, etc' Used for
laxation.

Salicylic Acid (20% in Collodion)-Useful for
softening corns and calluses. Salicylic acid ointment
(TOV) is another effective remedy for "gym itch"'

Rubber $sivspt-Benzine, Chloroform, Ether, or
a combination of these are all eflective in removing
adhesive. Keep awaY from flame.

Acetate Dope-Recommended by Dr' Allen' It is
a liquid which on exPosure to the air solidifies through

evaporation of the fluid ingredients. Dr. Allen recom-

mends it for "starching" and stiffening of dtessings

where immobilization is indicated. I am not very en'

thusiastic about the "dope". It undoubtedly does all
that is expected of it, but so do Plaster of Paris band-

ages and the Iatter are far easier to obtain.

Silver Nitrate (lunar caustic)-lllay be obtained
in pencil form, or as a liquid in any desirable strength'

It kills tissue. Used in the treatment of soft corns and

ingrown nails (which see).
..Wet Dressingsr'-..![/s1 Applications"-$sm6

physicians favor a mixture of Rubbing Alcohol and

Boric acid solution (half and half ); others will swear

by Epsom salts solution; still others use aluminum

acetate; I have always favored a mixture of one part

alcohol, two parts witch hazel and one part glycerine'

I still feel the last one is the best. The object of "wet

dressings" is to stop subcutaneous oozing, promote ab'

sorption, stimulate drainage and relieve the tension

and pain incidental to an injury.

Antiphlogistine-Useful for relieving inftamrna-

tions and congestions' A chemical compound, the

base of which is clay. The clay retains the heat; the
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glycerine it contains has antiphlogistic (drawing)
powers and lodine, the other constituent, serves as a
counter-irritant. It is used rather extensively in the
treatment of athletic injuries. The different methods
of application will be found under "Bandaging". Have
a spatula for spreading the clay.

BisinFectant-lt is important to disinfect the train-
ing quarters and locker rooms at least once a week^

Linirnemt Ingredients ;-
For "FIot Stuff" For "Rub-Downt'

Oil of Wintergreen Medicated Grain Alcohol
Oil of Eucalyptus Witch Hazel
Oil of Peppermint Soap Linirnent
Oitr of Mustard
Capsicunr
Chloroform
Camphorated Oil
Ammonia'lVater

Oil of Wintergreen (to spice)

Mineral Oil, Cotton Seed Oin, Glive OiI-Are all
used as neutral bases for "hot-stuff'l liniments.

Note:-"Hot-stufi" liniments should never be used for
rub-downs. They are counter-irritants to be used
locally rather than generally. A.ry "hot-stuff"
massaged in with rnore or Iess force will "burn',
one up and rnay severely irritate the strcin causing
a rash or even blisters. Coat a surface with .'hot-
stu$" or at most rub it in gently. Oil liniments
are best for counter-irritation because they retain
their eflectiveness for a lengthy period since oils
evaporate to a very slight degree. Again oily lini-
ments quickly dissolve the fatty protective iayer
of the skin and thus are better able to penetrate.
The sarne suggestions apply to the use of analge-
sics. "Hot-stuff" should be used with care after
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a hot bath which opens the pores and makes pos-

sible rapid and deep penetration

Soap Linimsnl-ls a frequently used base for rub'
down liniments.

Analgesics-The "hot-stuff" ingredients are here
ernbodied in a vaseline or lanolin base. Almost all
the analgesics on the marl<et contain Capsicum, Oil of
Wintergreen and Menthol in slightly varying Propor-
tions. I have never been able to discover any differ-
ence in the action of "hot" liniments and "hot" anal-
gesics. "Hot-stufi", under whatever guise, has but
one effect; namely, counter-irritation.

Massage f,ufidsants-\ry31rn Olive Oil is very
soothing; Cocoa Butter, pleasant to handle; Mineral
Oil, odorless, very economical; Cotrd Cream, preferred
by many masseurs; Alboline, a semi-solid mineral oil
recommended by some; Cocoanut Butter, odorless.

Adhesive Tap+*Use the large rolls, 5 yards long
bv 12 inches wide. These net a great saving over the
narrow widths and are rapidly replacing the use of the
latter among trainers. Hospitals and infirmaries use

only the large rolls. Almost all the brands of adhesive
on the market today are of good quality. Every now
and then even the most staple brand will go \ryrong'
and Johnson & Johnson warn on their cartone that
this may happen. The base of the adhesive is made
of rubber which occasionally undergoes a chemical
change, ruining the tape. Barring such incidents ad-
hesive will last years. If it appears to be chilled place
it next to a radiator.

Lately, sLin-colored adhesive has appeared on the
marL.et and I can see a lot of uses for it, especially in
the taping of the wrists and for face wounds.
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If you have to apply a strip of adhesive directly on
a wound, flame the adhesive ovet a firs fi1s1-lhis will
serve to sterilize it.

Blach Adhesive-Friction tape-Some three years
ago it occurred to me that trainers ought to make
greater use of black tape because it is so much cheaper
than the whitc adhesive. I put it up to the profession
and today tens of thousands of pounds of black tape
are being used by trainers.

Band-Aids--A prepared dressing consisting of
gauze and adhesive. Quite handy in a pinch, though
its use is limited to the treatment of small wounds.

Sterile Co'tton-wool-Use the llb. cartons for the
training room and the I oz. cartons for the freld kit"
The cheaper grades are used for padding.

Roller Gauze Bandages-Use the one, two, two
and a half and the three inch widths.

Sterile Gauze-Use the 5 yard cartons for the
training room and the one yard cartons for the field
bug.

Iodoform Gauze-Uscd for drains in pus cavities.

A.nkle Roller Bandages-Described at Iength un-
der "Bandaging". No school, however low in finances,
can afford to go without them.

Bandage Rolling Machine-Helpful in the rewind-
ing of the ankle rollera.

Corn and Bunion Plasters-Quite useful in thc
treatment of small wounds, corns, calluses, etc.

Oil Sill(*Essential for the protection of the cloth-
ing whenever a wet dressing or an antiphlogietine
bandage is applied.
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Heavy Sqrgical lVaxed Paper-Uoed for the same

purpose as the oil silk but is far more economical and

therefore preferable'

Woven Elastic Bandages-\fithout rulls1-fe1
example, the ACE.

Elfective wherever an clastic support is indicated'

Woven Elastic Adhesive-A new and guite ueeful

item.

Fara Rubber Elastic Bandagea-Quite usetlul' ZYz

and 3 inch widths chiefly used. The length of these

bandages varies from 9 to I 5 [eet.

Felt-White felt may bc obtaincd in any thickness'

It is of better quality and appearance than t*re grcy'

Considerins the uses of felt, the appearance and gual'

ity may be ignored and the cheaper grey felt pur-

chased. ,,,,tir*a.yr.*d

Sponge Rubber-Use the red rather than thc grey,

since the former is more durablc and has greatcr

elasticity.

Sea-foam Rubber-Be surc to have some on hand.

Vulcanized Fibre, Aluminum, Rubber Sponges'

Shoe Leather-All come in handy when you have to
arrange some special Protection.

Powdered Resin-Is indispensable for thc Preven-
tion of fumbling on wet days. Baseball players are

finding it guitc useful" So do gymnasts and pole

vaulters.

Resin.Gum Bonzoin Mixtrnc-Is still more effective
iu the prevention of fumbling.

Styrax, Tar, Molasses, Shellao-Are all used by

coachee for the prevention of fumbling.
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Stove Polish-{ontaining graphite, Neatsfoot Oil,
6fq.-ls used to paint the soles of the football shoes
on muddy days, to prevent the mud from adhering to
the cleats.

Neatsfoot OiI-Used for waterproofing all leather
wear.

Saddle Soap-Used for the cleansing and polishing
of footballs and basketballs.

Weight Cards-Make rhem or buy them, but be
sure to have them. Have spaces for recording weight

I"gorng out and comrng in".
Small Bath Sponges-For the sponge baths.
Sea SaIt-For salt sponging.

Hot Water Bottles-Two or three should be taken
along on trips since injuries after a game can be treated
on the train while homeward bound.

Electric Heating Pads-Get one with three heat
feeds.

Flannel Packs-Ljseful for the application of hot
fomentations. Saves the towels.

Ice bag, enema bag.
Gallon size Thermos Bottle-For the hot drink be-

tween halves.

.Atomizers-For nasal or throat woth.
Spatula.
Surgical Dressing Scissors-5 /2 inches tong.
Surgical Bandage Scissors-7 inches long.
Thermometers.
Surgical Tweezers.
Lancet.
Tongue Depressors and .Applicators (wooden).
Bier's Suction Cup for draining of infected cavities.
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Crutches, Splints.

Hot .Air or Steqm Cabinet-A portable outfit can
be obtained from any drug supply house for about five
dollars. A complete training room should possess an
electric cabinet bath. I bought one for Illinois in l9l6
for about $200. It has given a world of effective
service and is still going strong. Any money invested
in training'room equipment will draw large dividends
by assuring continued service of much needed men.

Electric Vibrator-Unless you can buy a good one
(cost about $45) don't buy it at all. The cheaper
makes lack penetrative power.

Field or Trainer,s Kit_euite indispensable.

Traveling Trunks-Choose staunchly built trunhs
that will stand the wear and tear of arduous trips.



CHAPTER XIV

HINTS AND GLINTS

No trainer knows so much that he eannot afiord
to lcnow more.

Don't rest on your laurels. Ufe is a race, and if
you slow up or stop some one is sure to pass you.
There is a long line back of you eager to go ahead.
Superiority is the determining factor. The only way
to stay in front is to be better than those who are fol-
lowing you. Keep driving ahead. The trainer who
thinks he knows it all is on the express train running
to "Oblivion".

The trainer should be cver on the alert for new
discoveries and suggestions which may help to increase
his efficiency.

To turn one's back on a good thing because it is
new is a very ancient way of doing a thing wrong.

It is generally agreed among trainers that the least
medicine we use in athletics the better. "Doping a
man" to make him well is a rnaxim of the past.

"The cooperation of the patients is of the utmost
importance. They must be active p:rrticipants in the
work of their own salvation."

'tHumbug is justifiable when it is in the interest
of the patient."

Give your assiatants credit for what they do.
"A long and careful training always gives better

reaults than a short, severe one."
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"The training must be varied according to the

physique of the individual."
"Mental alertness is a vital favor in athletics'

'fhere can be no mental alertness without correspond-

ing physical vigor."
One of the biggest crimes in athletics is the misuse

of an athlete, especially of immature age.

To say that athletic teams have made good show-

ings without pre-seasonal conditioning is a mighty poor

argument. What would they have done if they had

been in good condition?
When you get a new idea talk it over with your

coaches. They are men of experience and their opin-
ion is sure to prove valuable.

Always see that the visiting team is treated royally'
The spirit behind the game must be that of gentlemen'

"Reservoirs of power, available only under great

excitement, exist in all of us."
"The response to stimulation after a period of in-

action is less vigorous than the resPonse to preeisely

the same amount of stimulation after the muscle hag

been exercised for awhile. This fact explains the ne'
cessity undet which baseball pitchers and other athletes
labor of warming-up before they can use their muscles

effectively."
Why not warm up swimmers)

Genuine muscular fatigue is rare-most fatigue is

more neural than physical. Similarly the loss of weight
during practice or a contest is chiefly due to the loss

of water through the pores of the sL.in; but little of the
eolid tissue is affected.

Muscular exertion means a great use of bodily
energy. The body derives enetgy from the oxidation
of carbohydrate foods. It follows that during tho244
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playing season an athlete should be served a liberal
quantity of carbohydrate foods daily.

To drink or not 1q dyip[-1hat is the questionl
Many trainers warn their charges not to drink water
during or right after a strenuous workout or a con-
test. There is a prevalent idea that when water is
taken on a "hot" stomaeh something dire will happen.
Well, there is some basis to this. f'rue, the tempera-
ture of the stomach doesn't vary an iota because one is
exercising. However, just back of the stomach is the
solar plexus of nerves. When cold water is suddenly
taken into the stomach it appears to chiil the neigh-
boring plexus and one gets the sensation of weakness,
faintness, nausea and distension.

If, however, cool, rather than cold water and in
moderate amounts be taken, no discomfort or harm
will follow. I have worked on this problem for over
a year and a half and am sure of the correctness of
the above. Athletes, particularly those participating
in sports producing profuse sweating, should drink all
the water they crave and a little more, but I repeat,
the water should be cool, not coid, and taken in mod-
erate amounts at a time.

"The spirit of emulation and contest is a natural
one and a noble one, and the spectacle of skilled ath-
letes matching their potvers in a fair, generoua, cour-
ageous struggle for mastery, is inspiring, calculated to
sustain interest in gymnastics and to supply that in-
centive which stimulates endeavor and counteracts the
monotony of bearing, in decision of character, in quick-
ness of judgment and in practice."
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"Athletics are a splendid training in gelf-restraint'

in chivalric resource in emergency."

If you come across something of valuc in connec-

tion with training, conditioning, or the treatment of
athletic iniuries, I'll be thankful if you will drop me a

Iine addres3sds- "Dr. S. E. Bilik, 200 Fifth Ave.'
New York City." Incidentally, any coach or traincr
visiting New York is cordially invited to drop in at

my office for a chat.
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